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ABSTRACT 

The reaction time three-item Concealed Information Test (RT-CIT) is a type of 

recognition test that examiners can use to detect concealed awareness of crime details 

among crime suspects. Examiners assume that only perpetrators and investigators know 

crime-related details and infer examinees are “guilty” if the test indicates that they 

possess crime-related knowledge. However, it is possible for innocent examinees to learn 

crime-related details from other sources (e.g., media, investigators), a phenomenon 

known as information leakage, which was the focus of the current study.  Results 

revealed that the RT-CIT successfully differentiated between examinees guilty of a mock 

crime, innocent but informed of the crime (informed-innocent), and innocent but unaware 

of crime details (uninformed-innocent). Classification accuracy using a classification 

procedure (the Compound Classification Procedure, CCP) was also good for guilty 

(92.5%) and uninformed-innocent groups (100%). However, consistent with predictions, 

elevated false positive rates were found among informed-innocent groups (50%), 

supporting the conclusion that the RT-CIT is vulnerable to information leakage. Another 

variable of interest was the type of instructions given to participants prior to the RT-CIT, 

which prior research has found influences RT-CIT performance. Examinees in the current 

study read one of two instruction sets (deception, or control instructions) prior to 

completing a RT-CIT, but did not show any differences in RT-CIT performance. 

Individual differences in anxiety were also examined in an attempt to predict the 

accuracy of the RT-CIT. Preliminary analyses pointed to state cognitive anxiety as the 

best predictor, which ultimately accounted for significant variance in the accuracy 

detection score (the difference in response accuracy between irrelevant and crime 
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details). Given strong performance of the RT-CIT, state cognitive anxiety did not account 

for significant variance in the RT detection score, RT and accuracy sensitivity indexes, 

nor did it add to the prediction of guilt beyond the results of the CCP.  Taken together, 

the results support using the RT-CIT to detect concealed knowledge in criminal 

investigations, given that examiners take precautions against information leakage. 

However, given the artificial nature of mock crimes, the small predictive value of 

cognitive anxiety, and the questionable effectiveness of the instruction manipulation, 

more research is necessary.  
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The Reaction Time Three-Item Concealed Information Test: Effects of Information 

Leakage, Deception and Anxiety 

 The majority of humans do not often tell lies but a small minority of individuals in 

our society are prolific liars (Halevy, Shalvi, & Verschuere, 2014; Serota & Levine, 

2015). Accurate detection of lying is especially important in forensic contexts because 

errors can produce dire consequences; failing to detect serious lies might free a guilty 

individual to re-offend, and presuming an innocent person is lying might result in false 

imprisonment.  

1.0 The History of Lie Detection 

 Lykken (1998) argued that the ability to deceive others has been advantageous in 

terms of evolutionary fitness, much like many traits passed down to us from our hominid 

ancestors (e.g., opposable thumbs, bipedal gait). Further, it is likely that our interest in 

detecting these attempts to deceive dates back almost as far as the ability to deceive itself. 

1.1 Classical Methods, from the Vedas to Torture 

Trovillo (1939a) argued that humanity’s attempts to identify specific cues of 

deception and use those clues systematically to detect lies within criminal contexts could 

be traced back to a passage written about 900 B.C.E. in a section of the Vedas which 

listed behavioral indicators of deception. Further, Trovillo traced the idea of using 

physiological indicators to detect deception back to Erasistratus (300-250 B.C.E), a 

Greek physician who noticed that changes in pulse rate may have suggested deception. It 

is notable though, that many of historical accounts of deception detection from that time 

up to the Middle Ages concerned the method of the Ordeal (Trovillo, 1939a). 

 There were several types of Ordeal, all of which relied on the assumption that a 

deity or supernatural force would provide proof of a suspect’s innocence in one of a 
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variety of challenges. It is notable that some of the Ordeals seemed to be based on 

observations that physiological process are associated with deception (or high arousal in 

general), such as the tendency for salivation to decrease under high arousal (Kleinmuntz 

& Szucko, 1984). One example of this was the Ordeal of Rice Chewing, in which 

suspects were required to chew dry rice powder and spit it out. If the powder was dry 

when they spit it out, examiners assumed the person was lying (Trovillo, 1939a). Larson 

(1932) argued that in addition to the Ordeals, torture, in a variety of forms was a popular 

method of extracting confessions among early civilizations around the world. For 

example, Roman law dictated that torture was permissible in response to accusations of 

crimes against the Emperor or against the state.  

1.2 Heart-Related Measurement Instruments and Deception Detection 

Trovillo (1939a) commented that interest in pulse rate and other heart-related 

factors as indicators of deception continued through the Middle Ages but by a lack of 

equipment necessary to measure these variables limited research at the time. Galileo 

constructed the earliest recorded device that objectively counted pulse rate in 1581, but 

he did not apply it to the study of deception detection (as cited in Trovillo, 1939a). It is 

notable that application of early physiological measurement equipment primarily related 

to the study of the connection between physiological processes and emotions. Trovillo 

argued that the “lie-detector” was not invented until much later, as it represented “the 

application of a method or methods to a specific end; it was never a first act in the growth 

of an idea” (Trovillo, 1939a, p. 858). 

In the late 19th century, an Italian criminologist, Lombroso, and his student, 

Mosso (1895/1939, as cited in Kleinmuntz & Szucko, 1984), adapted a physiological 
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instrument, the plethysmograph, to measure continuous changes in pulse rate and blood 

pressure. Lykken (1998) conceptualized the plethysmograph as an early version of the 

cardio channel on modern polygraph equipment. Lombroso and Mosso used the 

plethysmograph to investigate the physiology associated with fear (Trovillo, 1939a). 

Trovillo also noted that even then, Mosso’s work revealed that physiological reactivity 

varied across individuals, such that particular examinees were physiologically responsive, 

while others were not. This early finding suggested that physiological measures would 

not be uniformly effective at detecting deception across individuals, a finding replicated 

in modern research (e.g., MacLaren, 2001). Lombroso also went on to assist police 

departments with criminal investigations by applying the plethysmograph, 

sphygmograph, and hydrosphygmograph (a modified plethysmograph in which the 

examinee places his or her hand in a sealed container of water) to the task of identifying 

deception. Lombroso did so by recording physiological changes concurrent with criminal 

interrogation, and then examining the associations between questioning and physiological 

responsiveness (Trovillo, 1939a).  

1.3 The Association Reaction Method and Deception Detection 

Attempts to detect deception in the late 19th and early 20th century were not 

limited to physiological measures (Trovillo, 1939a, 1939b). Like the area of 

physiological detection of deception, the application of reaction time (RT) to detect 

deception began long after the study of RT as an index of other cognitive processes. Early 

investigations used a modified version of the association reaction method, originally 

designed by Galton (1879), in which examinees provide either the first word that comes 

to mind, or a pre-defined associated word, when presented with a stimulus word. 
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Although there was some debate in the literature as to who could be credited with 

extending the association reaction method to detect deception, Wertheimer, King, 

Peckler, Raney and Schaef (1992) argued that Wertheimer was the first (Wertheimer, 

1905, 1907 and Wertheimer & Klein, 1904 [as cited in Wertheimer et al., 1992]), and 

Jung was a close second (Jung & Riklin, 1905, 1906 [as cited in Wertheimer et al., 1992]; 

Jung 1910; Jung & Riklin, 1970).  

Application of the association reaction method to detect deception focused 

primarily on the content of examinees’ responses to neutral and crime-related stimulus 

words, and the length of time they required to provide their responses. For example, to 

determine which examinees re-wrote the first page of Twas The Night Before Christmas 

(Moore, 1823, as cited in Henke & Eddy, 1909) using the association reaction method, 

Henke and Eddy (1909) presented the word “creature” as one of the stimulus words. 

Participants were assumed to be part of the group who had re-written the passage if they 

responded with the word “mouse”, or if in general they provided longer RTs to 

investigation-relevant words (as this was assumed to indicate attempts to generate words 

that did not suggest having re-written the passage). Trovillo (1939a) also argued that 

“evidence of mental conflict” (p. 865), suffered by an individual who was guilty of the 

crime in question but attempting to appear innocent, could be inferred using 

characteristics of that individual’s performance (e.g., if they repeated stimulus words, 

duplicated responses across stimulus words, or demonstrated shorter response latencies or 

involuntary physical movements).  

Münsterberg (1908) had earlier hypothesized that aspects of examinees’ 

performance on the modified association method (word choice in response to crime-
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related stimulus words, word choice changes over repetitions of stimulus words, and 

especially slower RT to crime-related vs. neutral stimulus words) may “betray a bad 

conscience or a guilty knowledge of certain facts” (p. 86). The idea of detecting 

knowledge of crime-related information, rather than detecting deception per se, did not 

catch on during Münsterberg’s time, but did gain much more attention and support in the 

mid to late 20th century (discussed in detail in a later section). 

1.4 The Early “Lie Detector” Movement 

Marston, a student of Hugo Munsterberg and criminal lawyer, was the first to 

advocate for the use of physiological measures (systolic blood pressure in particular) to 

detect deception on a large scale. He is widely credited with starting the modern 

polygraph “lie-detector” movement, having coined the term in 1938 (as cited in Lykken, 

1998). Speaking to Marston’s recognition of the marketability of the polygraph and lie 

detection in general, Marston created the comic book character Wonder Woman, among 

other polygraph-related endeavours including magazine articles and advertising. Wonder 

Woman carried a magical lasso that would force those caught in it to tell the truth, a prop 

clearly inspired by the polygraph (Lykken, 1998). Marston claimed that the polygraph 

was infallible because it measured a specific physiological response (increased systolic 

blood pressure) which was perfectly associated with deception. However, at the time 

other investigators greatly criticized the veracity of his claims (as cited in Lykken, 1998) 

and research on the polygraph has not supported his claims in the long term (e.g., 

MacLaren, 2001).  

It is also widely accepted that the precursor to the modern polygraph instrument 

was developed by Larson (1921, as cited in Kleinmuntz & Szucko, 1984), who was 
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inspired by Marston’s work. At the time, Larson was working as a police officer in 

Berkeley, California. Larson’s instrument consisted of a machine that continuously 

recorded three physiological measurements: blood pressure, pulse rate and respiration 

(Kleinmuntz & Szucko, 1984). Lykken (1998) noted that one could conceptualize the 

questions Larson asked while recording physiological data as an early version of the 

relevant/irrelevant technique. This technique is a forensic questioning method that 

provides a framework for designing questions and interpreting the physiological data 

recorded while an examinee responds to questions.  

Specifically, examiners using the relevant/irrelevant method verbally present two 

different types of questions while recording physiological responses. Some questions are 

relevant to the investigation (e.g., “Did you steal the money from the till?”), while the 

rest of the questions are irrelevant (e.g., “How old are you?”; Lykken, 1998). Across 

question types, examiners compare physiological responses that occur immediately 

following each question. Briefly, Lykken (1998) argued that within the relevant/irrelevant 

method, one must base diagnostic decisions regarding a person’s guilt or innocence on 

two assumptions. The first assumption is that guilty examinees will be more aroused in 

response to relevant questions (because they are lying) than on irrelevant questions, and 

that this difference will appear in the polygraph measures. The second is that innocent 

examinees who answer truthfully to relevant questions are not aroused by such questions 

and that they will show equivalent responses to irrelevant questions. In other words, 

practitioners need to assume that innocent examinees will respond similarly to all 

questions, and that deceptive examinees will demonstrate a pattern of stronger responses 

to relevant questions, relative to irrelevant questions (Lykken, 1998). Later, I will present 
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a closer examination of the validity behind diagnostic decisions based on polygraph 

examinations. Lykken reported that Larson used this technique to determine who among 

a group of 38 suspects was guilty of a theft. Larson identified the individual who 

demonstrated this pattern (stronger relative responses to relevant questions) most strongly 

out of the group of suspects as the culprit and she later made a full confession. It is 

notable though that many issues exist in using confessions as a basis for evaluating the 

accuracy of polygraph classifications, although a discussion of these issues is beyond the 

scope of this paper (see Iacono, 2008 for a detailed discussion).  

Despite his success with the polygraph, Larson remained skeptical about its 

usefulness. Lykken (1998) noted that Larson was the only investigator engaging in 

objective evaluation of polygraph classification accuracy among crime suspects for 

decades after its development. In one investigation he published in 1938, Larson 

conducted 62 polygraph examinations, then had the results analyzed by independent 

psychologists (as cited in Lykken, 1998). Classification rates varied, with the 

psychologists classifying between 5 and 33 of the examinations as deceptive. What was 

striking was that deception was present in only one of the 62 examinations, revealing a 

large margin of error in objective judgements. In other words, the psychologists 

incorrectly assumed innocent examinees were guilty (i.e., they wrongly “convicted the 

innocent” of the offense) up to 53% of the time. Larson’s latest writings on the polygraph 

suggested that he considered the polygraph examinations “little more than a racket. The 

lie detector, as used in many places, is nothing more than a psychological third-degree 

aimed at extorting confessions as the old physical beatings were” (1932, as cited in 

Lykken, 1998, p. 28-29).  
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Kleinmuntz and Szucko (1984) noted that Keeler, one of Larson’s associates, 

improved upon Larson’s machine such that Keeler’s polygraph was easier to use and 

carry. It also included all of the measurement channels typically present in a modern 

polygraph: pulse rate, relative blood pressure, respiration and perspiration (Lykken, 

1998). The relevant/irrelevant questioning method developed by Larson remained the 

dominant method of procedure for polygraph exams in the field until the 1950s. At this 

time, other methods appeared, including the Control Question Test (CQT; Reid, 1947; 

Reid & Inbau, 1977), also called the Comparison Question Test, as well as the Concealed 

Information Test (CIT; Verschuere, Crombez, & Koster, 2004), also known as the Guilty 

Knowledge Test (Lykken, 1959, 1960).  

2.0 The Control Question Test (CQT) and the Concealed Information Test (CIT) 

John Reid, a lawyer who also founded his own multi-site school of polygraphy 

and wrote a popular manual on the topic (Reid & Inbau, 1977), developed the CQT. 

David Lykken, a psychology professor at the University of Minnesota, developed the CIT 

(1959, 1960). At the time, Lykken was unaware of the techniques used by the police and 

field examiners (Patrick, 2011). He constructed the CIT based on psychological and 

experimental principles, paying especially close attention to the concept of experimental 

control, discussed in detail below. 

2.1 What Are These Methods and How Do They Differ? 

Examiners cannot use questioning methods such as the relevant/irrelevant test, 

CQT, and CIT in isolation. At its most basic, a polygraph exam consists of an examiner 

asking an examinee a series of questions while continuously recording physiological 

responses via sensors attached to the examinee that feed the data to the polygraph 

machine. The modern polygraph typically assesses changes in electrodermal activity (i.e., 
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perspiration), relative blood pressure, and respiration rate (Ben-Shakhar, 2002). Classic 

polygraph machines printed this data in a long continuous sheet of paper (also called the 

polygraph chart). Modern polygraph equipment has incorporated personal computers and 

has replaced paper polygraph charts with digital equivalents. Regardless of the nature of 

the polygraph instrument itself, the examiner asks questions and records the timing of 

each question and the examinee’s verbal response on the chart as the exam progresses, so 

that the physiological reactions associated with each question can be assessed (Ben-

Shakhar, 2002). The relevant/irrelevant test, CQT, and CIT on their own dictate the types 

of questions asked and how to interpret the pattern of continuous physiological responses 

to these questions.  

2.1.1 What does a CQT exam look like? 

Briefly, the modern CQT (for a detailed description, see Elaad, Ginton, & Ben-

Shakhar, 1998; Raskin, 1986; Raskin & Honts, 2002; Saxe, Dougherty, & Cross, 1985) 

typically begins with an in-depth pre-exam interview. Raskin and Honts (2002) noted that 

during the interview examiners collect suspects’ biographical information, review 

accusations with suspects, and allow suspects to recount their own version of events. 

Questions to be asked during the polygraph exam are also formulated and discussed to 

ensure understanding and a “yes” or “no” response. After a basic explanation of the test, 

examiners attach the examinee to the polygraph for the examination phase, in which 

examiners record physiological activity while they administer questions (Raskin & 

Honts, 2002). Prior to, or between CQT sessions, examiners usually try to convince the 

examinee that the test is highly accurate by administering a “stimulation test”, usually a 

card test, set up in advance by the examiner to fool the examinee. Examiners make 
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judgements (i.e., deception indicated, no deception indicated or inconclusive) based on 

the physiological measures recorded during the examination period, with different 

patterns of responding expected for deceptive and non-deceptive examinees (Raskin & 

Honts, 2002).  

Questions asked during the exam usually fall into three categories: relevant, 

irrelevant, and control (also known as comparison questions; Raskin & Honts, 2002). 

Relevant questions relate to the incident in question; comparison questions concern past 

history of ambiguous misdeeds that are similar to the crime in question, but span a longer 

period; and irrelevant questions do not relate to the crime or history, and focus on neutral 

information (Raskin & Honts, 2002). Irrelevant questions are not scored, as they function 

as a break from the other loaded questions, and are designed to control for the initial 

orienting response (Sokolov, 1963) evoked at the beginning of a new psychological set 

(Ben-Shakhar, 2002). Relevant and control questions are paired, and patterns of 

physiological responding are observed among them. Examiners determine outcomes by 

an inference rule: larger physiological responses to relevant questions than to control 

questions leads to a judgement of “deception” while the opposite pattern indicates “non-

deception”. Examiners render “inconclusive” judgements when no clear pattern emerges 

(Ben-Shakhar, 2002; Reid & Inbau, 1977). Later, I will present a discussion of the 

validity of the theoretical assumptions of the CQT. 

2.1.2 What does a CIT exam look like? 

 In contrast to the CQT, an in-depth pre-exam interview is not standard in the CIT. 

This is because examiners do not need to know personal details in order to construct CIT 

questions (Lykken, 1998). The examiner also does not need to try to convince the 
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examinee of the effectiveness of the polygraph or make the examinee doubtful as to 

whether they are responding to control questions in an honest manner. The CIT is 

primarily used in research settings, although a notable exception to this is that polygraph 

field practice in Japan almost exclusively deals with the CIT (Nakayama, 2002). 

Regardless of the context (laboratory or field), a typical CIT consists of a series of 

multiple choice-style questions, with four to six details per question (Lykken, 1959, 1960, 

1974, 1998). Each of the details represents plausible answers to the question, but only 

one detail is correct. For example, a CIT question constructed in the investigation of a 

murder in which the victim was stabbed with a knife might be: “In the murder of Ms. 

Smith, did the killer use a hammer? A gun? A knife? A bat? A rock?” The incorrect 

details (e.g., hammer, gun, bat, rock) are known as irrelevant items, while the crime-

related detail (knife) is known as the relevant item. The first detail in each question is not 

scored, as it functions as a buffer item that controls for any physiological response that 

accompanies the first item in a new set (Lykken, 1998; Sokolov, 1963). Examinees who 

demonstrate systematic physiological responsiveness to crime-related details (over and 

above responsiveness to irrelevant details, and across several questions) are assumed to 

be concealing awareness of the crime. Examiners infer that examinees are guilty of 

committing the crime in question due to the assumption that crime-related knowledge is 

known only to investigators and criminals (Lykken, 1998). Later, I will present a 

discussion regarding the theoretical foundation of the CIT.  
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2.1.3 Popularity of the CQT worldwide and a second look at CIT feasibility 

in the field. 

The polygraph, paired with the CQT, is widely used in the United States, Canada, 

and Israel (among others) with three common purposes: pre-employment screening (law 

enforcement or positions requiring security clearance), current employee screening, and 

event-specific investigations (e.g., criminal cases; National Research Council [NRC], 

2003). As noted earlier, examiners in Japan primarily use the polygraph paired with the 

CIT (Nakayama, 2002).  

Despite its theoretical and methodological limitations (discussed later), the CQT 

is preferred by examiners in the field, mostly due to the perceived superiority of the CQT 

and difficulties inherent in the implementation of a CIT (Ben-Shakhar & Elaad, 2003). 

Lykken (1998) argued that professional polygraphers believe that it is difficult to obtain 

enough critical details to construct a CIT and that this is particularly challenging given 

that details need to be known only to investigators and criminals. As an additional 

limitation, prior research has demonstrated that knowledge of key crime details among 

innocent individuals may increase the chance of false positive results, precluding the use 

of the CIT in these situations (Bradley, MacLaren, & Carle, 1996; Bradley & Rettinger, 

1992; Bradley & Warfield, 1984). Researchers have named this phenomenon information 

leakage, which I will discuss in depth in a future section. Such knowledge is especially 

problematic when innocent suspects cannot or will not explain the source of their 

knowledge due to memory issues or intimidation by perpetrators, respectively (Bradley et 

al., 1996). In contrast, the CQT requires only sufficient knowledge of the crime to ask a 

“did you do it” type of question and examiners do not consider leakage of relevant 
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information to innocent suspects to be an issue (Ben-Shakhar & Elaad, 2003). An 

additional limitation of the CIT is that crime-related details may not be remembered by 

the criminal (Bradley, Malik & Cullen, 2011; Carmel et al., 2003). 

In spite of the arguments against using the CIT over the CQT, Nakayama (2002) 

emphasized that in Japan, the CIT is preferred and used almost exclusively in the roughly 

5000 forensic polygraph examinations per year, so much so that 40% of examiners have 

never administered a CQT. Nakayama also commented that with proper forethought and 

ingenuity, construction of a CIT is possible in the majority of criminal cases, and offered 

suggestions of topics for CIT questions dealing with homicide, burglary, theft, assaults, 

arson, kidnapping, and hit and run accidents. Nakayama cautioned that examiners must 

ensure CIT items are details that are memorable for perpetrators. For example, if an 

interruption occurs during the crime, or the perpetrator encounters other unusual events 

or circumstances during the crime, questions should touch on these events (because 

interacting with and processing these events usually results in richer memories for these 

experiences). As originally suggested by Lykken (1998), those who conduct polygraph 

examinations should examine photos of the crime scene and even visit the scene of the 

crime to search for details that have not been leaked by the media or investigators so they 

can be used as key details in the CIT (Nakayama, 2002). Nakayama cautioned that one 

must be careful in selecting non-critical details in the CIT to avoid including prototypical 

details, that is, details an innocent person would expect, like money or a wallet amongst 

stolen items. It is also common practice to include visual material during the CIT. For 

example, using sections of a map denoted by numerals as details in a question, images of 
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the tools perpetrator used to gain entrance to a location, or the actual physical evidence 

itself may be presented (along with non-critical details which are similar).  

2.2 Validity of the Theoretical Assumptions of the CQT and the CIT 

Although the CQT is widely used in forensic, industrial and government 

applications, its theoretical and empirical underpinnings have been the subject of intense 

criticism in the research literature (e.g., Bashore & Rapp, 1993; Ben-Shakhar, 2002; Ben-

Shakhar & Furedy, 1990; Furedy, 1996; Kleinmuntz & Szucko, 1984; Lykken, 1974, 

1998; NRC, 2003; Patrick & Iacono, 1991; Saxe et al., 1985), although it is not without 

its supporters (e.g., Honts, 1993; Honts, Amato, & Gordon, 2004; Honts & Perry, 1992; 

Kircher & Raskin, 1988; Raskin, 1986). In a review of the popular Reid and Inbau (1977) 

CQT manual, Lykken (1978) argued that the “naive faith” with which CQT proponents 

advocate this method makes it “a powerful technique – not as a test but as a method of 

eliciting confessions, a kind of psychic rubber hose” (p. 82). 

Lykken (1998) argued that administering and interpreting the CQT requires 

examiners to make a series of key assumptions. First, examiners must assume that 

examinees will respond more strongly to relevant questions if they are lying than if they 

are truthful. Lykken argued that while this assumption might be plausible, it is not 

necessarily true for all examinees in all situations. This was because relevant questions 

might elicit significant responding from truthful individuals depending on the content of 

the question. 

The second assumption in the CQT is that examiners are able to construct control 

questions (also known as known-lie questions) during the pre-exam interview such that 

examinees will at least doubt the truthfulness of their responses, if not outright lie 
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(Lykken, 1998). Lykken noted that even if examiners can assume that examinees lie on 

control questions, it does not mean that an innocent examinee would react more strongly 

to lying on a control question than to telling the truth on a crime relevant question. 

Another problem with this assumption is the need for examiners to convince examinees 

that providing the answers control questions ask for is against their best interests 

(Lykken, 1998). For example, in discussing the control question of “Have you ever stolen 

anything since you were 18 years old?” during the pre-exam interview, examiners 

discourage examinees from detailing all instances of theft. Somewhat paradoxically, 

examiners also need to convince examinees that if they are found deceptive on the control 

questions they will “fail” the test. Lykken posited that these requirements can be 

plausibly, but not necessarily met. Possible exceptions are cases in which examinees are 

aware of the testing protocol, examinees are actually truthful on the control questions, or 

if examiners are unable to convince the examinees of the (false) rationale. 

Thirdly, the CQT requires examiners to assume that among guilty examinees, 

responses to relevant questions would be larger than responses to control questions, and 

to assume the opposite pattern among innocent examinees. This is problematic because 

control questions constructed in a threatening manner may elicit more physiological 

arousal than relevant questions, even among those lying to the relevant questions. Lykken 

(1998) further argued that to make these assumptions true, examiners need to create 

control questions that arouse the examinee more than relevant questions if the examinee 

is innocent. At the same time, the control questions need to arouse the examinee less than 

the relevant questions if the examinee is guilty.  
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Lykken (1998) argued that it is equally plausible, if not more so, that any given 

examinee will be most distressed (and thus aroused) in response to relevant questions, 

given their obvious relation to the investigation under investigation (e.g., “Did you shoot 

Mrs. Smith on Tuesday evening?”). Moreover, examinees must be convinced of the 

faulty logic underlying the CQT: (a) that the CQT is infallible, and (b) they should be 

most concerned with their responses to control questions. For these reasons, Lykken 

concluded that the CQT likely suffers from a high false positive rate, in that it routinely 

finds truthful examinees “deceptive”.  

As noted, Lykken (1959, 1960) was unfamiliar with the techniques created by 

Reid and colleagues when he developed the CIT (Patrick, 2011). Lykken wanted to create 

a test in which any changes in physiological responsiveness were due to the presence or 

absence of guilt. Specifically, Lykken reasoned that even though detecting deception is 

likely not possible with the polygraph, it may be possible to identify attempts to conceal 

awareness of criminal activity. Essentially, in assuming that only perpetrators and 

investigators are aware of crime details, examiners can infer that examinees are “guilty” 

if examinees appear to recognize crime details. While Lykken did not propose that a 

physiological response specific to recognition existed at the time, he observed that 

perpetrators (of mock crimes) showed increased physiological responsiveness to crime-

related images as compared to their responsiveness to similar but unrelated images 

(Lykken, 1959, 1960). 

Lykken (1974) later assumed that the orienting response (i.e., Sokolov, 1963) was 

responsible for guilty examinees’ systematic physiological responsiveness to crime-

related details. The orienting response is a combination of behavioral and physiological 
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reactions that occur in response to variety of stimuli that are novel, surprising, complex, 

conflicting, or significant due to prior experience or conditioning (see Lynn, 1966, for a 

complete description). In particular, researchers have argued that crime details elicit 

orienting due to their significance due to prior experience (Verschuere, Crombez, De 

Clercq, & Koster, 2004; Verschuere, Crombez, Smolders, & De Clercq, 2009), though 

other explanations have been proposed (see Furedy, 2009 as well as NRC, 2003, for an 

in-depth review). Orienting responses associated with novelty are the reason that 

physiological responsiveness to the first detail in each question is not considered in the 

scoring of the CIT (Lykken, 1998). Additionally, the likelihood that a suspect who is 

unaware of a particular crime reacting most strongly to crime-related details decreases in 

a predictable fashion as the number of questions, and question details, increases (Lykken, 

1998).  

It should be clear that the fundamental difference in these two approaches to 

polygraph testing relates to what each approach is trying to detect. Like the 

relevant/irrelevant test before it (and most of the other less commonly used variants of the 

CQT), the CQT attempts to reveal deception (i.e., lies) on the part of examinees. In 

contrast, the goal of the CIT is to reveal an examinee’s recognition of investigation-

relevant information (Lykken, 1959, 1960). However, Lykken (1974) argued that 

although the CIT is a test of recognition memory, it is possible to use it to make 

inferences about an examinee’s guilt when certain conditions are satisfied. 

 2.2.1 Differences in experimental control between the CQT and the CIT. 

In a review of the CQT, Ben-Shakhar (2002) argued that the theoretical 

foundation of the CQT lacks scientific validity because one cannot make inferences about 
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“guilt” based on comparing physiological responses to relevant and control questions. 

More specifically, this is because what the CQT labels as “control questions” are not true 

experimental controls. As “control questions” are easily discernible from relevant 

questions from the perspective of an innocent person (Lykken, 1974), stronger 

physiological responses to relevant questions may occur for a number of non-deception 

related reasons (e.g., individual differences in physiological lability, confidence in 

polygraph accuracy, fear of punishment; Lykken, 1974, 1998; Meijer & Verschuere, 

2010). Ben-Shakhar (2002) warned that control questions may lead to systematically 

higher rates of false positive outcomes (innocent examinees misclassified as deceptive) 

and that re-branding control questions as “comparison” questions did not make the logic 

of the inference rule any more plausible.  Ben-Shakhar also argued that technological 

advancements (measures themselves, scoring methods, etc.) would not improve the 

accuracy of the CQT because its fundamental assumptions are incorrect. Notably though, 

MacNeill, Bradley, Cullen, and Arsenault (2014) found that guilty and innocent 

participants (based on an imagined “crime”) recognized that test questions concerned the 

crime, but innocent suspects also recognized that they would not be lying in response to 

relevant questions.  

In contrast to the CQT, irrelevant details in properly constructed CITs function as 

true experimental controls, as only one element varies between irrelevant and crime 

details (crime-relatedness; Lykken, 1998). The CIT is thought to provide protection 

against false positive results because innocent examinees should not be able to identify 

which details are crime-related (but guilty examinees can; Lykken, 1974, 1998). 

Researchers have argued that responsiveness to irrelevant details could also be 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Cullen%20MC%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24897878
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Arsenault%20AM%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24897878
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conceptualized as the typical level of responsiveness expected to crime-relevant details 

when an individual is truly innocent (Ben-Shakhar & Furedy, 1990; Lykken, 1998). As 

such, the CIT should provide relatively effective protection against false positive findings 

(Farwell & Donchin, 1991; Lykken, 1974, 1998). 

 2.2.2 Other criticisms of the CQT. 

In addition to problems with its validity, Ben-Shakhar (2002) argued that the CQT 

does not meet criteria to be a psychological test because it lacks standardization, 

especially in the pre-exam interview and formulation of questions. Ben-Shakhar also 

argued that although techniques for objective measurement and quantification of 

physiological responses are widely used in polygraph research, field examiners do not 

commonly use these techniques in practice. Instead, scoring relies on subjective 

evaluation of overall charts or other semi-subjective scoring systems. Another concern 

noted by Ben-Shakhar (2002) is that the procedure is contaminated by the fact that 

examiners play multiple roles in investigations, which leads to a risk of confirmation 

bias, wherein particular expectations formed early in the investigation influence later 

interpretation of physiological data. Finally, Ben-Shakhar (2002) also highlighted the 

issue of countermeasures, which are mental or physical strategies examinees can use if 

they wish to alter their physiological responsiveness in order to appear innocent. 

However, neither the CQT, nor other knowledge tests like the CIT, are immune from 

countermeasures (e.g., Ben-Shakhar & Dolev, 1996; Elaad & Ben-Shakhar, 2009; Honts, 

Devitt, Winbush, & Kircher, 1996; Honts, Raskin, & Kircher, 1994). 
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 2.2.3 A major limitation of the CIT – vulnerability to information leakage and 

potential fixes. 

As noted, the CIT should provide protection for innocent examinees because 

crime-relevant details should not be discernible amongst the irrelevant details. However, 

crime-relevant details may stand out for innocent individuals who learn about crimes 

through other means (e.g., through media, interrogation, contact with the perpetrator, 

witnessing the crime, etc.), which is a phenomenon known as information leakage. 

Information leakage highlights the fact that one cannot assume that crime-related 

knowledge is known only to perpetrators and investigators (Bradley, Barefoot, & 

Arsenault, 2011). Further, Lykken (1998) warned that use of the CIT is not advisable in 

cases where leakage is suspected, since the CIT is fundamentally a recognition test 

(Lykken, 1959, 1974, 1998).  

Information leakage is especially problematic for informed-innocent examinees 

(i.e., innocent examinees aware of crime details) because the phrasing of the polygraph-

CIT forces the examinee to lie. That is, the questions in the polygraph-CIT take the form 

of “Was Mrs. Smith killed with a knife?”, and an innocent person who knows that Mrs. 

Smith was killed with a knife is required to respond “no”. Answering “no” on crime 

details may create the perception of being deceptive, which might then increase an 

examinee’s physiological reactivity to these details (Bradley & Warfield, 1984). This 

should hold for anyone who is knowledgeable about the crime, regardless of whether they 

are guilty or innocent. However, this only poses a problem for innocent examinees 

because it shifts their physiological responsiveness to that expected of a guilty examinee. 

Thus, these conditions may increase false positive rates and decrease the specificity of the 
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CIT (see Bradley, Barefoot, & Arsenault, 2011 for an in-depth review), although not all 

studies have found such effects (Elaad, 2009). Such circumstances challenge the validity 

of the CIT and mean that further investigation of the CIT is needed if the CIT is to be 

widely accepted by professionals in the field (Honts & Perry, 1992).   

Information leakage also highlights the fact that within much of the research on 

the standard CIT, mere knowledge of the crime is confounded with guilt. Typically, 

comparisons are made between groups that differ in two ways: one group possess 

knowledge and commits a crime (guilty) and the other does not commit the crime and is 

unaware of the crime details (innocent). In early investigations separating the two, Giesen 

and Rollison (1980) and Stern, Breen, Watanabe and Perry (1981) found that innocent 

individuals who were knowledgeable about information coincidentally related to a crime 

did not appear guilty on the CIT, while guilty examinees did appear guilty. High CIT 

classification accuracy levels observed in these studies support the idea that knowledge is 

necessary but not sufficient for responsiveness on the CIT, and that guilt augments 

responding to crime-related details. However, such results do not clarify the influence of 

providing a deceptive response, since participants in both studies remained silent 

throughout testing. Thus, an important distinction between the earlier studies on leakage 

(Giesen & Rollison, 1980; Stern et al., 1981) and later ones (e.g., Bradley & Warfield, 

1984) is that participants were required to answer “no” during the exam. Silent responses 

were desirable in the early studies because they allowed participants not to provide a 

deceptive response during the exam, eliminating the perception of deception. Thus, only 

knowledge of the crime was varied across groups, which prevented confounding crime-

related knowledge and guilt. While an early meta-analysis by Ben-Shakhar and Elaad 
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(2003) suggested that the “no” response style had a higher validity than the silent 

response style, a more recent meta-analysis of the CIT literature (Meijer, Selle, Elber, & 

Ben-Shakhar, 2014) found that after controlling for publication year, providing a 

deceptive verbal response (“no”) had no significant effect on the effect size of the 

polygraph-CIT (based on skin conductance).  

However, a remaining complication, as Bradley and Warfield (1984) pointed out, 

is that both studies (Giesen & Rollison, 1980; Stern et al., 1981) conveyed information to 

the innocent groups in an innocent, non-crime context, with no forewarning to innocent 

individuals that the details within the story they were provided were pertinent to the 

crime of which they were accused. Thus, it is debatable as to whether participants 

realized the nature of the details or even remembered them, which further prevents firm 

conclusions about the role of information leakage in criminal contexts.  

 2.2.3.1 The Guilty Actions Test. 

Bradley and Warfield (1984) modified the wording of the CIT so that innocents 

would be truthfully denying involvement in criminal activities instead of crime-related 

knowledge in order to ensure that physiological responsiveness was due to simple 

awareness of details and not due to innocents deceptively denying knowledge. This was 

accomplished by beginning each question with some variation of “did you” instead of 

“do you know if”, later known as the Guilty Actions Test (GAT; Bradley & Rettinger, 

1992). The GAT eliminated the need for informed-innocents to lie on the CIT because 

they did not commit any criminal activities. In contrast, the GAT preserved the need for 

guilty examinees to lie because they actually committed the actions they are denying.  

Bradley and Warfield (1984) found perfect classification rates among guilty and innocent 
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groups (unaware of crime details), but slightly elevated false positive rates in innocent 

groups exposed to crime details in a variety of ways (e.g., witnesses, suspects who were 

arrested and briefed). Bradley and Warfield concluded that possession of crime-related 

knowledge is necessary but not sufficient for detection on knowledge tests (i.e., CIT and 

GAT). Such results do not support a key assumption of the CIT, that presence of 

concealed knowledge is solely responsible for physiological responsiveness to crime-

relevant details (Lykken, 1959, 1974, 1998).  

In a similar experiment, Bradley and Rettinger (1992) reported perfect 

classification rates among guilty and innocent examinees (who were unaware of the 

crime; uninformed-innocent), but chance classification levels among innocent examinees 

who read a written narrative of the crime (informed-innocent). This provided further 

support for the notion that knowledge of crime details is necessary but not sufficient to 

appear guilty on the GAT. As noted by Bradley et al. (1996), correct classification rates 

for informed-innocent participants in the studies by Bradley and colleagues (1984, 1992) 

were lower than in previous studies (Giesen & Rollison, 1980; Stern et al., 1981). This 

may have stemmed from the fact that information was presented in the context of a crime. 

Additionally, participants' memory was tested so there was no question as to whether 

informed-innocents remembered crime details. 

Because earlier studies (Bradley & Rettinger, 1992; Bradley & Warfield, 1984) 

only examined how innocent individuals possessing guilty knowledge respond on the 

GAT, Bradley et al. (1996) set out to directly compare the performance of the CIT and 

the GAT. Participants were either guilty of a mock crime (guilty) or were witnesses to the 

crime (informed-innocent). As expected, the innocent-informed group tested with the 
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GAT had lower detection scores than informed-innocents tested with the CIT, as well as 

both guilty groups (Bradley et al., 1996). It must be noted that lower false positive rates 

for informed innocents tested with the GAT have not always been observed (Gamer, 

2010; Gamer, Gödert, Keth, Rill, & Vossel, 2008; Gamer, Kosiol, & Vossel, 2010). 

However, closer examination of the questions (when reported) constructed in these 

studies revealed that they did not match the clear, directly accusatory nature of the GAT.  

2.2.3.2 How the enactment effect and answering “deceptively” influence performance 

on the CIT and GAT.   

As discussed earlier, the orienting response (resulting from recognition of crime 

details) has long been assumed to account for the physiological responsiveness to crime 

details observed among knowledgeable examinees on the CIT (Lykken, 1974). However, 

Bradley and Rettinger (1992) argued that responsiveness on the CIT/GAT is determined 

by more than just pure recognition of crime details. This is supported by the finding that 

within the CIT and the GAT, guilty examinees tend to have higher detection scores than 

informed-innocent examinees (Bradley et al., 1996) even though according to the 

orienting response theory, both groups should recognize crime details and be equally 

detectable. One potential explanation for this contradictory finding is that guilty 

examinees physically handled the crime items, in addition to reading about the crime. 

This potentially resulted in more elaborate representation of the crime details in memory, 

consistent with the enactment effect (Cohen, 1989). Cohen (1989) argued that the 

enactment effect is the phenomenon in which participants who enact a series of 

instructions have better memory for the instruction than participants who simply 

memorized the instructions. Further, Cohen added that enactment “adds a dimension to 
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the memory trace that facilitates retrieval. The actual pattern of the motor activity appears 

to be unimportant; the main thing is that some appropriate activity is involved” (Cohen, 

1989, p. 72). In support of this notion, a meta-analysis by MacLaren (2001) found that hit 

rates were highest among guilty who enacted mock crimes, compared to less active 

crimes.  

 2.2.3.3 Using target items in polygraph research. 

An examinee’s responses to polygraph question details typically consist of the 

same answer (e.g., “no”) repeated to each detail (e.g., was Mrs. Smith killed on the 

bridge?... “no”, By the lake?... “no” etc.), regardless of whether details are irrelevant or 

crime-related. Target details are items within a CIT (or CQT) exam that require a 

different response when they appear in between other irrelevant or crime-related details. 

As an example, an examiner may define “numbers” as target details and require 

examinees to respond by repeating numbers aloud instead of their typical “no” response 

(e.g., In her car?... “no”, Seven?... “seven”, In her car?... “no”, On her porch?... “no”). 

Other types of target items (also known as target details) and responses are also possible 

(e.g., press a different button when one hears a beep). 

Two polygraph studies (one using the CIT, and the other using the GAT) have 

examined how the inclusion of target details influences physiological responsiveness 

(Ben-Shakhar, Gronau, & Elaad, 1999; Elaad, 1997). Elaad (1997) found that guilty 

examinees were more responsive to relevant details than to target details, and innocent 

examinees were responsive to target details but did not respond to relevant details. This 

suggested that target details do not interfere with detection of guilt among guilty 

examinees, nor do they interfere with finding innocent examinees innocent. Based on 
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these (and other) results, Elaad (1997) suggested that target details are worth 

investigating as a potential remedy to information leakage among informed-innocent 

examinees. Ben-Shakhar et al. (1999) examined this further by including target details in 

a GAT administered to guilty, informed-innocent, and uninformed-innocent examinees. 

Ben-Shakhar et al. (1999) postulated that the inclusion of target details would not affect 

detection of guilty examinees but may draw the attention of informed-innocent 

examinees, lowering their relative responsiveness to crime-relevant details. Consistent 

with this hypothesis, results showed that inclusion of target details was successful in 

protecting informed-innocents from appearing guilty and instead resulted in the pattern of 

responding expected of innocent individuals.  

 Others have conceptualized the inclusion of target items by Ben-Shakhar et al. 

(1999) and Elaad (1997) as a three-item CIT (e.g., Gamer & Berti, 2010, 2012), a three-

category oddball paradigm (Farwell & Donchin, 1991) or a Concealed Knowledge Test 

(e.g., Seymour & Kerlin, 2008). Later, I will present a review of research examining the 

three-item CIT in combination with measures other than the polygraph, including event-

related brain potentials (ERP; e.g., Farwell & Donchin, 1991) and reaction time (RT: e.g., 

Seymour, Seifert, Shafto, & Mosmann, 2000). 

2.3 Polygraph Accuracy  

 Arriving at a general estimate of polygraph testing accuracy is a difficult task. This 

is due to the variety of possible outcomes within a single test, as well as the fact that 

polygraph testing itself it not a homogeneous phenomenon. As noted, examiners pair 

different questioning techniques with different physiological (or behavioral) measures, 

and these combinations can yield different accuracy rates. 
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2.3.1 Four possible outcomes in polygraph testing: true positives, false 

positives, true negatives, and false negatives. 

The NRC (2003, as well as Stanislaw & Todorov, 1999) argued that polygraph 

testing can be conceptualized as a diagnostic test, given that it relies on independent 

indicators (e.g., electrodermal activity) to produce a binary test result (deception present, 

no deception present) to predict an examinee’s actual status (truthful or deceptive). This 

complicates any generalizations of overall polygraph accuracy because, like all 

diagnostic tests, polygraph testing accuracy varies in two respects: sensitivity and 

specificity. This means that for any given polygraph exam, the judgement will take one of 

four forms, only half of which are correct (NRC, 2003). Correct decisions may take the 

form of detecting deception when it is present (true positive) or detecting no deception 

among an innocent individuals (true negative). Incorrect decisions may take the form of 

detecting deception when it is not present (false positive) or detecting no deception when 

it is present (false negative). Sensitivity refers to the tendency of a test to detect a 

condition (i.e., deception) when it is present. Specificity refers to the tendency of a test 

not to find a condition (deception) when it is absent. From a forensic standpoint, a 

perfectly sensitive test would always “convict the guilty” and a perfectly specific test 

would always “exonerate the innocent”.  

To make matters more complicated, the sensitivity and specificity of any given 

diagnostic test will depend on the cut off, or decision threshold, one uses (NRC, 2003). A 

decision threshold is the level the indicator must reach before a condition is deemed 

“present” (e.g., deciding that examinees must respond more strongly to crime details than 

irrelevant details on 4 out of 6 CIT questions in order to be found “guilty”). Deciding on 
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a decision threshold usually means a trade-off between minimizing false negative and 

false positive results. In order to determine ideal decision thresholds, examiners must 

consider both the base rate of the condition in the population, as well as the potential 

costs of false negative and false positive outcomes (NRC, 2003). One major issue with 

decision thresholds is that they need to be established based on a sample of tests with 

known outcomes and thus they may have limited generalizability to new cases or 

samples.  

2.3.2 Different questions, assumptions, and measures result in different 

accuracy rates for the CQT and CIT. 

As noted, assessing the effectiveness of polygraph testing as a whole is difficult 

because the two main approaches (CQT, CIT) require two different sets of assumptions in 

constructing exam questions and interpreting exam data. Thus, it is likely more useful to 

determine which methods may be the most accurate. In particular, conclusions may differ 

depending on the population and context (e.g., criminals in a forensic context, students in 

a laboratory context; Carmel, Dayan, Naveh, Raveh, & Ben-Shakhar, 2003). It has been 

argued that laboratory research does not provide an accurate estimation of polygraph 

testing accuracy in the field because participants have not commit actual crimes, nor do 

no they face severe consequences if found guilty. However, laboratory research 

manipulating levels of motivation has found that highly motivated examinees are easier 

to detect than examinees with low levels of motivation (Ben-Shakhar & Elaad, 2003; 

Meijer et al., 2014). Thus, it is possible that real-world examinees will be highly 

detectable, given their presumably high level of motivation to pass the test. 
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One issue that arises in assessing polygraph accuracy in field conditions is the 

lack of objective data on the actual status of the examinee. Researchers have 

conceptualized this problem as a difficulty obtaining ground truth (Iacono, 2008). To 

elaborate, in order to determine whether the results of a polygraph test are accurate, one 

needs to know whether the examinee was truly guilty or not. In laboratory conditions, 

these conditions are tightly controlled and so examiners know ground truth (as the 

experimenter has assigned the participant to a guilty or innocent condition). In field 

situations, examiners evaluate the accuracy of the polygraph based on the results of court 

proceedings (e.g., the verdict rendered in court), or if the examinee later confessed to the 

crime (Meijer & Verschuere, 2010). However, this can be problematic, given the 

numerous issues within the justice system that may result in faulty convictions, such as 

inaccurate eyewitness memory (e.g. Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996) and false confessions 

(Iacono, 2008). 

2.3.2.1 A comparison of the classification efficacy of the polygraph-CQT and 

the polygraph-CIT.  

Lykken (1998) argued that the accuracy of the early polygraph testing methods 

(particularly the relevant/irrelevant technique and the CQT) is difficult to evaluate 

because individuals who had little scientific background, and had a stake in the success of 

these methods, completed much of the development and research in this area. 

Additionally, as noted by Lykken, many of the pro-polygraph studies published at the 

time appeared in a journal edited by lawyers and police officers, the Journal of Police 

Science and Administration. 
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A recent evaluation of CQT (Meijer & Verschuere, 2010) found that the CQT 

could differentiate those who are guilty of a specific crime (i.e., specific-incident test) 

from those who innocent at a level exceeding chance. However, the degree of error varied 

considerably across studies and was likely quite high. Specifically, Meijer and 

Verschuere found that the CQT was able to detect guilty examinees correctly 74 to 89% 

of the time (with a 1 to 13% false negative rate) and innocent examinees 59 to 83% of the 

time (with a 10 to 23% false positive rate). Thus, Meijer and Verschuere also argued that 

the CQT is particularly vulnerable to false-positive errors. In forensic contexts, elevated 

chances of false-positive rates (i.e., innocent found guilty) are especially undesirable 

because the spirit of the justice system dictates that it is better to allow guilty suspects to 

go free than to falsely imprison innocent individuals. Meijer and Verschuere also found 

that the CQT does not appear to be effective in its other applications: situations that do 

not concern a specific event, but relate to general misdeeds or aptitude for misdeeds (e.g., 

monitoring of sex offenders on parole, screening government applicants).  

Within the CIT literature, an early meta-analysis of estimates from 80 studies 

(Ben-Shakhar & Elaad, 2003) yielded a large average effect size for the electrodermal 

measure (d = 1.55), according to Cohen (1988). A more recent meta-analysis by Meijer et 

al. (2014) found the same overall mean effect size but cautioned that the lack of 

difference in these scores was surprising given considerable methodological differences 

between the two analyses (i.e., different inclusion criteria). More specifically, Ben-

Shakhar and Elaad (2003) included a variety of paradigms associated with a wide variety 

of effect sizes, whereas Meijer et al. (2014) included only mock crime and personal-items 

paradigms, which are associated with larger effect sizes. Meijer et al. (2014) ultimately 
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concluded that the effect size of the personal-items paradigms did not differ over time, 

but that the effect size of mock crime paradigms had decreased in current studies (1.57, 

down from 2.09 in past studies). Meijer et al. (2014) proposed several reasons for this 

decline, including the fact that Ben-Shakhar and Elaad used a less conservative estimate 

of effect size and used analyses with assumptions that may not have been satisfied. 

Meijer et al. (2014) also reasoned that the decline may have been due to widespread 

implementation of faulty recommendations from the Ben-Shakhar and Elaad study. The 

average effect sizes of studies selected to simulate CIT exams under ideal conditions also 

differed across the two meta-analyses. Ben-Shakhar and Elaad observed an average effect 

size of d = 3.12, whereas the studies selected by Meijer et al. (2014) to represent optimal 

conditions resulted in an average effect size of (d* =1.63). 

A separate meta-analysis of 22 polygraph-CIT laboratory simulation studies by 

MacLaren (2001) yielded correct judgments about the presence and absence of concealed 

knowledge 76% and 83% of the time, respectively. Overall the (specific-incident) CQT 

and the CIT both detected deception and concealed knowledge at rates above chance, but 

neither test perfectly assessed the presence or absence of deception (or knowledge) 

perfectly. It is notable that compared to the CQT, the CIT appeared to offer better 

protection against false positive outcomes for innocent examinees.  

2.3.2.2 Can unassisted humans identify a lie when they see it?  

Some studies have suggested that certain professionals, such as U.S. Secret 

Service agents, may have better accuracy in detecting lies than others (Ekman & 

O’Sullivan, 1991; Ekman, O’Sullivan, & Frank, 1999). However, a meta-analysis by 

Aamodt and Custer (2006) found that when asked to determine if another person is lying 
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in real-time with no aids, students, members of the general public, and “professional lie 

catchers” (e.g., police officers, detectives, judges, and psychologists), all generally 

perform at chance levels. In another recent meta-analysis of 247 samples, Bond and 

DePaulo (2008) concluded that virtually all people are unable to detect lies above chance 

levels and that variability across individuals is small. However, Bond and DePaulo 

(2008) also concluded that there are differences in how detectable some individuals are as 

liars (i.e., regardless of whether they are telling the truth, some people are more simply 

believable). Accordingly, Bond and DePaulo concluded that individual deception 

judgements hinge more on the liar’s believability than individual differences in the 

detector.  

2.3.2.3 Are there reliable differences in interpersonal communication cues 

between liars and truth-tellers? 

As noted, researchers first examined RT as an index of deception within a 

modified version of the association reaction method in the early 20th century. This 

method was not particularly successful (Trovillo, 1939b) and research in the area halted. 

Investigation into the relationship between deception and RT did not begin again until the 

1970s when researchers sought to examine the nature of deceptive interpersonal 

communication (DePaulo et al., 2003; Verschuere & De Houwer, 2011). As was the case 

with the association reaction method, examiners assumed that longer reaction times (in 

terms of delayed responses to questions, or pauses in speech) indicated attempts to 

deceive (among other communication cues; DePaulo et al., 2003; Ekman, 1985).  

DePaulo et al. (2003) conducted a comprehensive meta-analysis of 158 cues to 

deception in the deceptive communication literature in order to determine whether 
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behaviour differs across individuals who are either lying or telling the truth. Across the 

32 studies that included response latency (i.e., reaction time) as a measure, longer 

response latencies were not generally predictive of deception. However, DePaulo et al. 

(2003) found statistically reliable differences in response latency did emerge when 

comparing planned and unplanned lies, with unplanned lies taking longer to generate. 

Accordingly, DePaulo et al. (2003) concluded that lies, especially unplanned lies, require 

greater mental effort to generate than planned lies. Further, they also argued that liars 

generally appear to experience increased cognitive demand, relative to truthful 

examinees, based on other characteristics included in the meta-analysis (e.g., speed of 

speech, number of hesitations, etc.).  

DePaulo et al. (2003) also pointed out that serious lies concern transgressions that, 

if revealed as untrue, might result in the liar receiving significant interpersonal, 

occupational or legal ramifications, and so serious lies will likely evoke stronger 

emotions than unremarkable lies. Ekman (1985) predicted that these stronger emotions 

would lead to more pronounced cues to deception as liars attempt to hide the emotions 

they actually feel and fake the emotions they assume an innocent person would feel. 

Thus, it is not surprising that longer response latencies were observed by DePaulo et al. 

(2003) when lies were about transgressions individuals had committed (e.g., cheating on 

a test, criminal activity, infidelity), compared to when lies were unremarkable (e.g., lies 

about opinions on social issues or art preferences).  Overall, response latency was not a 

reliable indicator of deceptive communication in general, but deceptive responses did 

take longer to generate when responses were either unplanned or about serious 

transgressions. 
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2.3.2.4 How does reaction time perform as an index of concealed information in 

the CIT? 

Researchers have adapted many traditional cognitive psychology paradigms to fit 

the CIT framework in an effort to harness RT to detect concealed information. 

Wertheimer et al. (1992) asserted that the modified association reaction method, 

described earlier, resembles an early version of the CIT, although later research revealed 

method as inadequate for determining guilt and cautioned against its use in criminal 

investigations (e.g., Crane, 1916; Marston, 1925). Overall, research has found 

inconsistent results using a variety of RT tasks including modified Stroop tasks, dot and 

auditory probe tasks as well as lexical decision tasks.  

 2.3.2.4.1 Stroop tasks. 

Briefly, the classical Stroop task consists of presenting a series of words to 

participants, while participants, as quickly as possible, name the color of the ink of the 

words (Stroop, 1935). Participants respond to words that match their color (e.g., the word 

blue, written in blue) faster than words that do not match their color (e.g., the word blue, 

written in yellow). This happens because participants automatically read the words and 

are unable to stop themselves from processing word content (e.g., MacLeod, 1991). 

Accordingly, researchers have used the Stroop task to study attentional bias under various 

conditions (Williams, Mathews, & MacLeod, 1996). For example, the emotional Stroop 

has participants name the color of words that are emotionally either neutral (e.g., chair) or 

attention grabbing and emotionally salient (e.g., cancer). Color naming generally takes 

longer for the emotionally salient words, especially if the content of the emotional words 

relates to a pre-existing clinical condition (e.g., health anxiety), or is personally 
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significant in other ways (e.g., participants’ own first and last names; Gronau, Cohen, & 

Ben-Shakhar, 2003). 

 Modifying the Stroop task for concealed knowledge detection essentially turns it 

into a basic CIT. This is because stimuli in the modified Stroop task consist of critical 

(i.e., crime-related) details embedded within a series of similar but irrelevant details, and 

the variable of interest is unique responses to crime-related details on the part of 

knowledgeable examinees. Among examinees who committed a mock crime, Gronau, 

Ben-Shakhar, and Cohen (2005) did not find slowed responding to crime-related details. 

Engelhard, Merckelbach and van den Hout (2003), using a modified Stroop to discern 

concealed knowledge of a mock crime, arrived at a similar conclusion. 

 2.3.2.4.2 Dot probe tasks. 

Another RT paradigm that researchers have applied to detecting concealed 

information is the dot probe task. For example, Verschuere, Crombez, and Koster (2004) 

modified a dot probe task to detect concealed knowledge of several photos. Presented on 

a computer monitor, each trial began with a fixation cross. The next screen maintained 

the fixation cross, but photos appeared above and below the cross (one picture was a 

previously memorized picture; the other was a novel [control] picture).  All visual 

material briefly disappeared from the screen, then two dots (known as “dot probes), in 

either horizontal or vertical orientation (i.e., .. or :) appeared where one of the photos had 

been. Examines instructed participants to press one button if dots were horizontal and 

another if dots were vertical, as quickly as possible. Verschuere, Crombez and Koster 

(2004) found that reaction time to the dot probes was slower for guilty knowledge trials 

(i.e., when dot probes appeared in place of memorized photos) than for control trials (i.e., 
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when dot probes appeared in place of novel photos). While the content of the photos was 

irrelevant to participant’s responses on dot classification task (i.e., classifying the dots as 

horizontal or vertical), the act of concealing awareness of the photo may have captured 

the examinee’s attention, resulting in slower responses to the dot probes presented after 

familiar photos.  

In another application of the dot probe paradigm to concealed information, 

Verschuere, Crombez, Koster, and Van Baelen (2005) found that participants made more 

response errors to concealed information details (relative to familiar non-relevant and 

irrelevant details). Verschuere et al. (2005) interpreted these findings to support the 

theory that concealing information adds signal value to that information, resulting in 

enhanced relevance orienting to those details. Further, enhanced relevance orienting 

could manifest in different ways across individuals (i.e., slowed RT, or increased errors).  

 2.3.2.4.3 Auditory probe tasks. 

Verschuere, Crombez, De Clercq et al. (2004) failed to find RT differences, albeit 

with a slightly different RT task; a CIT with visual stimuli (i.e., pictures) and auditory 

probes. Examiners instructed participants to press a key whenever they heard a tone 

(auditory probe). They then presented tones after the onset of half the pictures and in half 

of the inter-stimulus intervals.  Verschuere, Crombez, De Clercq et al. did not find 

significant differences between RT to probes on control and crime-relevant trials. They 

postulated that this was a result of the small number of trials administered, relative to 

research which did find differences (e.g., Seymour et al., 2000), or due to the fact that 

probe items were presented in a different sensory modality (auditory) than the CIT details 

(visual), minimizing interference effects.  
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 2.3.2.4.4 Lexical decision tasks. 

Research has also investigated lexical decision tasks, based on information 

processing, in the search for concealed information. Lexical decision tasks are speeded 

reaction time tasks in which examiners present examinees with words and pronounceable 

non-words and ask examinees to indicate as quickly as possible whether the presented 

item is a word or a non-word. Locker and Pratarelli (1997) examined differences across 

innocent and guilty groups using a lexical decision task that included familiar (mere 

knowledge), unfamiliar (irrelevant) and concealed knowledge words. They observed no 

systematic differences in detectability across those with concealed knowledge and those 

unaware of such knowledge (although knowledgeable participants did respond more 

slowly overall, which did not assist detection rates). 

3.0 Using the Framework of the CIT with Measures Other Than the Polygraph  

As noted, the framework of the CIT originated from polygraph research. It is 

notable though, that while the CIT framework requires an index of recognition, that index 

could take the form of another physiological or behavioural measure.  

3.1 Why Replace the Polygraph? 

3.1.1 Shortcomings of polygraph measures. 

Several shortcomings of the polygraph have prompted researchers to expand their 

focus to applying the CIT with other measures, such as response latency (i.e., reaction 

time; RT), event-related brain potentials (ERPs) and functional magnetic resonance 

imaging. As Verschuere and De Houwer (2011) pointed out, shortcomings include 

characteristics of the polygraph measures themselves (e.g., habituation, non-responding), 
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lack of perfect detection (MacLaren, 2001), as well as expensive equipment and training 

of operators (Furedy, 2009).  

3.1.2 Advantages of other measures. 

 Polygraph testing is fundamentally problematic because it attempts to make 

inferences about processes taking place in the central nervous system (i.e., deception, 

recognition) by measuring physiological activity regulated by the peripheral nervous 

system. We also know that physiological responses measured by polygraph are not 

specific to recognition or deception (Lykken, 1959, 1960; Lynn, 1966) but it is possible 

that other responses (e.g., physiological, behavioural) exist that are specific to 

recognition. Pairing measures that assess central nervous system activity with a CIT 

framework also maintains the theoretical rationale behind the CIT. Measures that assess 

central nervous system activity may be less susceptible to countermeasures (Farwell & 

Donchin, 1991). For example, Farwell and Donchin (1986, 1988, 1989, 1991) argued that 

a component of the ERP, known as the P300, may be a useful index of concealed 

information. It is notable that P300 responses appear when a participant recognizes a rare 

detail within a series of similar details (see next section for more information). 

3.2 The P300 Event-Related Brain Potential  

Application of the P300 component as an index of concealed information began 

only after a substantial body of literature established the nature of the P300 in non-

forensic contexts. An ERP manifests as a peak or valley during an electroencephalogram 

in response to the presentation of a stimulus item or psychological processing of a 

stimulus item (Rosenfeld, 2002). The P300 manifests as a positive peak that appears 

around 300 ms after stimulus onset, and appears to represent brain activity underlying 
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particular types of information processing (Donchin & Coles, 1988; Fabiani, Gratton, 

Karis, & Donchin, 1978). Specifically, Donchin and Coles (1988) observed the P300 in 

response stimuli that were meaningful to the participant but only rarely presented (so-

called “oddball” stimuli). Thus, it made sense to investigate the oddball paradigm (used 

to elicit the P300) with respect to its usefulness as an alternative to the polygraph in 

detecting concealed knowledge (e.g., Rosenfeld, 2002; Rosenfeld et al., 1988).  

 3.2.1 The application of the P300 to concealed knowledge detection: the origins 

of the three-item CIT. 

The task usually used to elicit the P300 (the “oddball” task) needed to be modified 

in order for it to be used in the detection of concealed information (Farwell & Donchin, 

1986, 1988, 1989, 1991). Briefly, Donchin, Karis, Bashore, Coles and Gratton (1986) and 

Fabiani et al. (1978) reported that in the original (two-category) oddball task used to elicit 

and study P300 responses, examiners presented participants with two types of stimuli 

based on pre-defined characteristics. Stimuli from one category (relevant details) 

appeared only rarely during the task but were meaningful to participants because they 

required a different response (e.g., pressing a different key). Modification of the original 

oddball task was necessary for examiners to use it in criminal investigations. This was 

because one could not expect guilty suspects to perform in a way that obviously betrayed 

their guilt (e.g., “press the different button when you see a crime detail”), given that they 

are attempting to conceal awareness of such details in the first place (Farwell & Donchin, 

1986, 1988, 1989, 1991; Rosenfeld et al., 1988). Additionally, to innocent examinees, all 

stimuli would appear to belong to the same category because they are unfamiliar with the 

crime details. In other words, innocent examinees would have no task to perform if only 
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instructed to “press the different button in response to crime-related details”. Adding a 

third category of item to the oddball task, so-called target items (discussed earlier with 

respect to their use in polygraphy; Ben-Shakhar et al., 1999; Elaad, 1997) seems to have 

solved this issue (resulting in the P300-CIT). As noted, target items within a CIT are 

items that require a distinct response on the part of all examinees. In P300-CITs, target 

items are created by having all examinees memorize a particular target detail (e.g., rock) 

that is similar to but not identical to the crime-related detail (e.g., bat), prior to the CIT. 

During the CIT, all examinees are given the task of pressing one button in response to 

target details (i.e., “press button X if you recognize the detail as the one you memorized”) 

and pressing another button to deny knowledge of  all other stimuli (crime-relevant and 

irrelevant stimuli; “press button Y for details you do not recognize”). This task is difficult 

for guilty examinees because they must classify crime-related (or other to-be-denied) 

details as “not recognized”. At its most basic, the-P300 CIT is a type of three-item CIT 

(in that it presents crime-relevant, irrelevant, and target details to examinees). The three-

item CIT is used current investigation, but the measure of interest is RT, not the P300. 

For simplicity, I will refer to this RT three-item CIT as a RT-CIT (though I recognize that 

other CIT-style paradigms have used RT as a dependent measure, see section 2.3.2.4). 

See Table 1 for a breakdown of items, relative frequencies, and typical response 

characteristics of the RT-CIT.  

3.2.2 Incidental support for the RT-CIT. 

In a series of classic experiments on the P300-CIT, Farwell and Donchin (1991) 

incidentally recorded participants’ RT to each detail (essentially resulting in a dual P300-

RT-CIT). In the first study, two groups of examinees were guilty of two different mock 
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crimes and completed P300-CITs regarding both crimes (meaning all participants 

completed a P300-CIT regarding a mock crime they committed and P300-CIT regarding 

a crime of which they were innocent). Farwell and Donchin presented RT data, the time 

taken to classify each stimulus as an irrelevant or a target, only in raw form. The current 

author ran a 2 x 2 mixed-model analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the Farwell and 

Donchin raw data, with guilt (innocent and guilt) and detail type (crime and irrelevant) as 

between and within subjects variables, and average participant RT as the dependent 

variable. The interaction was significant (p < .001, η² = .531), as was the main effect of 

guilt (p < .001, η² = .497), and detail type (p = .007, η² = .178). Results were consistent 

with a “concealed information effect” in that those who were concealing knowledge 

responded in a systematically different fashion (i.e., slower to crime details) from 

unaware individuals. The ERP results Farwell and Donchin observed in this study were 

consistent with predictions: large P300s in response to all target details across all 

examinees, and large P300 responses to crime details only when examinees were guilty 

of the crime in question (Farwell & Donchin, 1991).  

Farwell and Donchin (1991) replicated ERP results in a second experiment with 

four participants recruited based on whether they had committed minor crimes. In 

contrast to the first experiment, participants were tested using details of the crime they 

had committed in real life (guilty blocks), and using details of a crime another participant 

had committed. Participants were unaware of the details of the other examinee’s crime, 

and so the crime details within those blocks (innocent blocks) were indistinguishable 

from irrelevant details. Results were similar even though the crimes in question had 

occurred several weeks to several months before testing (Farwell & Donchin, 1991). This 
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indicated that the memory endured for some time, potentially because the criminals 

ruminated on their crime.  

 3.2.3 Does the RT-CIT framework protect against false negatives? 

The RT-CIT relies on recognition of concealed information (i.e., distinct 

responding to crime-relevant details among irrelevant foils) rather than focusing on 

detecting overt deception, much like its classical (two-item) CIT counterpart. As such, it 

should provide at least some insurance against false positive outcomes (Farwell & 

Donchin, 1991; Lykken, 1974, 1998). However, critics counter that the two-item CIT 

does not provide a control to which enhanced responding to crime-relevant items is 

comparable, allowing the possibility for false negative results (U.S. Congress, Office of 

Technology Assessment, 1983). The RT-CIT provides that level of control because as 

Farwell and Donchin (1991) conceptualized, responses to target items within the RT-CIT 

are essentially the typical level of responsiveness to crime-relevant items when an 

individual is guilty.  

3.3 A Side Effect of the P300-CIT: Reliable Differences in RT Contingent on 

Concealed Awareness 

Many useful scientific discoveries have been accidental, such as Fleming’s 

discovery of penicillin when a species of mold infected his flu cultures (American 

Chemical Society, 1999). Incidents such as these alert us to the possibility that keen 

observation and investigation sometimes result in unexpected breakthroughs. The 

discovery of RT differences within the P300- CIT (i.e., the RT-CIT) may be another 

example of this phenomenon. 
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 3.3.1 Problems with the P300 and the origins of the RT-CIT literature. 

Like the polygraph, ERP measures like the P300 are not ideal for detecting 

concealed information on a wide scale due to costly equipment and operator training 

(Furedy, 2009; Seymour et al., 2000; Verschuere & De Houwer, 2011). Analysis of ERP 

data is also complex (Seymour et al., 2000). Seymour et al. (2000) and Verschuere and 

De Houwer (2011) argued that RT-CITs have the significant practical advantage that they 

can be administered using software running on a DOS-based personal computer, which 

are widely available and much less complex than physiological equipment.  

Investigation into the validity of the RT-CIT independently of the P300-CIT 

began in the 1990s, prior to this, RT was considered only an adjunct measure in the P300-

CIT (e.g., Allen, Iacono, & Danielson, 1992; Farwell & Donchin, 1991). Verschuere and 

De Houwer (2011) observed that in neuroscientific (ERP, functional magnetic resonance 

imaging) research using the three-item CIT, RT data are not always analysed (e.g., 

Farwell & Donchin, 1991; Rosenfeld, Shue, & Singer, 2007) or even reported (e.g., 

Farwell & Smith, 2001; Rosenfeld et al., 1988). In fact, Farwell and Donchin (1991) 

explicitly focused on the ERP results, noting that RT measures would not be appropriate 

in actual investigations due to the suspect’s ease of manipulating their responses. 

Nevertheless, other similar ERP studies have found reliable RT differences indicative of 

concealed information (e.g., Allen et al., 1992; Allen & Movius, 2000; Cutmore, 

Djakovic, Kebbell, & Shum, 2009; Gamer, Bauermann, Stoeter, & Vossel, 2007; Gamer 

& Berti, 2010, 2012; Gamer, Vossel, & Berti, 2005; Meijer, Smulders, Merckelbach, & 

Wolf, 2007; Rosenfeld, Hu, & Pederson, 2012; Rosenfeld et al., 2008; Verschuere, 

Rosenfeld, Winograd, Labkovsky, & Wiersema, 2009). Seymour et al. (2000) also argued 
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that the RT-CIT is more reliable than and as least as accurate as polygraph tests, and that 

it is less subject to conscious manipulation when administered properly and in keeping 

with a specific paradigm (the three-item CIT). 

 3.3.2 An initial demonstration of the success of the RT-CIT. 

Seymour et al. (2000) extended the work of Farwell and Donchin (1991), focusing 

directly on the RT-CIT. However, Seymour et al. (2000) theorized that limiting the 

amount of time (1000 ms) participants had to respond to each detail would inhibit 

manipulation of response time, given prior research indicating that rapid responses (i.e., 

less than 800 ms) are difficult to deliberately manipulate (Posner & Snyder, 1975a, 

1975b; Ratcliff & McKoon, 1981). Participants completed one of two mock crimes and 

then completed two RT-CITs, one regarding each crime. On the RT-CIT, Seymour et al. 

(2000) encouraged participants to respond quickly and accurately and if a participant’s 

RT exceeded 1000 ms, a warning message stating “Too Slow” appeared on screen for 1 s 

prior to the onset of the next stimulus.  

Across a series of three experiments, Seymour et al. (2000) demonstrated that the 

RT-CIT was able to detect concealed awareness among guilty examines regardless of 

whether or not they were aware that the purpose of the RT-CIT was to detect concealed 

knowledge. Seymour et al. (2000) also demonstrated that guilty examinees could not hide 

their knowledge even when provided specific suggestions for how to accomplish an 

innocent pattern of responding. Specifically, Seymour et al. (2000) found that guilty 

participants provided slower, less correct, responses to crime details, than did innocent 

individuals. Further, responding to irrelevant details did not vary in terms of speed or 

accuracy across guilty and innocent individuals. A discriminant function analysis 
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correctly classified 89% of guilty participants and 100% of innocent participants, yielding 

an overall effectiveness of 95%. These results challenged Farwell and Donchin’s (1991) 

assertion that RT measures are inappropriate for concealed knowledge detection due to 

their manipulability, and lent support to the notion that with a time-limited task, 

participants are unable to manipulate their responses, even when they are aware of the 

nature of the task and potential ways to minimize differential responding. Seymour et al. 

(2000) argued that while other methods to fool the test may exist, conscious manipulation 

of rapid responses (i.e., less than 800 ms) is extremely difficult given the slowness of 

intentional cognitive processes (Ratcliff & McKoon, 1981).  

Seymour et al. (2000) described a novel three-step algorithm designed to use a 

single participant’s data in order to classify that person as knowledgeable or not. 

Significant differences between crime and irrelevant responses in terms of error rates 

(determined by a Fisher exact test), RT distributions (Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample 

test; Stephens, Kotz, Johnson, & Read, 1983) or RT variance (F test for variances) led to 

the conclusion that crime and irrelevant responses were different. Seymour et al. (2000) 

classified the examinee as “guilty” if they found differences between crime and relevant 

responses. Using this procedure, Seymour et al. (2000) observed a 98% hit rate and a 2% 

false alarm rate. Overall, the results of these three studies lend support to the validity and 

reliability of using the RT-CIT to detect concealed information as well as suggesting that 

intentional response manipulation is a formidable challenge. 

 3.3.3 Theoretical explanation for the success of the RT-CIT. 

 To review, the RT-CIT emerged incidentally from the literature on the P300-CIT as 

an effective means for detecting concealed information. Given that prior research using 
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RT within a variety of CIT paradigms has not been consistently successful (e.g., Gronau 

et al., 2005; Locker & Pratarelli, 1997; Verschuere, Crombez, De Clercq et al., 2004; 

Verschuere, Crombez, & Koster, 2004), it may be informative to explore what is unique 

about the RT-CIT, in terms of making it an effective measure of concealed information. 

3.3.3.1 Stimulus-Response Compatibility effects. 

Verschuere and De Houwer (2011) and others (e.g., Ben-Shakhar, 2012) argued 

that differences in stimulus-response (S-R) compatibility underlie the concealed 

information effect observed in the RT-CIT.  Fitts (Fitts & Deninger, 1954; Fitts & Seger, 

1953) first conceptualized the theory of S-R compatibility, which refers to the tendency 

of humans to be able to respond quickly and accurately when certain dimensions of a 

stimulus “dictate” a particular desired response. For example, when asked to turn on a 

light in a room to the left (stimulus), one tends to turn on the light switch on the left side 

of a light switch panel (response). S-R compatibility also accounts for the difficulty 

humans have in overcoming these “dictated” responses when instructed to respond to 

stimuli in other ways (Kornblum, Hasbroucq, & Osman, 1990).  For example, humans 

will have more difficulty (i.e., slower, less accurate responses) turning on a light in a 

room to the left if the light switch is on the right side of a light switch panel. Kornblum et 

al. (1990) argued that compatibility effects must be rooted in basic cognitive functions, 

given that they are both reliable and robust, appearing across a variety of modalities, 

tasks, contexts (i.e., laboratory versus field investigations) and individuals. 

Notably, the manner in which the stimulus “dictates” the response is also known 

as the dimensional overlap between the stimulus and response sets. According to the 

dimensional overlap model (Kornblum, 1992; Kornblum et al., 1990), how quickly and 
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accurately participants respond to a stimulus is the result of two factors in combination. 

The first is how strongly that stimulus “dictates” the response (i.e., how strong is the 

dimensional overlap between the stimulus and response). The second factor is whether 

examiners instruct participant to respond according to how the stimulus directs them to, 

or in the opposite direction (i.e., how the S-R set is mapped). On a single trial (also called 

a S-R ensemble), this mapping will result in either a match (stimulus-activated response is 

the correct response; left light switch for left room) or a mismatch (stimulus-activated 

response must be overridden to provide the correct response; right light switch for the left 

room; Kornblum & Lee, 1995).  

From the perspective of both innocent and guilty examinees, the response any 

stimulus dictates depends on whether examinees recognize it or not. Specifically, when 

asked “do you recognize stimulus?”, familiar stimuli of any type elicit a “yes” response 

and unfamiliar stimuli elicit a “no” response. Innocent examinees are able to correctly 

respond to each stimulus with its elicited response (i.e., they recognize target details, but 

do not recognize irrelevant or crime-related details; Verschuere & De Houwer, 2011). 

From a S-R perspective, all trials an innocent examinee completes are S-R matches, so it 

is no surprise that they generally complete the RT-CIT quickly and accurately.  

For guilty examinees to respond correctly, they can respond as directed by the 

stimuli for irrelevant and target trials, but must overcome the stimulus-elicited response 

to respond correctly on crime-related trials. From a S-R perspective, target and irrelevant 

trials would be considered S-R matches (or S-R compatible trials), and crime-related 

trials would be considered S-R mismatches (or S-R incompatible trials). As noted, S-R 

mismatches result in slower, less accurate responses in humans, so unsurprisingly, guilty 
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examinees tend to respond less accurately and more slowly to crime-related details.  

Verschuere and DeHouwer (2011) argued differences in S-R compatibility (i.e., S-R 

compatible trials only for innocents, and a mix of S-R compatible and incompatible trials 

for guilty) differentiate examinees who are knowledgeable (i.e., those responding 

relatively slowly and inaccurately to crime details), from those who have no knowledge 

of the crime (i.e., those responding uniformly to crime and irrelevant details). Verschuere 

and DeHouwer (2011) also argued that for the RT-CIT to be effective, it had to rely on 

relevant dimensions of S-R compatibility (a discussion of the difference between relevant 

and irrelevant S-R compatibility is beyond the scope of this paper, but see DeHouwer, 

2003 for more details). 

 3.3.3.2 Recognition processes within the RT-CIT. 

One potential issue with the above explanation (manipulation of S-R 

compatibility) for the effects observed in the RT-CIT is that response slowing among 

guilty participants typically happens for both target and crime details. Particularly 

puzzling is why response slowing occurs on target trials, given that they are S-R 

compatible. It is likely that slowing on both target and crime trials has to do with 

underlying recognition processes (Seymour & Seifert, 1998), know and remember 

judgements (Mandler, 1980; Rajaram, 1993; Tulving, 1985). Know judgements are 

automatic, rapid, and based on familiarity alone (i.e., quickly recognizing that a person 

walking towards you is “familiar). Such judgements are made without conscious 

recollection of having encoded information, just that the information is present or absent 

in memory. In contrast, remember judgements are intentional, deliberate attempts in 

which one tries to recall the circumstances in which they encoded particular information 
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(i.e., actively trying to recall how you are familiar with person walking towards you). 

Recalling such information is slower and requires more effort than simple “is a person 

familiar or not” judgements. 

According to the reasoning advanced by Seymour and Seifert (1998), innocent 

individuals complete the RT-CIT quickly and accurately because they simply make “is 

the detail familiar or not” judgements to all details (i.e., know judgements). Based on 

these judgements, they can respond correctly to all details. Guilty examinees respond 

quickly to irrelevant details for the same reasoning. However, when guilty examinees 

reach target and crime-relevant details, the “is the detail familiar” judgement is “yes”, but 

the two details but require different responses in order to avoid detection. Guilty 

examinees then need to make the additional step of actively recalling how they became 

familiar with the detail: via the target study task (in which case, answer “yes”), or via the 

mock crime (in which case, answer “no”). Seymour and Seifert (1998) argued that it is 

this additional step that results in guilty examinees taking extra time to deny knowledge 

of crime details in the RT-CIT (and incidentally, taking extra time to confirm knowledge 

of target details). Thus, when one determines that an examinee took longer to deny 

recognition of crime details, relevant to irrelevant details, one can conclude that the 

examinee was concealing recognition of crime details. Others have conceptualized the 

difficulty associated with actively recalling how one became familiar with a particular 

detail as a difficulty accessing source memory for the detail (Jacoby, 1991; Seymour & 

Kerlin, 2008). 

As further support to Seymour and Seifert’s (1998) theory that memory processes 

underlie the effectiveness of the RT-CIT, Seymour and Fraynt (2009) found that guilty 
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examinees were more detectable when they had memorized crime-relevant details in a 

deep (vs. shallow) manner. This meant that better memory for a crime detail was 

associated with larger differences in RT between crime and irrelevant details. Moreover, 

across time delays (10 minutes, 24 hours or 1 week), Seymour and Fraynt (2009) found a 

non-significant trend for the RT difference remaining constant over time when crime 

details were deeply encoded, and RT differences declining over time when encoding was 

shallow. Accordingly, the classification accuracy of the RT-CIT remained good (90%) 

after one week when examinees deeply encoded crime details, but declined to chance 

levels when examinees encoded crime details on a shallow level. From an applied 

standpoint, it is clear that deeply encoded details in memory make effective RT-CIT 

crime details, even after a time delay. However, given the difficulty in predicting what 

details examinees will deeply encode, examiners must construct CITs cautiously. 

 3.3.4 How does the performance of the RT-CIT compare to the standard (two-

item) polygraph-CIT? 

In a direct comparison of a polygraph-CIT and a RT- CIT in which participants 

feigned amnesia autobiographical details instead of concealing awareness of crime 

details, Verschuere, Crombez, Degrootte and Rosseel (2010) found that the RT-CIT 

resulted in a slightly larger effect size point estimate (d = 1.97), compared to the 

polygraph-CIT (electrodermal measure d = 1.46). This led Verschuere et al. (2010) to 

conclude that RT-CIT could be used as a valid measure of concealed knowledge without 

simultaneous physiological recordings (i.e., that dual RT-polygraph-CITs are 

unnecessary) because both effects on their own are considered large according to 

convention (Cohen, 1988; i.e., d values above 0.80). 
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Visu-Petra, Bus and Miclea (2011) expanded upon the Verschuere et al. (2010) 

study by examining how well a traditional polygraph-CIT compared to a RT-CIT in 

terms of detecting which participants had committed a mock crime. They also concluded 

that both polygraph-CITs and RT-CITs are each useful as tests of concealed knowledge 

on their own. It was noted that in terms of effect sizes (Cohen’s d), electrodermal activity 

on the polygraph (d = 2.01) slightly outperformed the respiration polygraph measure (d = 

2.00) and RT (d = 1.92), followed by accuracy on the RT-task (d = 0.96).  However, all 

effects represented large effect sizes according to Cohen (1988; i.e., all effects are above 

0.80). Also, although the effect sizes for the RT-task were large, they were not as large as 

those observed in previous research (e.g., Seymour et al., 2000), which Visu-Petra et al. 

(2011) postulated may be due to the similarity between crime and irrelevant details 

interfering with the concealed knowledge effects (slowed RT to crime details among 

guilty examinees). However, such results support the use of the RT-CIT to differentiate 

among highly similar details; a feat that others have suggested may not be possible with 

physiological measures (Ben-Shakhar, Gati, & Salamon, 1995; Gati & Ben-Shakhar, 

1990). 

Meijer, Verschuere, Gamer, Merckelbach, and Ben-Shakhar (2016) recently 

examined the accuracy of the RT-CIT across nine studies using the area (a) under the 

Receiving Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve statistic (see Section 6.4 for more 

discussion of ROC curves). Essentially, a represents the detection efficiency of a 

diagnostic test and it is independent of cut-off value. Scores closer to 1 are ideal and 

indicate a test that detects a signal when it is present, and does not detect a signal when 

none is present.  Meijer et al. (2016) found the RT-CIT had an weighted average of a = 
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.82. Comparable results were obtained in an earlier study (Meijer et al., 2014) for 

polygraph-CIT results based on the electrodermal response (a = .85).  For comparison, 

Meijer et al. (2014) also calculated a for the polygraph-CIT response line length and 

heart rate measures, as well as for the P300-CIT ERP measure (with a = .77, .74, and .88, 

respectively). 

 3.3.5 An argument against response accuracy (recorded concurrently with RT) 

in the RT-CIT. 

As noted, the primary measure of interest in the RT-CIT is a participant’s reaction 

time to crime-relevant, irrelevant, and target stimuli. Because participants have two 

response buttons (with only one indicating the correct response), another measure of 

potential interest is a participant’s accuracy in classifying stimuli correctly (for 

simplicity, their number of incorrect answers across stimulus categories). Notably, I only 

considered correctly answered trials (within the time limit) in the RT analysis. 

Though accuracy effects were analysed in the current investigation, I recognize 

that accuracy has not tended to be a reliable predictor of concealed information in the 

RT-CIT (e.g., Arsenault & Bradley, 2013; Visu-Petra et al., 2011). In one striking 

example, Seymour and Fraynt (2009) presented findings in which examinees did not 

show any differences in response accuracy across irrelevant and to-be-denied item trials. 

Seymour and Fraynt (2009) argued that participants being highly motivated to answer 

carefully could have accounted for the near ceiling levels of accuracy observed. This is 

because participants were encouraged to conceal their awareness of crime details in order 

to “beat the lie detector test” and told that if they were successful in appearing innocent 

that they would win an extra $10 in addition to the $15 they received for participating. 
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That is, if they achieved an 85% accuracy rate across all trials, and demonstrated no 

significant differences between crime and irrelevant RTs.  

It is notable that Seymour and Fraynt (2009) did not provide participants with a 

countermeasure strategy (i.e., a systematic way for them to respond accurately) and so 

participants were able to decrease response errors to a ceiling level on their own. This 

suggested that that response accuracy might not reliably differentiate between crime and 

irrelevant details in the RT-CIT among highly motivated guilty suspects. However, 

regardless of the added motivational incentive, participants were unable to speed up their 

responses to crime details, thus still appearing “guilty” along the RT dimension of the 

RT-CIT. The fact that participants could not modify their RT patterns lends support to the 

use of RT to detect concealed knowledge, even among those who are motivated to 

conceal and aware that doing so means responding to stimuli quickly and accurately.  

3.3.6 Factors effecting the classification accuracy of the RT-CIT of interest in 

the current investigation. 

Much like its polygraph predecessor, less than perfect guilt detection rates have 

been observed on the RT-CIT (e.g., Seymour et al., 2000), so it may be possible to 

improve on the accuracy of the test. For the purpose of the current investigation, the 

following discussion focuses on the role of countermeasures, information leakage, and 

the manner in which examiners explain the test to examinees. I paid particular attention 

to RT-CIT studies, though I also borrowed conclusions from studies that focused 

primarily on the P300-CIT but reported RT results, as well as traditional polygraph-CIT 

research.  
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3.3.6.1 Countermeasures and response deadlines. 

Countermeasures are physical (e.g., biting tongue) or mental (e.g., thinking of a 

frightening event) actions examinees can perform in order to systematically manipulate 

their responsiveness (physiological or otherwise) on tests of concealed knowledge (or 

deception). Guilty examinees typically use these strategies as an attempt to appear 

innocent.  Rosenfeld, Soskins, Bosh and Ryan (2004) investigated the susceptibility of 

the P300- and RT-CIT to countermeasures and found that hit rates were compromised in 

the RT-CIT when participants were instructed to perform a covert action (e.g., pressing 

left forefinger on left leg) in response to a particular pattern of details. Specifically, based 

on a bootstrapping method, Rosenfeld et al. (2004) found hit rates of 91% in the guilty 

and innocent groups, but only 45% in the countermeasures group. Mertens and Allen 

(2008) replicated the Rosenfeld et al. (2004) study, with the exception that participants 

completed a virtual mock crime instead of a typical mock crime, and researchers assessed 

three different countermeasure techniques. A control no countermeasure guilty group 

was also included. Mertens and Allen (2008) found that all participants took longest to 

respond to crime-relevant and target details (relative to irrelevant details). Participants 

using certain countermeasures were able to manipulate their RT (i.e., countermeasures 

focused on performing an action in response to target details lengthened participant RT to 

target details). Overall, the RT and accuracy results were less sensitive to 

countermeasures than the P300 response. 

It must be noted however that Rosenfeld et al. (2004) and Mertens and Allen 

(2008) did not require responses to be made within a certain time limit. Response 

deadlines have not been wholly effective with other RT CIT-style paradigms including 
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the emotional Stroop (Gronau et al., 2005), the autobiographical Implicit Association 

Test (Verschuere, Prati, & De Houwer, 2009), or affective priming tasks (Degner, 2009). 

However, such tasks vary in several basic ways from the RT-CIT as used by Seymour et 

al. (2000) and others. Importantly, they do not rely on manipulation of relevant S-R 

compatibility (i.e., they do not create only S-R match trials for innocents and a mix of S-

R match and mismatch trials for guilty individuals; Verschuere & De Houwer, 2011), nor 

do they take advantage of key processes in recognition, as discussed earlier. Thus, the 

lack of response deadline in earlier research leaves the possibility open that response 

deadline within the RT- CIT may prevent countermeasures. Seymour et al. (2000) also 

argued that response deadlines are necessary to prevent conscious manipulation of RT 

(Posner & Snyder, 1975a, 1975b; Ratcliff & McKoon, 1981).  

As an example of the effectiveness of response deadlines, Visu-Petra, Miclea, and 

Visu-Petra (2012) informed participants that the intent of the RT-CIT was to detect 

deception, and that those who were guilty would see crime-related details. They also 

asked participants to try to appear innocent, but did not give participants specific 

instructions as to how to achieve this other than to respond to the crime-related details in 

a similar way as irrelevant details. The RT-task included a response deadline of 1000 ms, 

after which a “too slow” message would appear if the examinee had not provided a 

response. Directing participants to attempt to appear innocent did not result in any 

successful manipulation of RT and accuracy such that guilty examinees were able to 

appear innocent (Visu-Petra et al., 2012). 
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 3.3.6.2 The potential for information leakage. 

One can make inferences about the potential for information leakage in the RT-

CIT based on a study by Seymour and Kerlin (2008) in which participants memorized a 

series of faces or committed a mock crime. The RT-CIT that followed consisted of 

images for those who saw faces and phrases for those who committed the mock crime. 

Overall classification accuracy was 94% for phrases and 95% for images. Seymour and 

Kerlin (2008) argued because detection efficiencies did not vary based on whether or not 

the examinee committed a mock crime, the RT-CIT may have difficulty differentiating 

between individuals who have enacted a crime and those who simply know details about 

it. However, the RT-CIT may still be useful in other ways (e.g., ruling suspects out of 

investigations). 

3.3.6.3 Deception instructions and salience of crime details. 

Farwell and Donchin (1991) hypothesized that for P300-CITs, presenting the task 

as one in which examinees must deny familiarity with “crime details” raises the 

possibility of false positive results (as opposed to presenting the task as one in which 

examinees must identify target details among irrelevant details). Farwell (2012) also 

cautioned against any instructions suggesting that by denying familiarity with crime 

details, the examinee is somehow being “deceptive”. However, as argued by Rosenfeld et 

al. (2012), awareness of deception may serve to increase the salience of crime details, 

which then strengthens memory for crime details. Research has found that stimulus 

salience influences the sensitivity of the polygraph-CIT (Carmel et al., 2003; Nahari & 

Ben-Shakhar, 2011; Peth, Vossel, & Gamer, 2012). Compared to salient details “central” 

to the crime, examinees do not remember details less relevant to the crime (i.e., 
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“peripheral” crime details) as well, especially if the perpetrator was emotionally aroused 

during the crime (Peth et al., 2012). Using peripheral details in polygraph-CITs tends to 

result in decreased detection of guilt, especially after a time delay (e.g. Carmel et al., 

2003; Gamer et al., 2010; Peth et al., 2012; Seymour & Fraynt, 2009). 

Meijer et al. (2007) presented what could be argued as evidence for the role of 

stimulus salience in performance on the RT-CIT in a two-experiment study in which 

participants denied recognition of familiar faces (photos of friends or siblings in 

experiment 1; professors in experiment 2). In experiment 1, participants were instructed 

to conceal recognition of familiar faces (intentional concealment), and in experiment 2, 

to press one button for targets and another for all other stimuli, with no warning that 

other familiar stimuli would be presented (no intentional concealment). In the intentional 

concealment experiment (1), examinees made more errors and took longer to respond to 

familiar faces than to novel (irrelevant) faces. A bootstrapping analysis of RTs resulted in 

a 79% hit rate. In the no-intentional concealment experiment (2), examinees did not show 

any differences in RT or accuracy between familiar and unfamiliar faces, and RTs 

successfully identified only one participant (4%). Because stimuli were different between 

the two experiments, direct conclusions about the nature of intentional concealment are 

difficult. However, stimulus salience could be argued to be high in first experiment (vs. 

low in the second), and analysis across experiments revealed that the RT-CIT was 

significantly less sensitive in the low salience experiment.  

Kubo and Nittono (2009) provide more support for the possibility that the 

accuracy of the RT-CIT might be increased (or at least modified in some way) by using 

instructions that increase the salience of crime details. Participants chose one playing 
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card from a set of five numbered cards, which served the known detail, while examiners 

defined the target detail as a joker card. Kubo and Nittono administered a standard P300-

CIT with no instruction to conceal awareness of the chosen card (control) first. Three 

other P300-CITs were administered: conceal (participants instructed to suppress brain 

activity in response to the chosen card), transmit (enhance brain activity in response to 

the chosen card) and no secret (disclosed card to examiner prior to CIT). Kubo and 

Nittono recorded reaction time concurrently with P300 responses. Participants in the 

control and transmit conditions took significantly longer to respond to chosen cards, 

relative to irrelevant cards. This meant that instructions to purposefully convey the 

information via brainwaves (which could be argued as salience-increasing instructions), 

were the most successful in differentiating chosen cards from irrelevant cards.  Across 

chosen, target, and irrelevant card RTs, longest RTs were all observed in the transmit 

condition, suggesting that transmit instructions may result in slowed responding overall. 

It is also interesting that in terms of subjective difficulty, participants rated the conceal 

and transmit conditions as more difficult than the control and no secret tests (Kubo & 

Nittono, 2009).  

Rosenfeld, Biroschack, and Furedy (2006) also provided further evidence for 

stimulus salience playing a role in the RT-CIT. Specifically, classification accuracy 

within a P300-CIT (RT recorded concurrently) was higher when details to be denied were 

personally significant (i.e., participant’s own name) than when they were incidentally 

acquired (i.e., experimenter’s name), even though post-CIT memory was the same for 

both details. RT data showed slower responses to target details within the CIT based on 

significant personal information, compared to the CIT based on incidentally acquired 
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information. It is possible that compared to the low-significance details, the presence of 

highly significant details attracted attention away from target details (Rosenfeld et al., 

2006). 

Verschuere, Rosenfeld et al. (2009) hypothesized that framing the denial of 

recognized details (i.e., participants’ own names) as deceptive responses would increase 

the salience of those details, and that this would result in more responsiveness to those 

details on the P300-CIT (RT recorded concurrently). The key manipulation was the 

manner in which examiners explained the buttons (i.e., examiners administered two 

different task instructions, instructions that were also adapted for the current 

investigation). Those in the deception condition were instructed that the “yes” button 

signified that yes, I recognize this name, and the “no” button signified no, I do not 

recognize this name. Examiners explained that since participants were to press “yes” only 

in response to the target detail, they would be pressing “no” in response to their own 

name (to-be-denied), which is a lie, since the participant clearly recognized his or her 

own name. The deceptive nature of responding was also stressed by informing 

participants that they were in the “deceptive condition” and that they needed to “conceal 

recognition of meaningful information, in this case you own first name . . . pretend there 

is nothing special about this name” (Verschuere, Rosenfeld et al., 2009, p. 256). In 

contrast, those in the truthful condition were told that they were part of the “control” 

condition and that pressing the “yes” button indicated yes, I recognize this as the target 

name, and the “no” button signified no, I do not recognize this as the target name. 

Examiners also told participants that their own name would appear since the 

experimenters were using the names of all participants as stimuli, but that since their 
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name is not the target name, press “no”. Under such conditions, the participant provided a 

truthful response (via button press) that the name that appeared (i.e., their name) was not 

the target name. 

Regardless of instructions, participants made more errors in response to their own 

names, relative to irrelevant names. RT data showed that those in the deceptive condition 

were generally slower to respond than those in the truthful condition, and that 

participants’ own names elicited greater RTs than irrelevant names for participants across 

instructions. There was also a trend (p = .10) towards slower RTs on participants’ own 

names (compared to irrelevant names) for the deceptive group, in comparison to the 

truthful group. Correct classification rates based on RT were similar across truthful 

(50%) and deceptive (56%) groups. Because the own name – irrelevant difference in RT 

was greater for the deception group (32 ms) than for the truthful group (17 ms) and 

because the above findings were consistent with the P300 results, Verschuere, Rosenfeld 

et al. (2009) concluded that deceptive responding augments P300 and reaction time 

responding differences, but is not necessary for detection. Verschuere, Rosenfeld et al. 

argued that from a practical standpoint, such results supported the use of deceptive 

instructions in the field.  

 Rosenfeld et al. (2012) argued that the stimuli used by Verschuere, Rosenfeld et al. 

(2009) were problematic because first names are extremely familiar and meaningful, and 

so may have obscured P300 deception effects. Thus, instead of first names, Rosenfeld et 

al. (2012) used participants’ hometowns as to-be-denied stimuli. Rosenfeld et al. (2012) 

also administered similar instructions as those used by Verschuere, Rosenfeld et al. 

(2009) to deceptive and control groups. Unique to the Rosenfeld et al. (2012) study were 
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six periodic (bogus) feedback messages, with participants in the deceptive condition 

receiving feedback that the experimenters believed that he or she was answering 

deceptively. Examiners told participants in the control condition that they were making 

errors on some trials. Rosenfeld et al. (2012) hypothesized that inclusion of this feedback 

would help the participants in the deception group maintain their awareness of the 

deceptive nature of their responses (and thus maintain the salience of to-be-denied 

details).  

It is notable that results from the Verschuere, Rosenfeld et al. (2009) study are not 

directly comparable to those obtained by Rosenfeld et al. (2012) because the former did 

not include target RT in the ANOVA of the RT results, while the latter did. Participants 

in the deceptive condition were generally slower to respond than those in the control 

condition, and all participants appeared to have the fastest responses to irrelevant details 

(Rosenfeld et al. [2012] did not report post-hoc data to identify exactly how the three 

item conditions differed, stating only that the findings were similar to those of Seymour 

et al., 2000). Response accuracy was not significantly different across instruction sets. 

Rosenfeld et al. (2012) interpreted the findings as consistent with those found by 

Verschuere, Rosenfeld et al. (2009), in that deceptive instructions (and feedback to 

maintain deceptive awareness) captured attention in a way that was not present in the 

control instructions, leading to slower responses among participants administered 

deception instructions. 

 Farwell (2012) pointed out that the instructional set used by Verschuere, Rosenfeld 

et al. (2009; and by extension, Rosenfeld et al., 2012) do not create a situation in which 

examinees are deceptive per se because examinees do not intend to deceive the examiner. 
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Farwell cautioned against the use of “deception” instructions within ERP-CITs, given 

that the P300 is not the result of deception. However, Farwell did concur with the 

interpretation offered by Verschuere and Rosenfeld, that deception instructions increase 

the salience of crime (or other to-be-denied) details. It could be argued that any 

manipulation that increases salience of a particular detail (e.g., instructions to conceal 

knowledge, transmit knowledge, provide a deceptive response) could result in increased 

processing of that detail. It is the degree to which examinees process details, rather than 

deception-specific process per se, that underlies the differences between “guilty” and 

“innocent” examinees in the RT-CIT (Farwell, 2012; Kubo & Nittono, 2009). Thus, it 

appears that manipulating the salience of to-be-denied details may be the key to 

increasing the accuracy of the RT-CIT. 

 3.3.7 A closer look at the relationship between anxiety and classification 

accuracy. 

Visu-Petra et al. (2012) reasoned that it might be possible to identify predictors of 

the detection efficiency of the RT-CIT.  Specifically, Visu-Petra et al. (2012) examined 

the impact of individual differences in state and trait anxiety (among other factors not 

relevant to the current investigation, i.e., executive functioning) on RT and accuracy 

within the RT-CIT.  Across two sessions, participants completed individual difference 

measures, engaged in a mock crime (or not if innocent), re-completed the state anxiety 

measure, and then completed a polygraph-CIT and a RT-CIT.  Question sets on the 

polygraph consisted of distinct sets of details, while sets on the RT-CIT consisted of 

details from the same category, similar to Visu-Petra et al. (2011). 
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Visu-Petra et al. (2012) found that for guilty examinees, state anxiety measures 

were not associated with RT or accuracy measures. However, certain components of trait 

anxiety, elevated anxiety related to social evaluations and ambiguous situations, were 

associated with more errors in response to crime details. Visu-Petra et al. (2012) did not 

find significant relationships between RT-CIT performance (RT or accuracy) and 

individual differences measures among innocent examinees.   

3.3.7.1 Anxiety and the Cue Utilization Hypothesis. 

 As follow up to the Visu-Petra et al. (2012) study, the relationship between 

performance on the RT-CIT and anxiety (state and trait, specifically) was re-examined in 

the current investigation. Follow-up regarding the role of anxiety was of particular 

interest due to its well-established role in task performance. To elaborate, the Yerkes-

Dodson law states that conditions of moderate arousal elicit ideal performance on a 

demanding task, while high and low arousal will hinder performance (Yerkes & Dodson, 

1908). Based on the Yerkes-Dodson law, Easterbrook (1959) developed the Cue 

Utilization Hypothesis, which posits that in states of high arousal, attention focuses on 

cues that are relevant to the source of the arousal. As such, humans will screen out and 

ignore cues that are irrelevant to the source of arousal, a phenomenon known as 

attentional narrowing, thought to stem from the fact that humans generally have a limited 

attentional capacity. When placed under conditions of high stress, humans direct 

available attention to the source of the stress. Taken together with the previous discussion 

on the role of deception in stimulus salience (i.e., deception increases crime detail 

salience, capturing attention), it was hypothesized that individuals who were experiencing 
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higher levels of anxiety would fixate on the crime details, taking longer to respond or 

making more errors. 

3.3.7.2 Expanding our knowledge of the role of state and trait anxiety.  

As discussed, Visu-Petra et al. (2012) found an association between elevations in 

certain aspects of trait anxiety and increased errors to crime details among guilty 

examinees. The current investigation expanded upon these findings due to potential 

shortcomings of the anxiety measure used by Visu-Petra et al. (2012). Specifically, Visu-

Petra et al. (2012) used the Endler Multidimensional Anxiety Scales (Endler, Edwards, 

Vitelli, & Parker, 1989), on which state anxiety is composed of Cognitive-Worry and 

Autonomic-Emotional components. In contrast, trait anxiety is composed of Social 

Evaluation, Physical Danger, Ambiguous Situations, and Daily Routines components. 

Ree, French, MacLeod, and Locke (2008) argued that it is possible to differentiate 

cognitive (e.g., intrusive thoughts, concentration issues etc.) and physical symptoms of 

anxiety (e.g., racing heart, shortness of breath, dizziness etc.) at both the state and trait 

levels. Thus, although Visu-Petra et al. (2012) did not find significant associations 

between the Cognitive-Worry or Autonomic-Emotional subscales (state anxiety only) and 

performance on the RT-CIT, it was possible that these symptoms would be associated 

with performance at the trait level. Given that the RT-CIT is a task that assesses 

behavioral indicators of cognitive performance, I hypothesized that cognitive symptoms 

in particular would be related to performance.  

3.3.7.3 Intolerance of uncertainty. 

As a further extension of the Visu-Petra et al. (2012) study, the current 

investigation examined the relationship between intolerance of uncertainty and 
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performance on the RT-CIT. As noted, Visu-Petra et al. (2012) found that high trait 

anxiety related to ambiguous situations was associated with lower accuracy on crime 

details for guilty examinees. Intolerance of uncertainty is the “excessive tendency of an 

individual to consider it unacceptable that a negative event may occur, however small the 

probability of its occurrence” (Dugas, Gosselin, & Ladouceur, 2001, p. 552). Intolerance 

of uncertainty is associated with the belief that uncertainty is harmful, and more 

importantly, with difficulty in responding to ambiguous or uncertain situations. 

Researchers have argued that intolerance of uncertainty is a factor involved in the 

etiology and maintenance of several anxiety disorders, most notably Generalized Anxiety 

Disorder and Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (Holaway, Heimberg & Coles, 2006). 

Individuals with these disorders typically show high levels of intolerance of uncertainty; 

however, the trait does seem to vary across individuals, even among non-clinical 

populations (Buhr & Dugas, 2002). Birrell, Meares, Wilkinson, and Freeston (2011) 

found that the underlying structure of a popular measure of intolerance of uncertainty, the 

aptly-named Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale (IUS; Buhr & Dugas, 2002), fits best in 

two factors: the desire for predictability and uncertainty paralysis. The desire for 

predictability relates to an individual’s need to act to minimize unpredictability. 

Uncertainty paralysis seems to capture the sensation of feeling immobilized when faced 

with uncertainty, across both physical and cognitive manifestations. 

4.0 Current Project 

4.1 Rationale 

To review, for innocent examinees (unaware of crime details), the RT-CIT should 

be a relatively easy task in which they use rapid “am-I-familiar” judgements to correctly 
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respond to each detail. This is because recognition of familiar stimuli, without 

determining the source of the memory (know judgement), is an automatic process 

(Mandler, 1980; Rajaram, 1993; Tulving, 1985). Examinees who are familiar with crime 

details (i.e., “guilty” examinees) should also be able to answer in this manner to 

unfamiliar details (irrelevant). In contrast, these examinees will need to make a second 

judgement to familiar details (target details, crime details) with respect to where their 

knowledge of the detail originated (target study or mock crime) in order to respond 

correctly (confirm recognition, deny recognition). This additional judgement will result in 

slower, less accurate responding to crime details, relative to irrelevant details (Seymour 

& Seifert, 1998). In keeping with prior research, I assumed that detection of such 

differences meant that examinees are knowledgeable about crime details.  

 4.1.1 Goals. 

4.1.1.1 Does the RT-CIT discriminate between guilty and informed-innocents, 

and do instructions matter? 

Ben-Shakhar (2012) argued that RT is a logical measure on which to base a CIT 

because significant details (i.e., crime details) capture attention, resulting in longer RTs to 

process those details. Furthermore, Ben-Shakhar (2012) commented that the RT-CIT is 

promising but compared to the wide body of literature surrounding the use of polygraph-

based detection techniques, there is a dearth of studies conducted on the RT-CIT. This 

criticism is especially true with respect to the phenomenon of information leakage. As a 

reminder, information leakage is when innocents appear “guilty” on a CIT because they 

know about crime details, and results from equating knowledge of a crime with guilt of a 

crime (i.e., mistaking a recognition test for a deception test). 
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To my knowledge, no RT-CIT studies have included a group of innocents who 

were aware of crime details, which prevents firm conclusions about the effectiveness of 

the RT-CIT with informed-innocents. A potential exception is the innocent group in the 

Mertens and Allen (2008) study who were given time to explore the virtual environment 

in which the guilty examinees committed a virtual mock crime. However, crime-relevant 

details were not present in the environment for innocent examinees so they were not 

aware of the key details and so one cannot conceptualize them as an informed-innocent 

group. Additionally, Jang, Kim, Cho, and Lee (2013) conducted a RT-CIT study that 

included a group of witnesses and a group of innocent individuals (informed about the 

mock crime). However, Jang et al. (2013) focused only on ERP measures and did not 

report RT data. The current author contacted Jang et al. (2013) via email requesting 

further information about the RT results, but has not yet received a response. Seymour 

and Kerlin (2008) cautioned that the RT-CIT might not be able to distinguish those with 

knowledge of a crime from those who committed the crime. Seymour and Kerlin based 

this prediction on the lack of differences in detectability across two groups: one who 

committed a mock crime and one who did not (Seymour & Kerlin, 2008). There is some 

evidence of elevated false positive rates among informed innocents tested on the 

polygraph-CIT when used among informed-innocents, but data is not available to 

evaluate this possibility on the RT-CIT. Thus, the first major goal of the current 

investigation was to examine the classification accuracy of the RT-CIT with innocent 

individuals who were aware of crime details (informed-innocent).  

Furthermore, researchers have advocated instructions stressing to participants that 

they are making deceptive responses to crime details, as a way to increase the accuracy of 
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the RT-CIT (vs. instructions that make no mention of deception). Theoretically, 

“deception” instructions increase the stimulus salience of the crime details among guilty 

examinees, which minimizes the overlap between guilty and innocent (crime-irrelevant) 

RT difference distributions (Rosenfeld et al., 2012; Verschuere, Rosenfeld et al., 2009). 

The perception of deception can also increase the guilt score of informed-innocents on 

polygraph-CITs (Bradley et al., 1996), so there is a possibility that deception instructions 

may elevate false positive rates among informed-innocent examinees on the RT-CIT. 

Thus, a second major goal of the current investigation was to examine how informed-

innocents respond to crime details of varying levels of salience. I attempted this by 

administering one of two instruction sets (i.e., deception or control) to informed-innocent 

examinees.  

As a reminder, the polygraph-GAT was developed as a means to reduce false 

positive outcomes among informed-innocent examinees by eliminating the need for them 

to “lie” in denying knowledge of crime details (using “did you do it” style questions; e.g., 

Bradley et al., 1996; Bradley & Rettinger, 1992; Bradley & Warfield, 1984; Ben-Shakhar 

et al., 1999). The difference between deception and control instructions is arguably 

analogous to the difference between GAT- and CIT-phrasing for informed-innocents. 

Specifically, polygraph-CITs and RT-CITs with deception instructions are similar in that 

informed-innocents are under the impression that crime detail denials are “lies”. 

Additionally, polygraph-GATs and RT-CITs with control instructions are similar in that 

informed-innocent individuals are under the impression that they are providing truthful 

denials to crime details within.  This analogy does not hold for other guilty examinees, 

because they lie on both polygraph tests and on the RT-CIT when given deception 
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instructions, but not when given control instructions. Uninformed innocents do not lie 

regardless of polygraph question phrasing or RT-CIT instructions. 

4.1.1.2 Are individual differences in anxiety associated with RT-CIT 

performance? 

 Visu-Petra et al. (2012) provided an initial demonstration that individual 

differences in anxiety measures (among other variables) related to performance on the 

RT-CIT, but research in this area is in its infancy. One can suppose from their results that 

if given sufficient data, it may be possible to establish the detection accuracy of the RT-

CIT a priori, based on a particular examinee’s performance on certain cognitive, 

personality and/or emotional measures. Anxiety was of particular interest in the current 

investigation, given its role in performance on difficult tasks and relationship to 

deception. Thus, the third major goal of this investigation was to investigate further the 

role of anxiety in relation to RT and accuracy in the RT- CIT, focusing on cognitive trait 

anxiety and intolerance of uncertainty in particular. 

4.1.2 A comment on mock crimes. 

Research on the CIT can involve one of two basic types of participants. The first 

are those who are examined in the field and have committed real crimes, and the second 

are those who are examined in a laboratory setting and have memorized one or more 

pieces of information (e.g., playing card, faces, mock crime details) to be concealed 

during the CIT exam (e.g., Pollina, Dollins, Senter, Krapohl, & Ryan, 2004). A meta-

analysis of polygraph research supports the use of a mock crime in the current 

investigation, as it concluded that the mock crime paradigm was associated with the 

highest effect size, relative to other laboratory-based paradigms (i.e., the card-test 
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paradigm, peak of tension paradigm, code-words paradigm, personal-items paradigm; see 

Ben-Shakhar & Elaad, 2003 for details on each). Additionally, while I recognize that the 

mock crime paradigm has restricted external validity, laboratory settings offer the highest 

degree of experimental control (and thus internal validity) and are therefore optimal for 

testing initial hypotheses before performing further research in the field. Specifically, 

mock crimes have the advantage that one can systematically vary the to-be-denied event 

details across individuals, which is not the case in field research or in autobiographical 

paradigms (Gödert, Gamer, Rill, & Vossel, 2005). Additionally, as noted, field studies 

are faced with the additional dilemma of establishing ground truth, or who is in fact 

innocent or guilty (Iacono, 2008). To date, numerous studies on the RT-CIT and P300-

CIT have had participants enact mock crimes (Cutmore et al., 2009; Farwell & Donchin, 

1991; Hahm et al., 2009; Mertens & Allen, 2008; Rosenfeld et al., 2004; Seymour et al., 

2000; Seymour & Kerlin, 2008; Visu-Petra et al., 2011; Visu-Petra et al., 2012).  

4.2 Hypotheses 

 The effect of concealed knowledge on RT was calculated via a difference score (so-

called “detection score”), which was arrived at by subtracting the examinee’s average RT 

to irrelevant details from their average RT to crime details. For accuracy data, I 

accomplished this by subtracting the examinee’s percent correct responses on crime 

details from their percent correct responses on irrelevant details. Thus, larger scores in 

the positive direction indicate that examinees scored in the “guilty” direction (i.e., they 

took longer to respond to crime details or made more errors to crime details than to 

irrelevant details), and scores closer to 0 indicate that the examinee responded similarly 

to crime and irrelevant details (i.e., they scored in the “innocent” direction). Although the 
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hypotheses below concern RT, I expected that accuracy data would follow the same trend 

but perhaps not to the same extent. 

4.2.1 Group differences.  

 4.2.1.1 Interaction effect. 

I expected that a significant interaction between guilt and instructions would 

emerge such that across the groups given deception instructions, guilty and informed-

innocents would not have significantly different scores, while detection scores among 

uninformed-innocents would be significantly lower than among informed-innocent and 

guilty groups. This prediction was rooted in the idea that the perception of deception 

increases detail salience for those with knowledge of the detail (guilty, informed-

innocent), which results in the detail capturing attention and taking longer to process. 

Across the groups administered control instructions, I predicted that detection scores 

would be highest among guilty examinees, lowest among uninformed-innocents, and I 

expected scores of informed-innocents to fall in-between. Given the dearth of research in 

this area, it was unclear whether the detection scores in the informed-innocent group 

would differ significantly from either the guilty or the uninformed-innocent scores. It was 

predicted that the crime details would be less salient in the control condition than in the 

deception condition, but that control instructions would not reduce differential 

responding to crime details to a non-significant level (in which case detection scores for 

the guilty would not be significantly different from the uninformed-innocent). Such a 

prediction was supported by research that has found that simple recognition of crime 

details (i.e., no deception instructions or other salience-increasing manipulations) on the 

part of guilty examinees was typically sufficient to elicit slowed RTs and increased errors 
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(e.g., Allen et al., 1992; Farwell & Donchin, 1991; Seymour et al., 2000; Verschuere, 

Rosenfeld et al., 2009).  

4.2.1.2 Main effect of guilt. 

I predicted that main effects would also emerge, secondary to the interaction 

effect. First, a main effect of guilt status was predicted, in that guilty examinees would 

have higher detection scores than uninformed-innocents. The informed-innocents would 

fall in the between those two groups (and that if significant differences do emerge for the 

informed-innocent group, they would likely manifest as differences from uninformed-

innocent but not from the guilty group). 

I also predicted that knowledgeable groups (i.e., guilty and informed-innocent 

examinees) would have higher detection scores than uninformed-innocents because 

regardless of instructions, both groups needed to make a second judgement in response to 

familiar target and crime details in order to respond correctly. Longer RT to crime details 

among knowledgeable groups may also stem from the fact that crime details were S-R 

incompatible trials.  

However, it was predicted that detection scores of the informed-innocent group 

would be lower (trending lower or significantly lower) than those in the guilty group. 

This prediction was based on the enactment effect, discussed earlier in the section on 

potential explanations for the observation that detection scores within polygraph-GAT 

were higher for guilty than for informed-innocents (Bradley et al., 1996). As a reminder, 

the effects of enactment are such that individuals who enact a series of instructions tend 

to have better memory for the content of the instructions, compared to those who do not 

perform the actions (Cohen, 1989). Thus, given that guilty examinees were the only 
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group who enacted the instructions, I expected that they would have more highly 

elaborated representations of the crime-related details in memory, compared to the 

informed-innocent group (who only read the instructions). I hypothesized that the higher 

level of familiarity with crime-related details would influence the speed and accuracy of 

the “how-do-I-remember-it” judgement. As noted by Seymour and Fraynt (2009), 

examinees who memorized to-be-denied details on a deep level were more detectable on 

the RT-CIT than examinees who memorized to-be-denied details on a shallow level, even 

after a time delay. Seymour and Fraynt argued that ideal crime details are highly 

elaborated in memory and that highly elaborated details produce the most reliable RT 

differences between irrelevant and crime (or other to-be-denied details). Thus, for the 

purpose of the current investigation, it was possible that those with higher levels of 

familiarity (i.e., those in the guilty condition) would show more response slowing and 

more errors to crime details. 

In sum, I expected that both knowledgeable groups would have higher detection 

scores than the uninformed-innocent group because those with knowledge of crime-

related details must make both a two decisions about crime details, while those without 

knowledge make only one judgement. Guilty examinees would likely have better 

memory for the content of the crime-related instructions than informed-innocent 

examinees due to the enactment effect (Cohen, 1989). It was possible that better memory 

for these details may have meant that guilty examinees would be more detectable, given 

that forgetting details tends to decrease the accuracy of the test (Seymour & Fraynt, 

2009). 
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4.2.1.3 Main effect of instruction set. 

Second, I hypothesized that I would observe a main effect of instruction set, in 

that examinees given deception instructions would show the largest detection scores. 

What I expected to happen among all examinees given deception instructions was an 

overall slowing of RT to all details. This is because the perception of deception created 

by the deception instructions increases the salience of all details to some extent, which 

then results in details capturing attention and requiring more processing time to execute 

recognition judgements. However, I did not predict an equal increase in processing time 

across all details and all examinees.  In particular, I expected that crime details would 

capture attention most among individuals knowledgeable about them (which occurs for 

two out of three participants, when collapsed across guilt conditions). It is because the 

majority of participants are familiar with crime details, and that deception instructions 

affect processing of crime details in particular, that I predicted increased detection scores 

when I collapsed the data into deception vs. control instructions. Thus, what was 

expected in the analysis was that RT slowing would be slightly more pronounced for 

crime details than for irrelevant details (i.e., a higher detection score) in the deception 

instruction condition. It is notable that prior research on deception instructions (Rosenfeld 

et al., 2012; Verschuere, Rosenfeld et al., 2009) and studies manipulating crime detail 

salience via other means (Kubo & Nittono, 2009; Meijer et al., 2007; Rosenfeld et al., 

2006) have not included an innocent group for comparison, so this study provides new 

data in that respect. 
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4.2.2 Individual classification analysis detection accuracy. 

The following hypotheses concern the classification accuracy of the RT-CIT on an 

individual examinee level. Because the process of classifying examinees as “guilty” or 

“innocent” is vulnerable to information leakage in all CITs, it was expected that evidence 

of information leakage would be observed in the current investigation, and that this 

would interact with whether the examinees believed they were providing deceptive 

responses to crime details. Specifically, it was predicted that that classification accuracy 

of the RT-CIT would follow an interaction pattern in that among the guilty, 

classifications would be most accurate among those given deception instructions. I did 

not expect any differences in classification accuracy across uninformed-innocent groups 

because the instructional manipulation should not systematically affect their detection 

scores (although they may respond more slowly on average to all details when given 

deception instructions, this does not affect detection score). Among the informed-

innocent, I predicted that classification accuracy would be lower in the group given 

deception instructions because deception instructions increase crime detail salience 

(potentially increasing crime-irrelevant RT differences, making them look more “guilty” 

than the group given control instructions). Secondary to the interaction effect, I predicted 

a main effect of guilt such that classification would be most accurate for guilty and 

uninformed-innocent groups because knowledge should be clearly present or absent in 

these groups, respectively. However, classification was predicted to be less accurate for 

informed-innocent examinees because the presence of knowledge would elevate false 

positive rates (i.e., information leakage would lower the RT-CIT classification among 

informed-innocents).  
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4.2.3 Anxiety measures. 

4.2.3.1 Guilt manipulation and state anxiety. 

Participants completed a measure of state anxiety (discussed below) twice during 

the experiment: just after consenting to participate and again prior to the RT-CIT. Based 

on Visu-Petra et al.’s (2012) results, it was predicted that state anxiety would be 

significantly higher across all examinees on the second measurement, especially in terms 

of somatic (i.e., physical) symptoms. I postulated that this would be especially evident 

among guilty examinees because they had enacted the mock crime.  

4.2.3.2 Relationship between RT-CIT performance and (state and trait) anxiety. 

The cognitive dimension of the State-Trait Inventory for Cognitive and Somatic 

Anxiety (STICSA; state and trait versions, Ree et al., 2008) was of particular interest in 

the current investigation, given the potential relationship between cognitive symptoms of 

anxiety and performance cognitive tests (e.g., the RT-CIT). I predicted that higher levels 

of cognitive anxiety (state, but especially trait) would be associated with slower, more 

error-prone responses across all examinees and details, but especially among guilty and 

informed-innocent examinees responding to target and crime-details. Essentially, I 

hypothesized that higher levels of cognitive anxiety would make guilty examinees easier 

to detect and informed-innocent examinees look more “guilty”, especially if given 

deception instructions. I based this on the idea that salient crime details capture attention 

among knowledgeable groups with high levels of anxiety, resulting in increased 

processing time and errors. I did not predict that cognitive anxiety would affect the 

performance of uninformed-innocents.  
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4.2.3.3 The role of intolerance of uncertainty. 

To review, the IUS (Buhr & Dugas, 2002), a measure of intolerance of 

uncertainty, is thought to fit best into a two-factor model involving the desire for 

predictability and uncertainty paralysis (Birrell et al., 2011). I predicted that increasing 

levels of uncertainty paralysis would lead to slowed RTs and/or less accurate responses to 

some degree across conditions. More specifically, it was predicted that higher levels of 

uncertainty paralysis would equally predict impaired performance across guilty and 

informed-innocent examinees, or more so in the informed-innocents if they were given 

deception instructions. This was because this group completed a task on which they 

might have been uncertain about whether or not they were truly being “deceptive”. I 

predicted that the correlations between RT-CIT performance and uncertainty paralysis 

would be the smallest among uninformed-innocents (especially among the group 

administered control instructions, as they should be confident in their task execution). I 

based these predictions on findings from the Visu-Petra et al. (2012) study, which found 

that individual differences in trait anxiety (in terms of responding to ambiguous 

situations) were associated with errors to crime details for guilty examinees.  

5.0 Method 

 I administered a RT-CIT to six groups of examinees, created by the manipulation 

of two between-subjects factors: guilt (guilty, informed-innocent, or uninformed-

innocent) and instruction type (deception or control). 

5.1 Participants 

Participants (N = 139) were recruited from undergraduate classes at the University 

of New Brunswick between January and May 2014, with 120 of those individuals 
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included in the analyses (i.e., I excluded 19 participants from the study, see below). The 

sample size for the main study (N = 120) was estimated using G*Power (Faul, Erdfelder, 

Lang & Buchner, 2007). In terms of the desired power (1 – β error probability) and α 

(alpha) error probability, Cohen (1992) proposed a 4:1 ratio of β to α, such that the 

conventional α of .05 would yield a power level of .80 (1 – 4 [.05] = .80). I considered 

these levels appropriate for the current investigation. The number of groups was set to 6, 

given the 3 (guilt) x 2 (instruction type) between-subjects design, and the numerator 

degrees of freedom was set to 2 in order to detect a significant interaction ([k - 1][k – 1] = 

[3 – 1][2 – 1] = 2). I considered several effect sizes in estimating the desired sample size. 

First, an estimate of the general RT-CIT guilty knowledge effect (longer RT for crime 

versus irrelevant details among guilty examinees, no differences for innocent unaware 

examinees) derived from 26 samples and corrected for variability due to sample size (η2 

= 0.60; Arsenault & Bradley, 2013, see Figures 1 and 2 for RT and accuracy plots,) 

yielded a total sample of 12. However, this estimate may not be sufficient to detect the 

effects of the manipulations of interest (guilt vs. informed-innocent vs. uninformed-

innocent, and deception vs. control instructions) in this study. It would be ideal to 

consider effect sizes from studies on the RT-CIT that include a group of informed-

innocents and from studies that compare deceptive and control instructions. One P300-

CIT study (Jang et al., 2013) included groups of informed-innocent examinees, but did 

not report RT results and the authors have not responded to a request for more 

information. Furthermore, only two studies to date have directly compared deceptive and 

control instructions (Rosenfeld et al., 2012; Verschuere, Rosenfeld et al., 2009). Effect 

sizes from these two studies resulted in sample sizes of 92 and 118, respectively. The 
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more conservative option (calculated based on the Verschuere, Rosenfeld et al., 2009 

effect size) was selected and rounded up in order to achieve equal number of participants 

per cell, yielding a final total sample of N = 120. 

I awarded participants two bonus percentage points from their Introductory 

Psychology course for their participation. I also offered them a chance to enter into a 

draw to win one of two $50 Walmart gift cards if I found them innocent (in order to 

increase motivation to appear innocent). Participants were assigned to one of six 

conditions, guilty/deception instructions (n = 20), informed-innocent/deception 

instructions (n = 20), uninformed-innocent/deception instructions (n = 20), guilty/control 

instructions (n = 20), informed-innocent/control instructions (n = 20), and uninformed-

innocent/control instructions (n = 20). The recruitment materials specified that only those 

with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and fluency in oral and written English were 

eligible to participate (see Appendix A for recruitment poster). The sample in the main 

study consisted of 37 male and 83 female individuals, ranging in age from 18 years to 48 

years (M = 20.80, SD = 5.01). One hundred and three individuals identified their first 

language as English, three as French, and fifteen as other (specifically, Arabic, Chinese, 

German, Korean, Farsi, Russian, Spanish, Tagalog, and Vietnamese). I presented 

participants with lists of employment/student statuses and Ethnic/Cultural groups with the 

instructions to check all that apply. The majority of the sample consisted of full-time 

students (n = 106) who also self-identified as Canadians (n = 105), see Tables 2 and 3 for 

complete details. 
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5.2 Apparatus  

 I displayed experimental stimuli on a 17” cathode ray tube monitor (1280 by 1024 

at 60 Hz), located approximately 0.5 m away from the examinee. Stimuli were two-word 

phrases (described below) printed in white Arial font on a black background, each 

approximately 2 cm tall. I collected responses on the target study task on a standard 101-

key keyboard and I collected responses on the RT-CIT on a Cedrus RB-530 button box, 

with all responses relayed back to a computer. Paradigm presentation software 

(Perception Research Systems, 2007) handled stimulus randomization, presentation, as 

well as recording of response time (in milliseconds) and accuracy. 

5.3 Stimuli 

Key details within the mock crime served as to-be-denied crime details in the RT-

CIT classification task. These details consisted of one of the series of two-word phrases 

originally used by Farwell and Donchin (1991) but also adapted by others (Seymour & 

Fraynt, 2009; Seymour & Kerlin, 2008; Seymour & Schumacher, 2009; Seymour et al., 

2000; see Table 4). It is notable that I changed one irrelevant detail in order to reduce the 

likelihood of confusion for participants (i.e., I changed the detail “Bomb Plans” to “Truck 

Plans”, given that the mock crime used in this study involved a bombing). Each of the 

details fell into one of the three categories of details (crime, target, irrelevant) consistent 

with the RT-CIT. First, crime details consisted of the six key details from the mock crime 

(i.e., Op Cow, Rain File, Sub Plans, Phil Jenks, Blue Coat, Perch Street). Target details 

were of the same six categories as the crime details (i.e., operation name, file name, plan 

type, man’s name, clothing type and color, street name) and were memorized by 

participants prior to the classification task (i.e., Op Pig, Snow File, Ship Plans, Tim 
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Howe, Green Hat, Shark Street). As noted above, target details required a unique 

behavioral response (i.e., pressing the “yes” button). Finally, there were four irrelevant 

details per crime detail category. For example, for the crime detail “Rain File”, the four 

corresponding irrelevant details were Hail File, Wind File, Sleet File, and Fog File, for 24 

irrelevant details in total across the six crime details.  

5.4 Reading and Anxiety Measures  

5.4.1 English Reading Comprehension Test-Revised (ERCT-R). 

The English Reading Comprehension Test-Revised (ERCT-R; DiTommaso, 

2003) is a brief paper-and-pencil measure of English reading comprehension (see 

Appendix B). I administered ERCT-R in order to screen out any participants who were 

unable to comprehend written English. This was important, given that a crucial 

manipulation in the experiment consisted of participants reading and executing a series of 

written instructions. As noted by Robinson (2010), the Saint John campus of the 

University of New Brunswick has a large population of international and non-English 

first-language students, but I did not include this measure in order to exclude 

international and non-English first-language students. The ERCT-R consists of a short 

written passage followed by ten true or false questions pertaining to the passage. 

Although no norms have been developed, prior experience indicated that a score of less 

than 6 suggests significant English comprehension issues and that Canadian students 

whose first language is English typically score around eight (E. DiTomasso, personal 

communication, August 19, 2013). A cut-off of six has resulted in mixed Canadian and 

international student samples in prior research, so for the purposes of this investigation, 

proficiency in English was deemed satisfactory if an examinee’s score was six or above. 
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Examinees (n = 3) with scores below six were excluded from the analyses. Among 

participants included in the analysis, the ERCT-R score was consistent with prior 

research (M = 8.21) and resulted in a mixed sample of individuals who identified as 

Canadian as well as non-Canadian international students (see Table 3). See Appendix C 

for scoring key.  

5.4.2 The State-Trait Inventory for Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety (STICSA; 

State and Trait Versions). 

In order to assess the relationship between performance on the RT-CIT and 

anxiety, I administered the State-Trait Inventory for Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety 

(STICSA; Ree et al., 2008); see Appendices D and E for the State (STICSA-S) and Trait 

(STICSA-T) versions, respectively. The STICSA is a brief pencil-and-paper self-report 

measure of anxiety. There are 42 items distributed across two scales; state and trait 

anxiety, which are further broken down into two subscales each; cognitive (e.g., “I can’t 

get some thought out of my mind”) and somatic anxiety (e.g., “My muscles feel weak”). 

The key difference between the two scales stems from the instructions, in that the trait 

scale asks about how one feels generally, while the state scale asks about how one feels 

right now. Respondents provide ratings for each item on a four-point likert scale, ranging 

from 1, not at all, to 4, very much so. 

Across four studies, Ree et al. (2008) found the STICSA to have excellent 

psychometric properties. Specifically, Ree et al. (2008) reported split-half reliability 

coefficients of 0.87 and 0.84 for the cognitive and somatic factors of the trait scale, and 

coefficients of 0.90 and 0.84 for the cognitive and somatic factors of the state scale. A 

validation study found good internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = .91 for the trait scale, 
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and Cronbach’s α = .92 for the state scale; Grös, Antony, Simms, & McCabe, 2007).  

Among a sample of 941 Australian undergraduate students, Ree et al. (2008) found a 

stronger correlation between STICSA-state scales and another measure of state anxiety 

(the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory; STAI; Spielberger, 1983, as cited in Ree et al., 2008) 

than with a measure of depression. Ree et al. (2008) observed comparable relationships 

for the trait scales as well. Ree et al. (2008) interpreted these findings as evidence of the 

convergent and discriminant validity of the STICSA. Additionally, trait anxiety remained 

stable across a baseline and high-stress measurement (i.e., during exam period), but state 

anxiety was significantly elevated during at the high-stress measurement. 

Although the STAI is a well-established measure of state and trait anxiety, the 

STICSA is preferable in the current investigation because the STICSA may be a purer 

measure of anxiety than the STAI. This is because, relative to the STAI, the STICSA has 

been found to be more strongly correlated with other measures of anxiety and less 

correlated with measures of depression, and thus has a higher level of convergent and 

discriminant validity (Grös et al., 2007). In fact, in a review of anxiety measures, Elwood, 

Wolitzky-Taylor, and Olatunji (2012) argued that the STICSA is a better choice in 

research applications (if those applications are specific to anxiety) as it seems to overlap 

less with depression than the STAI. 

5.4.3 The Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale (IUS). 

I administered the Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale (IUS; Buhr & Dugas, 2002) in 

order to assess the relationship between performance on the RT-CIT and beliefs about 

uncertainty (see Appendix F). The IUS consists of 27 items rated on a five-point likert 

scale ranging from 1, not at all characteristic of me, to 5, entirely characteristic of me. It 
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is notable that the IUS was originally developed and validated in French, but translated 

(and back translated) into English (Buhr & Dugas, 2002).  

Buhr and Dugas (2002) found that, consistent with the French version, the IUS 

had excellent internal consistency among a sample of 276 Canadian undergraduate 

students (Cronbach’s α = .94). Temporal stability was assessed at a five-week follow up 

and was found to be satisfactory (r = .74, n = 66). Buhr and Dugas assessed the 

convergent and discriminant validity of the IUS by examining the relationship between 

the IUS and other measures of worry, depression and general anxiety. Results supported 

the convergent validity of the IUS, in terms of significant correlations between the IUS 

and other measures of worry (which remained significant when the variance of anxiety, 

depression, and anxiety and depression combined were partialed out). In contrast, smaller 

correlations with measures of depression and general anxiety supported the discriminant 

validity of the IUS (Buhr & Dugas, 2002). The factor structure of the IUS has been a 

source of debate but a recent review of nine studies on this topic suggested that the IUS 

likely has only two latent factors: dubbed the “desire for predictability” (e.g., “unforeseen 

events upset me greatly”) and “uncertainty paralysis” (e.g., “uncertainty keeps me from 

living a full life”; Birrell et al., 2011). 

5.5 Pilot Study 

Pilot studies represent a fundamental part of the research process (Leon, Davis, & 

Kraemer, 2011). Researchers do not always undertake pilot studies because they have 

several limitations; data they produce cannot be used as part of the final study dataset, to 

calculate sample size for the larger study, nor be used to test research hypotheses. 

However, the usefulness of pilot studies lies in their ability to evaluate the feasibility of 
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research designs (Leon et al., 2011).  Pilot studies have a long history in psychology. For 

example, Stanley Milgram’s well-known obedience to authority experiments began as a 

series of pilot studies that resulted in considerable changes to the ultimate experimental 

design (Russell, 2011).  

In the current investigation, conducting a pilot study allowed for participants to 

give feedback to the investigators about confusing directions, program malfunctions or 

any other matters that may have invalidated the experiment (or at least weakened its 

conclusions) if not corrected.  Thus, in addition to the 120 participants recruited for the 

main study, I recruited six additional participants for a pilot study of the procedure 

outlined below. One pilot study participant was assigned to each of the six groups 

(guilty/deception instructions, informed-innocent/deception instructions, uninformed-

innocent/deception instructions, guilty/control instructions, informed-innocent /control 

instructions, and uninformed-innocent/control instructions).  

One issue that I assessed during pilot testing was whether participants noticed the 

difference between the instructions across the state and trait versions of the STICSA. This 

is because the two versions are identical except for the length of time specified in the 

instructions, and if examinees did not notice this difference then their responses would 

not be valid estimates of their state and trait anxiety. As several examinees reported that 

they did not notice the difference between the two versions, the experimenter verbally 

noted the difference and ensured understanding with each participant in the main study.  

Additionally, based on pilot testing, I added a general instructions page (see Appendix G) 

to the first package of questionnaires, and task instructions were slightly re-worded for 

clarification. Finally, once the whole package was printed, it became clear that examinees 
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could see through the paper to the next page. This was an issue for the memory tests in 

particular, as seeing the cued recall test could spoil the free recall test (and likewise for 

the recognition test spoiling the responses on the cued recall). Thus, blank pages with 

“please skip to next page and do not turn back” written mid-way through were also added 

in between memory questionnaires. 

5.6 Procedure 

Participants first completed a demographic questionnaire as well as measures of 

reading proficiency, anxiety and intolerance of uncertainty. They then carried out a mock 

crime if assigned to the guilty group, read details of the crime if they belonged to the 

informed-innocent condition, or waited in the hallway if they belonged to the 

uninformed-innocent group (i.e., the guilt manipulation). All participants then returned to 

the lab and memorized target details. They then completed a memory test, answered 

questions related to their level of motivation to appear innocent, and re-completed an 

anxiety measure. Lastly, participants completed an image classification task (i.e., the RT-

CIT, with deception or control instructions) and a final memory test.  

 5.6.1 Completion of demographic questionnaire, reading and anxiety 

measures. 

 Participants arrived at the lab at an agreed-upon time or during “drop-in” hours. An 

examiner greeted them and gave them a consent form (see Appendix H) outlining the 

basic procedure, potential risks and benefits of participation and a statement that the 

participant could withdraw without penalty at any time. Participants who consented to 

participate were given a series of pencil-and-paper measures to complete (i.e., a 

demographic information questionnaire [see Appendix I], the ERCT-R, the STICSA-T, 
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STICSA-S and the IUS). The examiner provided participants as much time as necessary 

to complete these measures. As noted, since pilot testing revealed that some participants 

did not notice the differences in instructions across the STICSA-T and STICSA-S, the 

examiner reviewed the instructions with each examinee.  

5.6.2 Guilt manipulation. 

After completing the measures, the participant received a folder that contained 

one of three instruction sets (guilty, informed-innocent, uninformed-innocent), depending 

on which condition to which the examinee had been assigned (see Appendices J, K, and 

L for full instructions, respectively). Another research assistant arranged the folders prior 

to the experiment so that the examiner was blind to the guilt status of the examinee. 

Examinees read these instructions in a chair placed in the hallway outside the lab as to 

prevent un-blinding the examiner.  

Briefly, participants in the guilty group read instructions that informed them that 

they were a secret agent in a terrorist organization plotting to bomb a major tourist 

attraction in Canada, tasked with memorizing and passing on key information to another 

secret agent (a confederate, played by the author’s supervisor, Dr. M. Bradley). 

Participants who were unable to provide the confederate with the six crime details due to 

memory failure on the first try were given up to four more attempts to try again, with the 

confederate stating “failure 1” on the first failure, and “failure 2” on the second and so 

on. Thus, if participants did not name all crime details correctly on the first try, they 

would then leave the confederate’s office, review the details and return to try again. If 

participants were unable to pass on the details correctly after five attempts, I had planned 

to exclude them from the study. Of the participants in the guilty group (n = 40), most (n = 
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33) were able to memorize all six details on the first attempt. The rest were able to 

successfully memorize all details on the second (n = 6), or third (n = 1) attempt. No 

participants required more than three attempts and so I did not exclude participants based 

on this. I excluded one participant because she did not complete the crime due to 

language comprehension issues (i.e., the participant returned to the lab without giving the 

confederate the envelope and passing on the details). Those in the informed-innocent 

condition read instructions that described a scenario in which they had overheard a secret 

agent discussing the details of the terrorist plot with another secret agent. Instructions 

directed uninformed-innocent participants to walk to a particular location, to wait five 

minutes and return (notably, I provided no information related to the crime).  

Instructions for all participants also stated that because they were seen in the area 

of suspected terrorist activity, they were identified as suspects in an RCMP investigation 

and had been brought in for questioning. Instructions also stated that upon returning to 

the lab, participants would have the chance to prove their innocence on a “newly-

developed computer-based lie detector” and that regardless of whether they were guilty 

or not, they were to cooperate with the examiner and try to appear innocent. In order to 

increase motivation to appear innocent, I offered participants a chance to enter into a 

draw to win one of two $50 Walmart gift cards, contingent on being “found innocent” on 

the lie detection task.  

5.6.3 Target study task. 

 Upon returning to the lab, participants memorized a list of target details (see below 

for more details on stimuli) via a series of three cued-recall tasks (Seymour & Fraynt, 

2009; Seymour & Kerlin, 2008; Seymour et al., 2000), presented using Paradigm 
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presentation software (Perception Research Systems, 2007). During this task, participants 

were first presented with instructions to memorize a list of six target details (e.g., “First 

phrase: Green Hat”; see Appendix M for instructions). I gave examinees as much time as 

necessary to examine the details. The examinee indicated when they felt they had 

memorized the details and then the first cued-recall test began, in which the examinee 

typed the correct detail when prompted with a positional cue (i.e., “First phrase?”). The 

program provided examinees with feedback on their performance after each trial in terms 

of whether they had recalled the correct detail and reminded them about the correct 

answer (i.e., “CORRECT! The phrase is Green Hat – Please hit enter to continue” 

displayed on a green background, or “INCORRECT! The phrase is Green Hat – Please 

hit enter to continue” displayed on a red background). Feedback was also given after each 

set of trials in terms of the overall number of correct and incorrect responses (e.g., “You 

got 4 out of 6 right .Press ENTER to continue.”) The computer program was set up as to 

ignore letter case (i.e., upper, lower) in determining correctness of responses. It was also 

set to repeat the whole procedure (study and test) two more times. Examinees (n = 4) who 

were unable to recall at least 5 out of 6 details correctly by the end of the third cued-recall 

test were excluded from the experiment (Farwell & Donchin, 1991).  

5.6.4 Administration of memory tests, confidence assessment and re-

administration of the STICSA-S. 

After the target study task, I administered memory tests for the crime details. I 

assessed memory for crime details in the interest of construct (internal) validity. Through 

the enactment effect, I hypothesized that the experimental manipulation (related to guilt) 

would result in different levels of familiarity with crime details, which the CIT would 
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identify (because it is a test of recognition). Assessing memory at this point provided data 

as to the number of crime details examinees remembered prior to the CIT task, which I 

later compare to a post-CIT memory test to determine if memory declined during the 

CIT. I appreciate that memory deterioration will likely influence the real-world accuracy 

of this technique given the delay that may occur between the crime and the CIT (e.g., 

Seymour & Fraynt, 2009) and that guilty suspects in criminal investigations would not 

readily admit to prior knowledge of crime-related details. Thus, this procedure lacked 

external validity. However, given the relative dearth of research on the RT-CIT, one can 

argue that it is prudent to weigh internal validity over external validity. This is because it 

is desirable to know if a technique works in a highly controlled environment prior to 

subjecting it to more rigorous real-world testing.  

The memory tests consisted of pencil-and-paper tests beginning with a free recall 

question asking the participants to write down all six of the details one secret agent told 

the other secret agent (see Appendix N). Instructions for all memory tests specified that 

the details requested were “the six details the secret agent told the other agent in the mock 

crime (these details are NOT the TARGET details you memorized when you returned to 

the lab)” in order to make it clear that the test concerned the crime details and not target 

details. I then administered a cued recall memory test, in which instructions provided 

prompts for each detail (e.g., “What was the name of the File”, see Appendix O for the 

full test).  The examiner clarified these directions when necessary (i.e., “if you learned 

about details during your time outside the lab, those are the ones I’m asking about. These 

are NOT the details you just memorized on the computer. If you didn’t learn any details 

outside the lab, or if you don’t recall what they were, please guess as best you can.”) 
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Next, I assessed motivation to pass the test. This was accomplished by asking 

participants to rate a number of statements about their motivation and willingness to exert 

effort to “beat the test” or to be “proven innocent” according to a five-point likert scale, 

ranging from 1, strongly disagree, to 5, strongly agree (see Appendix P). 

Finally, the STICSA-S (state version only) was re-administered in order to assess 

whether the experimental manipulation had an effect on state anxiety. Collecting data on 

state anxiety also allowed examination of the relationship between state anxiety and 

performance on the RT-CIT. Again, this measure was presented to participants as a 

paper-and-pencil instrument, and examinees were reminded by the examiner that the 

STICSA-S referred to “how you feel right now, at this very moment, even if it is not how 

you usually feel”. Across the memory tests, motivation assessment, and re-administration 

of the STICSA-S, I provided participants with as much time as necessary to respond. 

5.6.5 RT-CIT. 

As noted, the RT-CIT took the form of a computer-based phrase classification 

task that participants completed after they studied the target details and completed the 

memory, motivation, and STICSA-S measures. The phrase classification task was similar 

across groups in terms of the how it was constructed (although different instructions and 

other minor differences were present, described below). 

5.6.5.1 Instructions. 

Each participant completed the RT-CIT after receiving one of two written 

instruction sets. The participant first read the instructions twice and then the examiner 

read the instructions aloud once more. Researchers designed deceptive instructions to 

augment the salience of the crime details by giving the participant the impression that 
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they were “lying” to that detail. Of particular importance was the manner in which the 

instructions define the button presses. Briefly, instructions in the deceptive condition 

informed participants that they were in the “deceptive condition” and would be 

attempting to conceal information about the crime if they were guilty. Further, 

instructions stated they were to press one button in response to target details, indicating 

“YES. I recognize this detail” and another button in response to all other details, 

including crime details, indicating “NO. I don’t recognize this detail”. Instructions also 

highlighted that if participants were aware of crime-related details then they were lying in 

response to crime-related details, since they clearly did recognize these details as well.  

In contrast, instructions for those in the control condition stated that they were 

assigned to “this condition” and that they were to press one button in response to target 

details, indicating “YES. I recognize this as a target detail” and another button in 

response to all other details, indicating “NO. I don’t recognize this as a target detail”. The 

term “this condition” was used instead of “control condition” (used in prior research) 

given the potential confusion for introductory psychology students who might have been 

unaware of what the term “control” meant in an experimental context. Further, 

instructions informed examinees that they might see crime-related details among those 

presented, but since they are not target details, to respond NO.  

All participants were told that they would receive periodic feedback on their 

performance in terms of accuracy rates and the number of “ERROR: TOO SLOW” 

messages (indicating that RT on a given trial exceeded the limit) they had received so far 

(see Appendices Q and R for full instructions).  I also provided all examinees with oral 

instruction with respect to what to expect in the computer program and when to make 
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their responses. Lastly, I informed them that they would begin with a series of practice 

trials in order to ensure they had learned the task prior to the “real thing”. 

5.6.5.2 Test construction. 

Stimuli (two-word phrases; Farwell & Donchin, 1991) in the RT-CIT appeared 

one at a time in random order with the constraint that the program not repeat the same 

stimulus in any two consecutive trials (Rosenfeld et al., 2007). Each two-word phrase 

was presented 6 times, giving 36 crime trials, 36 target trials, 144 irrelevant trials and a 

grand total of 216 trials. The trials were separated into two blocks of 108 (three 

repetitions of each detail per block) in order to provide examinees with breaks to prevent 

tiredness (Gamer & Berti, 2012).  

The RT-CIT began with a brief reminder of the meaning of the buttons and the 

required responses (see Appendices S and T for deceptive and control reminders). Once 

participants indicated that they had read the reminder via button press, the program 

presented participants with a series of practice trials, ending when the participant was 

able to answer correctly on nine consecutive trials.  

Each trial began with the word “Ready?” displayed for 500 ms. Next, a fixation 

cross was displayed for 500, 800 or 1100 ms in order to prevent rhythmic responding 

(Seymour et al., 2000; Visu-Petra et al., 2011; Visu-Petra et al., 2012). The program then 

presented each two-word phrase until participants responded, or until 1000 ms had 

elapsed (in order to minimize response manipulation; Posner & Snyder, 1975a, 1975b; 

Ratcliff & McKoon, 1981). If the participant did not provide a response within this 

timeframe, a red “ERROR: TOO SLOW” message appeared for 1000 ms (Seymour et al., 

2000). If the participant did respond within 1000 ms, the program did not provide 
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feedback (see Figure 3 for schematic of RT-CIT). Additionally, for the duration of the 

tests, the words “DO YOU RECOGNIZE THIS DETAIL?” appeared on the screen above 

each two-word phrase for those in the deception group, while “DO YOU RECOGNIZE 

THIS AS A TARGET DETAIL?” appeared for those in the control condition. As a 

reminder to participants, the response labels also appeared on the bottom screen with 

“YES” on one side of the screen and “NO” on the other, corresponding to the spatial 

position of the yes and no buttons (Verschuere et al., 2010). I counterbalanced the 

assignment of these response labels to the left or right across participants.  

The program provided participants with feedback every 36 trials (i.e., three times 

per block) in terms of error rates for the “TARGET” details and for the “ALL OTHER” 

details (crime and irrelevant details). The feedback also mentioned the number of 

“ERROR: TOO SLOW” messages which had appeared since feedback was last provided 

(Seymour, Baker, & Gaunt, 2012; Seymour & Fraynt, 2009; Seymour & Kerlin, 2008). 

There was also a message reminding the participant to respond quickly and accurately. 

The program presented feedback until the participant pressed “OK”.  

5.6.5.3 Block design. 

It is notable that the procedure described above constitutes a “multiple-probe” 

block design because it included multiple different crime details (i.e., six crime details as 

well as six corresponding target details and twenty-four corresponding irrelevant details) 

presented repeatedly within one block of trials. An alternative technique is the “single-

probe” block design, which presents only one crime detail (and one corresponding target 

and four corresponding irrelevant details) repeatedly within a single block of trials. There 

may be several blocks, each concerning different crime details (Rosenfeld et al., 2007; 
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Rosenfeld et al., 2004). Rosenfeld et al. (2007) did not formally analyze the crime-

irrelevant RT differences across the two protocol types but an informal examination of 

their results revealed that crime-irrelevant RT difference in the multiple-probe block (49 

ms) is nearly double that of the single-probe block (27 ms) for the two groups that 

committed mock crimes. This suggests that the including of multiple types of crime 

details creates and added task demand, potentially due to minimizing practice effects.  

5.6.6 Final memory assessment and debriefing. 

After the classification task, I administered another set of memory tests for the 

crime details. I first assessed memory via a free recall test, followed by a cued recall test 

(see Appendices U and V). Instructions for each test were identical to the earlier memory 

tests. In addition to the free and cued recall tests, examinees completed a recognition 

memory test (see Appendix W). As before, I assessed memory in the interest of 

performing a manipulation check, except this time the data spoke to whether examinees 

remembered details at the end of the RT-CIT. As noted, this data allowed assessment of 

whether examinees forgot details over the course of the RT-CIT and whether this decline 

differed across the experimental conditions. The experiment concluded with the 

experimenter providing the participant with a debriefing form (see Appendix X), 

answering questions, and ensuring that I had given participants their bonus point credits. 

6.0 Analysis 

6.1 Exclusions 

 I excluded nineteen participants from the analysis. Data from participants in the 

pilot study (n = 6) were not analyzed. Those who did not achieve a satisfactory level of 

English comprehension (score of at least 60%) on the ERCT-R (DiTommaso, 2003) were 
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excluded (n = 3). I excluded four participants because they were unable to memorize at 

least five out of six target details prior to, or on the third attempt of the target study task. 

One participant was excluded because she failed to complete the mock crime (due to 

language comprehension issues), and another participant was excluded due to examiner 

error. With respect to performance on the RT-CIT, participants with overall error rates 

greater than 20% (n = 1), or detail-specific error rates greater than 50% (n = 3) were 

excluded from the analysis. Finally, although no participants were excluded based on this 

criterion, in order to be included in the sample guilty individuals had to be able to 

recognize at least five out of six crime details after the CIT task. Ultimately, all guilty 

participants were able to recognize either five (n = 4) or all six crime details (n = 36).  

I also excluded response data (response accuracy, response RT) for responses given 

prior to 150 ms. Based on prior research, I assumed that participants had responded prior 

to fully processing the stimuli and so the response did not fully reflect the influence of the 

stimuli (Verschuere et al., 2010; Verschuere, Rosenfeld et al., 2009). In addition, across 

all analyses, I considered responses incorrect if participants responded “no” on target 

trials, or “yes” on crime or irrelevant trials. For the purpose of the accuracy analysis, 

incorrect trials also included any trial on which participants took longer than the time 

limit of 1000 ms to respond (regardless of whether the response entered was correct). 

However, I omitted these trials from the RT analysis (Verschuere et al., 2010; 

Verschuere, Rosenfeld et al., 2009). 
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6.2 Pre-Analysis Checks 

6.2.1 Demographic differences. 

Groups were compared in terms of demographic characteristics (age, gender, 

handedness, education, first language, ERCT-R score) using 2 (instructions: deception, 

control) x 3 (guilt: guilty, informed-innocent, uninformed innocent) between-subjects 

ANOVAs on each dependent variable. Using a bonferroni-corrected alpha level of .0083 

was used for the following analysis (α = .05, split across the six ANOVAs), groups did 

not differ systematically in terms of any demographic factors.  

As an additional check prior to the main analyses, gender differences the anxiety 

subscales were assessed. This was done given well-known differences in anxiety across 

gender (e.g., gender accounted for the most variance [25.1%] in the prevalence of anxiety 

disorders in a meta-analysis of 87 studies across 44 countries; Baxter, Scott, Vos, & 

Whiteford, 2013). More specifically, differences in the eight anxiety subscales; two IUS 

subscales (uncertainty paralysis and desire for predictability), two STICSA-T scales 

(cognitive and somatic anxiety), and the four STICSA-S scales (cognitive and somatic 

anxiety, across times 1 and 2) were assessed across gender. Using a bonferroni-corrected 

alpha level of .006 was used for the following analysis (α = .05, split across the eight 

ANOVAs), men and women did not differ systematically in terms of any of the anxiety 

measures. 

6.2.2 Motivational differences. 

I also compared groups in terms of motivational differences (i.e., participants’ 

responses to the three motivation questions; motivation to appear innocent, willingness to 

exert effort to appear innocent, confidence that test results will conclude an “innocent” 
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status, see Appendix P for question list). A 2 (instructions: deception, control) x 3 (guilt: 

guilty, informed-innocent, uninformed innocent) between-subjects ANOVAs on 

responses to each question was used. I found no significant differences across groups for 

the motivation questions. There was a non-significant trend (p = .098) towards guilty 

participants being less confident that the test would find them innocent, compared to 

uninformed innocent participants. 

6.2.3 State anxiety response to experimental manipulation. 

Changes in state anxiety on the STICSA-S over the course of the experiment across 

experimental conditions was assessed using a 2 x 2 x 3 repeated-measures ANOVA with 

time (time 1; administration prior to guilt manipulation, time 2; administration prior to 

CIT) as the within-subjects variable and instructional condition (deception, control) and 

guilt condition (guilty, informed-innocent, uninformed-innocent) as between-subjects 

factors. I did this separately for each of the subscales on the STICSA-S. All other anxiety 

measures (i.e., the cognitive and somatic STICSA trait scales, and the two IUS scales) 

were measured only once, prior to the guilt manipulation, so they were omitted from the 

current analysis. With respect to the STICSA-S subscales, no significant interaction 

effects were observed but results showed statistically significant main effects for time on 

both cognitive (F (1, 114) = 10.150, p = .002, η² = .082) and somatic (F (1, 114) = 8.679, 

p = .004, η² = .071) subscales. Unexpectedly, the level of cognitive anxiety declined over 

time but as expected, the level of somatic anxiety increased over time. See Table 5 for 

means, standard deviations and cell sizes for the for STICSA-S subscales scores broken 

down across time and guilt groups (as well as STICSA-T scores for comparison). 

Additionally, see Table 6 means, standard deviations and cell sizes for the IUS subscales.  
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6.3 Assessing the Impact of Guilt and Instruction Type on the Concealed 

Information Effect 

As noted earlier, in order to assess the effects of the experimental manipulations 

on performance on the RT-CIT, the concealed information effect on RT was calculated 

by subtracting mean irrelevant RT from mean crime RT (the so-called RT “detection 

score” discussed earlier). Similarly, the concealed information effect for accuracy was 

calculated by subtracting the percent crime detail response accuracy from the percent 

irrelevant response accuracy (see Tables 7 and 8 for means, standard deviations and cell 

sizes for the RT and accuracy concealed information effect, broken down across 

experimental groups). Positive values indicated that a participant scored in the “guilty” 

direction. I used these values in subsequent analyses. Target responses were not analyzed 

as they required a distinct “yes” response (in contrast to the “no” response required for 

crime and irrelevant details).  A 3 x 2 between-subjects model ANOVA with guilt (guilty, 

informed-innocent, uninformed-innocent) and instruction type (deception, control) as 

between-subjects factors was conducted on the concealed information effect for each 

variable (RT, accuracy). A bonferroni-corrected alpha level of .0125 was used for the 

following analysis (α = .05, split across the following four ANOVAs). 

6.3.1 The concealed information effect across conditions. 

For the RT variable, neither the interaction between guilt and instruction type (F 

(2, 114) = 1.426, p = .244, η² = .024), nor the main effect of instruction type (F (1, 114) = 

0.350, p = .853, η² < .001) were significant. However, a significant main effect of guilt 

emerged (F (1, 114) = 59.501, p < .001, η² = .511). I followed up this main effect with a 

Tukey’s honestly significant difference (HSD) test because it controls Type I error rates 
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across all possible pairwise comparisons. Results showed that guilty participants had a 

larger detection scores (M = 91.13, SD = 36.34, p < .001) relative to the informed 

innocent group (M = 56.08, SD = 51.42, p < .001), which in turn had a higher detection 

scores than the uninformed innocent group (M = 0.50, SD = 15.63, p < .001).   

The results for the accuracy variable are similar to those of the RT variable, in 

that neither the interaction between guilt and instruction type (F (2, 114) = 0.139, p = 

.871, η² = .002), nor the main effect of instruction type (F (1, 114) = 0.013, p = .909, η² < 

.001) were significant. However, a significant main effect of guilt emerged (F (1, 114) = 

37.346, p < .001, η² = .396). Again, I followed up this main effect with a Tukey’s HSD 

test. Although the results followed the same trend as those of the RT variable, this time 

there was no significant difference (p = .942) between the guilty (M = 14.24, SD = 10.30) 

and informed innocent groups (M = 13.63, SD = 8.93). Unsurprisingly, both guilty and 

informed innocent groups had significantly (p < .001) higher difference scores than the 

uninformed innocent group (M = 0.10, SD = 3.80). 

6.3.2 The concealed information effect accounting for button placement. 

Although I did not observe handedness differences across groups, it is possible 

that the placement of the “yes” button on either the left or right accounted for some 

variability in the experimental effects. Thus, I re-ran the 3 x 2 between-subjects model 

ANOVAs with “yes” button placement as a covariate. “Yes” button placement did not 

have a significant impact on the accuracy or RT scores. However, even when controlling 

for the influence of yes button placement, the significant main effect of guilt observed in 

the earlier analyses remained constant for both RT (F (1, 113) = 59.297, p < .001, η² = 

.512) and accuracy (F (1, 114) = 37.033, p < .001, η² = .396).  
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6.4 Assessing the Impact of Guilt and Instruction Type on Detectability 

As noted earlier, the RT-CIT can be conceptualized as a diagnostic test and any 

decisions based on it will take the form of a true positive, false positive, true negative or 

false negative (NRC, 2003). Stemming from signal detection theory, receiver operating 

characteristic (ROC) curves provide a graphical illustration of the overall trade-off 

between true and false positive results (Pintea & Moldovan, 2009).   Stanislaw and 

Todorov (1999) noted that one useful statistic to consider in evaluating the curves in 

these plots is d' (pronounced, “d-prime”), which can be conceptualized as the distance 

between the mean of the noise probability distribution and mean of the signal probability 

distribution. It is expressed in standard deviation units. 

Stanislaw and Todorov (1999) commented that values of d′ approaching zero 

indicate increasing overlap between the distributions, and mean that the signal is difficult 

to discern from the noise. Increasing values indicate decreasing overlap between the two 

distributions and thus facilitates discrimination of signals from noise. In other words, 

larger values of d′ indicate that response slowing due to knowledge overlaps less with 

variability in RT among those lacking knowledge, and thus the knowledgeable 

individuals are more easily detectable. It is also independent of the cut-off used to score 

the exam and considered a truer measure of the underlying response itself (i.e., the signal 

strength of response slowing when knowledge is present). Stanislaw and Todorov 

described the two assumptions that need to be satisfied in order to consider d′ a true 

measure of signal strength: signal and noise distributions need to be both normal in shape 

and have equal standard deviations. Unfortunately, assessment of these assumptions is 

not possible given the nature of the RT-CIT (as it is a Yes/No task). 
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In the calculation of d', extreme hit rate or false alarm rates (0, 1) are problematic 

because the corresponding z scores are (-, +) ∞. This means that in the case where hit 

rates or false alarm rates are extreme values, the value of d' is indeterminate. Stanislaw 

and Todorov (1999) noted that the most common correction used when these rates are 

observed is to substitute (0.5 ÷ n) for values of 0, and ((n – 0.5) ÷ n) for values of 1.  

When necessary, prior to calculating d' in my data, this correction was applied.  

 6.4.1 Assessing the impact of guilt and instruction type on detectability of guilt 

across participants. 

In order to obtain the hit and false alarm rates needed to calculate d' for the RT-

CIT, it was necessary to know the guilt status (i.e., were they actually guilty) and test 

result (i.e., did the RT-CIT find them “guilty”) for all examinees. Guilt status is known 

because a mock crime paradigm was used. Classification of each examinee (i.e., the test 

result) was arrived at using the compound classification procedure (CCP) developed by 

Seymour and colleagues (2000, 2008, 2009, 2012). Notably, the CCP allows examiners 

to classify an examinee by their responses alone, a feat that is typically a difficult task. 

Many studies have used group data to establish optimal cut-off points, and then used 

these cut-off points to classify individual participants as guilty or innocent (e.g., Bradley 

et al., 1996; Carmel et al., 2003; Farwell & Donchin, 1991; Lubow & Fein, 1996). 

Establishing cut-off points in this way is not realistic in reality because examiners in 

practice are required to render a judgment based on a single individual’s performance. As 

further argued by Seymour et al. (2012), the practical utility of RT in field situations will 

relate to its ability to discriminate knowledgeable from unaware individuals based on a 

single examinee’s responses.  
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In the CCP, RT distributions for crime and irrelevant details were compared for 

each examinee. If I found crime and irrelevant RTs to be from the same underlying 

distributions, I assumed examinees were unaware of crime details. In contrast, if I found 

crime and irrelevant RTs to be from different underlying distributions, then I concluded 

that examinees were aware of crime details. Response distributions are typically 

evaluated with statistical tests across three dimensions (see below) thought to vary across 

examinees who are aware and unaware of crime details (due to the underlying cognitive 

processes involved in the RT-CIT).  

Seymour and colleagues (2000, 2008, 2009) first analyzed response error 

differences between crime and irrelevant details with Fisher’s exact test. However, 

Seymour et al. (2012) did not include response errors (Fisher’s exact test) in the CCP 

because a strong accuracy effect has not consistently emerged across studies (Arsenault 

& Bradley, 2013). Seymour et al. (2012) posited that the variability within the accuracy 

measure related to motivational incentives. For example, when Seymour and Fraynt 

(2009) offered participants an additional monetary reward if they were able to respond 

both quickly and accurately (specifying an accuracy level above 85% and no significant 

differences in crime and irrelevant RT distributions), participants were able to respond 

near ceiling levels of accuracy but were not able to manipulate their RTs. Thus, given the 

findings of Seymour and Fraynt (and others, e.g., Noordraven & Verschuere, 2013), 

response errors were not included in the CCP analysis, but all other steps were followed. 

In what is typically the second step of the CCP (but the first step in the current analysis), 

the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Stephens et al., 1983) is used to assess the similarity of 

crime and irrelevant RT distributions in terms of shape. Finally, examiners use a 
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variance- ratio test to compare the variance in RT scores across crime and irrelevant 

detail distributions. Using a Bonferroni corrected alpha level (α = .025), significant 

differences on either of the two tests meant that examinees were classified as familiar 

with crime details (Seymour & Fraynt, 2009). This conclusion was assumed because 

relative to the distribution of irrelevant responses, familiar-crime distributions should 

differ in terms of shape (less positively skewed) and/or variance (more variability than 

irrelevant) or along other dimensions. If I observed differences among the RT 

distributions and the examinee in question was in the guilty condition, a “hit” was 

registered, but if the examinee was from the informed- or uninformed-innocent 

conditions, a “false-alarm” was registered. If I observed no differences among RT 

distributions and the examinee was in one of the innocent conditions, a “correct 

rejection” was registered, but if the examinee was guilty, a “miss” was registered.  

After each examinee’s RT-CIT result had been obtained using the CCP, the index 

of detectability (d', discussed earlier), was calculated across groups. Because the false 

alarm rate among uninformed-innocent examinees was zero, the Stanislaw and Todorov 

(1999) correction (replacing values of 0 with 0.5 ÷ n), discussed earlier, was used.  

Looking at the overall differences between guilt groups (i.e., groups collapsed across 

instruction type), there were 40 participants in each cell (n = 40 guilty, n = 40 informed-

innocent and n = 40 uninformed-innocent), so the adjusted false alarm rate was set at 

0.0125 (0.5 ÷ 40). Looking at the differences between guilt groups, broken down by 

instruction type, there were 20 participants in each cell (each guilt group broken down 

into n = 20 deception instructions, n = 20 control instructions), so the adjusted false alarm 

rate was set at 0.025 (0.5 ÷ 20). These adjusted false alarm rates were used to calculate 
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the d' values for the RT-CIT across groups (see Table 9).  Looking at overall rates across 

guilt groups, guilty were most detectable from uninformed-innocents (d' = 3.68) and least 

detectable from informed-innocents (d' = 1.44). Informed-innocents were moderately 

detectable from uninformed innocents (d' = 2.241). 

 As an added step, detection accuracy (correct classification or incorrect 

classification) of the 2-step CCP was also assessed across experimental conditions using 

a 3 (guilt) x 2 (instructions) ANOVA. Notably, within the ANOVAs in the signal 

detection theory (SDT) analysis, a bonferroni-corrected alpha level of .017 was used (α = 

.05, split across the three SDT ANOVAs; one at the group level as described here, and 

two at the individual level as described in the next section). In the current analysis, I 

essentially compared the mean hit rate of the CCP for the two guilty groups with the 

mean correct rejection rate of the CCP for the four innocent groups. A significant main 

effect emerged for guilt condition (F (2, 114) = 26.209, p < .001, η² = .315). Consistent 

with predictions, Tukey HSD tests showed that the accuracy of the CCP did not differ (p 

= .574) between the guilty (M = 0.93, SD = 0.27) and uninformed-innocent groups (M = 

1.00, SD = 0.00). In other words, the hit rate among guilty examinees did not differ from 

the correct rejection rate of the uninformed-innocent examinees. It is notable that the 

three incorrectly classified guilty examinees did not indicate English as a first language. 

Also consistent with predictions, the accuracy of the CCP was compromised among 

informed innocent individuals, with a lower correct rejection rate (M = 0.5, SD = 0.51) 

compared to that of the uninformed innocent group and the hit rate of the guilty group 

(both at the p < .001 level). One note of caution: researchers typically conduct ANOVAs 

on continuous, not dichotomous data.  However, Lunney (1970) argued that if the 
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proportion of responses in the smaller response category is less than .2, one could use a 

fixed effect model ANOVA if cell sizes are equal and there are at least 40 degrees of 

freedom for error, as is the case in the observed data.  

6.4.2 Assessing the impact of guilt and instruction type on detectability of 

crime details within participants. 

As a supplemental analysis, I calculated two d' values for each participant (as 

opposed to d' values for the RT-CIT test as described above) as indexes of the 

detectability of crime details: one for RT data and the other for accuracy data. As noted, 

the computation of d' requires both hit rates and false alarm rates (see tables 10 and 11 

for means, standard deviations and cell sizes of the RT and accuracy d' values, broken 

down across experimental condition). 

6.4.2.1 Accuracy. 

 For accuracy data, I defined hits as when participants incorrectly responded to a 

crime detail (e.g., if a participant responded “yes”, while a correct “no” response resulted 

in a miss). I defined false alarms as when participants incorrectly responded to irrelevant 

details (e.g., responded “yes”, while correct “no” responses earned a correct rejection).  

Based on these categorizations, the average hit rate and false alarm rate were calculated 

and transformed to d' for each participant. 

A 3 x 2 between-subjects model ANOVA with guilt (guilty, informed-innocent, 

uninformed-innocent) and instruction type (deception, control) as between-subjects 

factors was conducted on the resulting d' values. Results revealed no significant 

interaction, but a main effect of guilt was significant (F (2, 114) = 56.536, p < .001, η² = 

.498), with d' rates for guilty (M = 1.23, SD = 0.56) and informed innocents (M = 1.17, 
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SD = 0.56) coming out higher (p < .001) than the d' rates for the uninformed innocent 

group (M = 0.15, SD = 0.39). The d' rates across guilty and informed-innocent groups did 

not differ (p = .864) 

6.4.2.2 RT. 

In order to classify RT data as a hit, miss, correct rejection or false alarm, cut-offs 

needed to be established. Youden (1950) proposed a method, now known as the Youden 

Index (YI), to identify ideal cut-off points in signal detection tasks (which balance 

maximizing the number of hits and minimizing the number of false alarms). Calculation 

of this index involves the formula YI = sensitivity – (1 – specificity). A ROC analysis on 

each participant’s RT data provided the range of all possible cut-off values for a data set, 

along with rates of specificity and sensitivity. I used these resulting sensitivity and 

sensitivity rates for each cut-off value to calculate YIs. I selected the cut-off value with 

the highest YI and then used it to categorize each participant’s data. I considered crime 

detail RTs below the cut-off as misses, and those above the cut-off as hits. Similarly, I 

considered irrelevant detail reaction times below the cut-off as correct rejections, and 

reaction times above the cut-off as false alarms. 

Again, a 3 x 2 between-subjects model ANOVA with guilt (guilty, informed-

innocent, uninformed-innocent) and instruction type (deception, control) as between-

subjects factors was conducted on the resulting RT d' values. Results revealed no 

significant interaction, but a main effect of guilt was significant (F (2, 114) = 41.409, p < 

.001, η² = .421). Within the RT d' values, rates for the guilty group (M = 1.24, SD = 0.42) 

were significantly higher than informed-innocent (p = .001) and uninformed-innocent (p 

< .001) groups. The d' values for those in the informed-innocent group (M = 0.90, SD = 
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0.46) were also significantly (p < .001) higher than for those in the uninformed innocent 

group (M = 0.44, SD = 0.58).  

6.5 Assessing the Relationship Between Intolerance of Uncertainty, State and Trait 

Anxiety, and RT-CIT Performance 

 As noted, there is a potential relationship between dimensions of anxiety and 

performance on the RT-CIT (Visu-Petra et al., 2012). The following section describes the 

incremental validity analysis of the anxiety measures.  

6.5.1 Correlations. 

Hayes and Lench (2003) noted that a preliminary step in assessing incremental 

validity in measures of interest is to examine a zero-order correlation matrix of the 

predictor and criterion variables. As in the Visu-Petra et al. (2012) study, I assessed the 

relationship between the anxiety scales and performance on the RT-CIT using a series of 

Pearson correlations. Measures of RT-CIT performance correlated with anxiety measures 

included accuracy and RT for each stimulus type (crime, irrelevant) as well as the RT and 

accuracy crime-irrelevant difference score. Given the significant effect of guilt condition, 

I calculated correlations separately for guilty, informed-innocent and uninformed-

innocent groups. I did not calculate correlations separately based on instruction, as the 

effect of instruction was not significant in the main analysis.  

The correlation matrices are useful in multiple ways. First, I examined the 

relationships among predictor variables. Pearson correlations between subscale values for 

all four anxiety measures (i.e., IUS, STICSA-T, and the twice-administered STICSA-S) 

were all positively correlated. See Tables 12, 13 and 14 for associations across guilty, 

informed-innocent, and uninformed-innocent groups, respectively. Among guilty 
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examinees, correlations between predictors ranged from r = .205 and r = .849, with 

53.6% falling in the large range (r = + .5 through + 1.0), 39.3% in the moderate range (r 

= + .3 through + .49) and 7.1% in the small range (r = + .1 through + .29). Among 

informed-innocent, correlations ranged from r = .060 and r = .725, with 50% falling in 

the large range, 39.3% in the moderate range, and 7.1% in the small range (3.6% fell 

below + .1). Within the uninformed-innocent group, correlations between predictor 

variables ranged from r = .307 to r = .833, with 71.4% falling in the large range, and the 

rest (28.6%) falling in the moderate range. Thus, across analyses, I observed considerable 

overlap across predictors. This is problematic because as overlap between predictors 

(multicollinearity) increases, each predictor is less likely to significantly increase the 

proportion of variance accounted for in the criterion when both predictors are used in the 

same regression analysis (Hayes & Lench, 2003). They also cautioned that the 

incremental validity of highly correlated predictor variables is unlikely to be consistent 

across samples.    

Second, I examined the associations between criterion variables. Variables included 

in the analysis were as follows: RT difference score, mean overall RT, mean RT to crime 

and irrelevant details, accuracy difference score, overall number of too slow, incorrect 

and correct responses (as well as the total number of too slow, incorrect and correct 

responses, calculated separately for crime and irrelevant details). Summed incorrect 

scores (including both incorrect and too slow responses) were also included in the 

analysis, calculated overall, and then across crime and irrelevant details.   

I found considerable overlap across performance measures; see Tables 15, 16 and 

17 for associations across guilty, informed-innocent, and uninformed-innocent groups.  
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Among guilty examinees, correlations between criterion variables ranged from r = .001 

and r = .99, with 19.1% falling in the large range, 19.1% in the moderate range and 

36.8% in the small range, with the rest, 25.0% falling below r = + .10. Among informed-

innocent, correlations ranged from r = 0 and r = -.973.  Across these correlations, 26.5% 

were in the large range, 28.7% were in the medium range, and 27.9% were in the small 

range (16.9% fell below r = + .10). Within the uninformed-innocent group, correlations 

between predictor variables ranged from r = -.001 to r = .995 (with 27.5% falling in the 

large range, 21.7% in the medium range, 35.0% in small range and the rest (15.8%) 

falling below + .10. Unsurprisingly, I observed the largest correlations between measures 

that were essentially redundant. That is, correlations were highest between measures both 

calculated based RT (e.g., mean irrelevant RT and overall mean RT), and between 

measures both calculated based on accuracy (e.g., accuracy difference score and accuracy 

d' rate). I observed smaller correlations between RT and accuracy measures. Hayes and 

Lench (2003) commented that incremental validity needs to be evaluated separately for 

each criterion in cases where correlations among criterion variables are in the low to 

moderate range. This is because the generalizability of a given predictor variable would 

be inconsistent among poorly correlated criterion variables.  

Lastly, I also examined the relationships between individual predictor and criterion 

variables, though these values are not sufficient on their own to determine the best 

selection of predictors (Hayes & Lench, 2003). See Tables 18, 19 and 20 for associations 

across guilty, informed-innocent, and uninformed-innocent groups. Hayes and Lench 

(2003) noted that optimal predictor variables are highly correlated with the criterion 

variable, but show low intercorrelations. Among guilty examinees only, I observed a 
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significant correlation between the STICSA-S Cognitive Anxiety score (second 

administration) and several of the accuracy outcomes. Specifically, higher levels of 

cognitive anxiety were associated with larger accuracy difference scores (r = .318, p = 

.045), less correct answers overall (r = -.346, p = .029), more “too slow” responses to 

crime details (r = .338, p = .033), and fewer correct responses to crime details (r = -.333, 

p = .036). Another significant correlation was observed such that higher IUS Desire for 

Predictability scores were associated with fewer incorrect responses overall (r = -.325, p 

= .041). Within the informed-innocent group, the only significant correlation between 

predictor and outcome variables was that between scores on the STICSA-T Cognitive 

anxiety scale and the number of “too slow” responses to crime details, such that higher 

cognitive anxiety, at the trait level, predicted fewer too slow responses (r = -.375, p = 

.017). Similarly, only one significant correlation was observed in the uninformed-

innocent group, in that higher STICSA-T Somatic anxiety scores were associated with 

more “too slow” responses to irrelevant details (r = .317, p = .046). 

I recognize that within the correlation analysis, there were a large number of 

correlations calculated, and that I should typically enforce a corrected α level or I face an 

increased risk of type 1 errors. However, in the current study, I intended the correlation 

analysis to be only a preliminary look at the data to suggest areas for further analysis.  

Notably, if a Bonferroni-corrected α level were enforced (or even an α below .05), none 

of the correlations between predictor and criterion variables would be significant. 

Similarly, a Bonferroni-corrected α level would mean that most of the correlations in the 

between predictor and between criterion variable correlation matrices would not be 

significant.  However, given the particularly large number of correlations calculated in 
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the between criterion variable correlation matrices, an α level of .05 did not appear 

appropriate, so an adjusted α level of .001 was set as a compromise (Tabachnick & 

Fidell, 2007). Even so, it is probable that at least some of the reported correlations are 

type 1 errors.  

Overall, the results of the correlation matrix are somewhat mixed. The highly 

correlated predictors (see Tables 12, 13, and 14) suggested that each measure would be 

able to account for little added variance in the regression models (in other words, there 

may be issues with multicollinearity; Hayes & Lench, 2003). The somewhat large degree 

of correlation among the criterion variables (Tables 15, 16, and 17) suggests that 

analysing each predictor separately for each criterion is not necessary, as the effects of 

one predictor will likely hold across correlated criterion variables (Hayes and Lench, 

2003). Lastly, I observed some significant zero-order correlations between predictor and 

criterion variables (particularly between state cognitive anxiety and accuracy measures 

among guilty examinees; Tables 18, 19, and 20), but these values by themselves do not 

provide an estimate regarding the predictive validity of two or more predictors in concert.   

6.5.2 Incremental validity analysis. 

The next step in assessing the incremental validity of the anxiety measures in 

predicting outcomes in the RT-CIT was to run regression analyses using the anxiety 

measures as predictors (Hayes & Lench, 2003). Since I observed strong and significant 

correlations between the anxiety measures, I targeted the regression analysis towards the 

measures that held the most promise of accounting for significant variance in the models. 

Significant zero-order correlations observed between response accuracy measures and 
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state cognitive anxiety (among guilty examinees only) pointed to this measure as the 

ideal candidate.  

6.5.2.1 Bivariate linear regressions. 

First, the predictive utility of state cognitive anxiety was examined in a series of 

four bivariate linear regressions, in which state cognitive anxiety score was entered as a 

predictor and the effects examined in the main analysis were entered as dependent 

variables (i.e., the RT and accuracy difference scores, as well as the RT and accuracy 

sensitivity indexes [d']).  

In the first two of the four linear regressions, it was examined whether the variance 

in the concealed information effect (or “detection score”) for the RT and accuracy 

variables could be predicted using the state cognitive anxiety score. As a reminder, I 

calculated the concealed information effect by subtracting the mean irrelevant RT from 

mean crime RT and by subtracting the percent crime-detail response accuracy from the 

percent irrelevant response accuracy. The regression included data from guilty examinees 

only (n = 40), as past research had not found any relations between performance and 

anxiety among innocent examinees (Visu-Petra et al., 2012). Two linear regression 

models (see Tables 20 and 21), were run with state cognitive anxiety (second 

administration) score as the predictor (M = 16.85, SD = 6.03). The first model, using the 

RT concealed information effect as the outcome variable (M = 91.13, SD = 36.34), 

approached significance but did not reach it, (F (1, 38) = 3.640, p = .064), with state 

cognitive anxiety accounting for 8.7% (r2 = .087) of the variance in the RT concealed 

information effect (RT detection score). The second model, using the accuracy concealed 

information effect as the outcome (M = 14.24, SD = 10.30), was significant, (F (1, 38) = 
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4.284, p = .045), with state cognitive anxiety accounting for 10.1% (r2 = .101) of the 

variance in the accuracy concealed information effect (accuracy detection score). 

In the second pair of linear regressions, the outcome of interest was the index of 

sensitivity examined in the main analysis; RT and accuracy d' values calculated for each 

participant (see section 6.4.1 for a detail description of the calculation of these values). 

Specifically, it was examined whether the variance in d' values could be predicted using 

the state cognitive anxiety score. A linear regression analysis was run on each of the d' 

variables using the state cognitive anxiety score as the predictor (see Tables 23 and 24), 

again, only the data from guilt examinees were included. The first d' model regression 

model was not significant (F (1, 38) = 1.243, p = .272), with state cognitive anxiety (B = 

0.013) accounting for 3.2% (r2 = .032) of the variance in the RT sensitivity index (M = 

1.24, SD = 0.42). The second d' model regression model was also not significant (F (1, 

38) = 2.208, p = .146), with state cognitive anxiety (B = 0.022) accounting for 5.5% (r2 = 

.055) of the variance in the accuracy sensitivity index (M = 1.23, SD = 0.56). 

6.5.2.2 Sequential logistic regressions. 

I ran two sequential logistic hierarchical regressions in order to examine whether 

state cognitive anxiety was useful in predicting the actual guilt status of examinees better 

than conventional methods. More specifically, I performed the analysis in order to assess 

whether the addition of cognitive anxiety as a predictor would improve the accuracy of 

the CCP. As a reminder, the CCP is the procedure in which examiners classify each 

examinee as guilty or innocent based on the comparison of the variance and skewness of 

their crime and irrelevant RT distributions (see section 6.4.2 for a description of the steps 

of this procedure).  Because predictors were a mix of discrete and continuous variables, I 
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used logistic regressions instead of other analyses (e.g., discriminant analysis, which is 

standard when predictors are all continuous; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). Furthermore, 

logistic regression was preferred because, as Tabachnick and Fidell argue, assumptions 

do not require predictors to be normally distributed or linearly related, nor does there 

need to be equal variance within a group. 

Three separate regressions were run with actual guilt status as the outcome (1 = 

guilty, 0 = innocent). In the style of Jang et al. 2013, two regressions were run in which 

guilty examinees (n = 40) were compared to each innocent group (n = 40 informed-

innocent, see Table 25; n = 40 uninformed-innocent, see Table 26), then a third 

regression in which guilty examinees (n = 40) were compared to all innocent examinees 

(n = 80; see Table 27). I entered the result of the CCP in the first step (entered as a 

dichotomous variable, coded in terms of whether the CCP found the participant guilty [1] 

or innocent [0]). I entered the state cognitive anxiety score (from the STICSA-S 

administered just prior to the CIT) on the second step.  Tests of each model including the 

CCP results against a constant-only model, were significant (Guilty vs. Informed-

Innocent Block χ2 (1, N = 80) = 19.221, p < .001; Guilty vs. Uninformed Innocent Block 

χ2 (1, N = 80) = 89.142, p < .001; and Guilty vs. All Innocent, χ2 (1, N = 120) = 54.771, p 

< .001). The classification rates on this block were equivalent to those observed in the 

CCP itself (and the overall accuracy rates reflect the mean correct performance of the 

CCP among the groups examined; 92.5% correctly classified guilty, 50% informed-

innocent, and 100% uninformed-innocent). The second step of the three logistic 

regressions, the step in which state cognitive anxiety was added as a predictor, was not 

significant in any of the analyses (Guilty vs. Informed-Innocent Block χ2 (1, N = 80) = 
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0.049, p = .824; Guilty vs. Uninformed Innocent Block χ2 (1, N = 80) = 1.877, p = .171; 

Guilty vs. All Innocent, χ2 (1, N = 120) = 0.036, p = .849). Accordingly, the percent 

correctly detected did not increase with the addition of state cognitive anxiety across any 

of the three models.  

6.6 Memory  

In order to assess whether memory for crime details was influenced by the 

experimental manipulations over the course of the experiment, a 2 (time) x 2 

(instructions) x 3 (guilt) repeated measures ANOVA was run on both free recall and cued 

recall scores. I observed no significant interaction effects. Across both free and cued 

recall, a significant main effect of time emerged (F (1, 114) = 28.512, p < .001, η² = .200, 

and F (1, 114) = 37.618, p < .001, η² = .248, respectively). Examinees appeared to have 

remembered more crime details after taking the RT-CIT across both free recall (M = 2.85, 

SD = 2.58 at time 1; M = 3.45, SD = 2.51 at time 2) and cued recall tests (M = 2.90, SD = 

2.44 at time 1; M = 3.47, SD = 2.44 at time 2).   

Significant main effects for guilt were also observed across both free (F (2, 114) = 

173.532, p < .001, η² = .753) and cued recall tests (F (2, 114) = 192.870, p < .001, η² = 

.772). I followed up main effects with Tukey’s HSD tests because it controls Type I error 

rates across all possible pairwise comparisons.  Guilty examinees remembered 

significantly more details (M = 5.23, SD = 1.21; M = 5.26, SD = 0.91, for free and cued 

recall) than all other examinees (p < .001). Informed-innocent examinees remembered 

significantly more details (M = 3.98, SD = 1.74; M = 3.96, SD = 1.74, for free and cued 

recall) than uninformed innocent examinees (M = 0.24, SD = 0.43; M = 0.34, SD = 0.44, 

for free and cued recall; p < .001). Notably, only guilty and informed-innocents 
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examinees were aware of crime details, and all participants were told that if they were 

unaware of the crime details, to “guess” on the memory tests.  

Assessment of the change in recognition was not possible, given that I 

administered recognition memory tests only after the RT-CIT. However, to assess 

whether experimental manipulations had an impact on recognition memory scores, a 3 x 

2 between-model ANOVA with guilt (guilty, informed-innocent, uninformed-innocent) 

and instruction type (deception, control) as between-subjects factors was conducted on 

the recognition memory test. No significant interactions were found, but unsurprisingly, a 

significant main effect of guilt was found (F (2, 114) = 203.447, p < .001, η² = .781). 

With respect to recognition memory, as assessed after the CIT, guilty individuals 

remembered more details (M = 5.90, SD = 0.30) than any other group (p < .001). 

Similarly, informed innocent individuals (M = 4.83 SD = 0.75) remembered more (p < 

.001) than the innocent groups (M = 0.83 SD = 0.98). 

7.0 Discussion 

In the search for criminal offenders, the stakes are high; errors mean imprisoning 

innocent individuals, or freeing criminals that may re-offend. Thus, it is important to 

identify and examine tools and strategies that may assist law-enforcement personnel with 

determinations of guilt. Ben-Shakhar (2012) argued that the RT-CIT is a promising 

candidate, but that compared to the polygraph-CIT, there has been much less research on 

it. The current study aimed to answer two main questions regarding the RT-CIT: (1) does 

the RT-CIT discriminate between guilty and informed-innocents, and does instruction set 

matter?; and (2) are individual differences in anxiety associated with RT-CIT 
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performance? Limitations of the current study, as well as directions for future research 

conclude the discussion. 

7.1 Does the RT-CIT Discriminate Between Guilty and Informed-Innocents, and Do 

Instructions Matter? 

As noted, the primary goal of the current study was to determine whether the RT-

CIT discriminates between guilty examinees and informed-innocent individuals, and 

whether RT-CIT test instructions matter in this process. This was accomplished by 

assigning participants to one of three guilt conditions (guilty, informed-innocent or 

uninformed-innocent) and comparing the effects of the classic RT-CIT instructions 

(control instructions) with the new deception instructions (i.e., crime detail salience-

increasing instructions).  Participants completed a mock crime (if guilty) or waited (if 

innocent), then completed anxiety questionnaires (state and trait anxiety, as well as 

intolerance of uncertainty), and completed the RT-CIT. Participants completed memory 

tests before and after the RT-CIT.  

The RT and response accuracy detection scores, the RT and response accuracy d' 

rates, as well as the classification accuracy of a detection procedure used in prior research 

(the CCP; Seymour et al., 2000) were analyzed as dependent variables across conditions. 

Contrary to hypotheses, I did not find any significant interaction between instruction type 

and guilt condition, or a significant main effect of instruction condition (possible reasons 

for this discussed later). However, a significant main effect of guilt emerged across all 

five dependent measures. Consistent with predictions, detection scores and d' rates were 

highest among guilty examinees and lowest among uninformed-innocent examinees, 

across both RT and response accuracy analyses. Detection scores and d' rates (based on 
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RT) for informed-innocent examinees fell in between the other two groups (i.e., less than 

guilty, more than uninformed-innocent). However, when based on response accuracy, 

detection scores and d' rates did not differ significantly between informed-innocent and 

guilty groups. Lastly, the accuracy of the classification procedure used to classify 

individual participants as “guilty” or “innocent” (the CCP; Seymour et al., 2000), was 

high in guilty and uninformed-innocent groups, but was reduced to chance levels among 

informed-innocent examinees.  

7.1.1 The role of information leakage. 

7.1.1.1 The impact of information leakage on the concealed information effect 

and sensitivity indexes. 

In line with predictions, findings are consistent with the information leakage 

phenomenon; informed-innocent examinees had significantly higher RT and response 

accuracy detection scores and d' rates, compared to uninformed-innocent examinees.   

This means that innocent examinees who knew about crimes showed selective response 

slowing to crime details, which I did not observe among innocent examinees who did not 

know about the crime. However, consistent with predictions based on the enactment 

effect, informed-innocent participants did not respond as slowly to crime details as guilty 

examinees (i.e., information leakage resulted in informed-innocents looking more 

“guilty” than uninformed-innocents, but not as “guilty” as guilty examinees).  

As further evidence of information leakage, I found no evidence of differences 

between guilty and informed-innocent examinees in terms of response accuracy (i.e., 

response accuracy detection score and d' rate did not differ).  The fact that response 

accuracy was influenced more by information leakage than RT is not surprising, given 
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that accuracy tends to be less reliable than RT as a predictor of “guilt” in the RT-CIT in 

general (Arsenault & Bradley, 2013; Kleinberg & Vershuere, 2015; Noordraven & 

Verschuere, 2013; Seymour & Fraynt, 2009). For example, motivated knowledgeable 

examinees have been shown to be able to manipulate their response accuracy to crime 

details (notably, examinees were not able to manipulate their RTs; Seymour & Fraynt, 

2009).  

7.1.1.2 The impact of information leakage on detectability. 

Consistent with predictions, the classification accuracy of the CCP also showed 

evidence of information leakage. Specifically, while guilty and unformed-innocents were 

largely classified correctly (92.5% and 100% correct classification rates, respectively), 

the classification accuracy of the CCP was reduced to chance (50%) among informed-

innocent examinees. Taken together with the detection score and d' results, the CCP 

results strongly suggests that the problem of information leakage, present in polygraph-

CITs, also extends to the RT-CIT. The fact it is vulnerable to information leakage is a 

major problem for the RT-CIT given that our justice system places more weight on 

innocence than guilt (hence the presumption of innocence). That is, the possibility of 

innocents appearing guilty on the RT-CIT due to leakage directly contradicts our 

system’s preference to free potentially guilty examinees over incarcerating potentially 

innocent individuals. Considerable research and qualification of RT-CIT results must 

occur if RT-CIT outcomes are to be considered in field investigations. A model for this 

would be the use of the polygraph-CIT in Japan, in which polygraph examiners and 

criminal investigators are aware the purpose of the CIT is to detect recognition of crime 
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details and that recognition can occur for a variety of reasons, including but not limited to 

guilt (Osugi, 2011).  

7.1.1.3 Why information leakage is a problem within the RT-CIT, from a 

theoretical perspective. 

As is the case with polygraph-CITs (e.g., Bradley & Warfield, 1984), RT-CITs 

appear to be vulnerable to information leakage because they conflate knowledge of crime 

details with actual guilt of the crime. Equating knowledge with guilt results in informed-

innocents being likely to receive a “guilty” result on the CCP because they know about a 

crime, even though they are innocent. Seymour and Seifert (1998) hypothesized that 

guilty examinees show slower, less accurate, responses to crime details because they 

make an extra judgement about their familiarity prior to responding (because they are 

familiar with the details due to the crime). According to this logic, informed-innocent 

examinees would also show this slower, less accurate, responding to crime details 

because they would also need to make this second judgement (though their familiarity 

does not come from a crime, it must still be assessed before responding). Thus, the 

information leakage effects observed in this study also support the explanation for the 

effectiveness of the RT-CIT advanced by Seymour and Seifert (1998).  

However, in the RT analysis, informed-innocent examinees were not as detectable 

as examinees in the guilty group, meaning that longer RT is not the simple result of 

needing to make a second judgement. This result does appear consistent with the 

enactment effect (Cohen, 1989). That is, individuals who enact a series of instructions 

(i.e., the mock crime) have better memory for instructions (vs. simple memorization of 

instructions), because enacting task instructions leads to more in-depth processing and 
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stronger internal representation of task information (Cohen, 1989). These strong mental 

representations result in a high degree of familiarity for crime details among guilty 

examinees, which may have led to longer RTs to deny those details, relative to informed-

innocents. To elaborate, guilty examinees may take longer to make how-do-I-know-it 

judgements because they must discriminate between target and crime details.  This is 

difficult because both are highly familiar due to the requirement to memorize both sets of 

details (Seymour & Seifert, 1998). Informed innocents should need less time to make the 

remember judgement because the differentiation process is eased by the fact that for 

them, one category of details should be highly familiar (target details, memorized 

immediately prior to the test) and the other category should be much less familiar 

(incidental exposure to crime details). 

Memory test data for crime details supports the above explanation for the 

moderate degree of crime detail response slowing among the informed-innocent group 

(vs. large degree of slowing among guilty examinees). This support stems from the 

observation that guilty examinees had better free recall, cued recall, and recognition rates 

for crime details than informed-innocents (who, in turn, had higher memory scores than 

uninformed-innocents). Given that the RT-CIT is at its core, a recognition test, it is not 

surprising that the group that remembered the crime details the best also showed the most 

RT difference between crime and irrelevant details (i.e., the group with the best memory 

of the details were the most detectable). The group who recalled fewer crime details 

(informed-innocent) showed a smaller RT difference between crime and irrelevant details 

(i.e., they were detectable some of the time), while the group who recalled almost no 

crime details (uninformed-innocent) did not show any systematic differences between 
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crime and irrelevant responses (i.e., they were not detectable at all).  These findings are 

also consistent with results observed by Seymour and Fraynt (2009), who found that even 

after a time delay, deeply memorized to-be-denied details were more detectable than 

details memorized at a shallow level. Seymour and Fraynt (2009) argued that one should 

select highly elaborated, well-remembered crime details in order to create reliable RT 

differences across crime and irrelevant response distributions. 

Using the S-R compatibility explanation for the RT-CIT effects among guilty 

examinees (Ben-Shakhar, 2012; Verschuere & De Houwer, 2011), one would predict that 

information leakage would affect informed-innocents, but that they would not be as 

affected as guilty examinees. In particular, guilty examinee’s high degree of familiarity 

with crime details means that crime trials result in a stronger S-R mismatch than for 

informed-innocent examinees (informed-innocent examinees are familiar with crime 

details, but to a lesser degree, leading to a lesser degree of S-R mismatch).  Thus, guilty 

examinees must exercise a higher degree of response inhibition in order to respond 

correctly, because when asked if they recognize a stimulus, a highly familiar stimulus 

will evoke a strong “yes” response. In contrast, for informed-innocents, the lower degree 

of familiarity with crime details would not evoke as strong a response, which requires 

less time and effort to overcome (Seymour & Schumacher, 2009). Recent research into 

CIT cognitive mechanisms supports this conclusion, with Suchotzki, Verschuere, Peth, 

Crombez, and Gamer (2015) arguing that response inhibition is the most likely 

explanation for guilt effects in the RT-CIT. 
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7.1.2 More on the role (or lack thereof) of stimulus salience in the RT-CIT. 

The interaction effect and main effect of instruction did not work out as 

hypothesized, in that the concealed information effects (i.e., detection scores), sensitivity 

indexes (i.e., d' rates), and guilt detection rates using the CCP were not significantly 

different across deception and control instructions. There are several possible 

explanations for this. Most plausibly, the deception instructions may not have increased 

crime detail salience beyond control instructions, which may have occurred due to 

changes in study design between the current study and prior investigations. For example, 

one major difference was the manner in which periodic feedback messages were phrased. 

As noted, feedback messages in the Rosenfeld et al. (2012) study were bogus and 

identical within each instructional condition. Examinees in the deception instruction 

condition received feedback that they were being deceptive in their responses, while 

examinees in the control instructions condition received feedback that they were making 

errors on some trials. The purpose of these reminders was to maintain the increased 

salience of to-be-denied details throughout the test by reminding participants about the 

deceptive nature of their responses. The other study comparing deception and control 

instructions, Verschuere, Rosenfeld et al. (2009) presented participants with 360 trials, 

but did not mention whether participants received any type of reminder. 

In the interest of experimental control, I did not include the additional 

manipulation of deception-specific reminders in the current study. Instead, the deceptive 

nature of crime detail responses was only stressed to participants during the initial 

instructions and participants received identically-phrased reminders throughout the task 

(with the exception that each reminder accurately summarized the number of response 
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errors participants made in the last block). Omitting references to deception in task 

reminders may have meant that examinees did not find crime details as salient as in prior 

research, or at least that the salience of crime details was not maintained throughout the 

CIT (Rosenfeld et al., 2012). 

The current study is not the first to have trouble manipulating to-be-denied item 

saliency. Ganis and Shendan (2013) did not observe any differences between responses to 

semantic autobiographical details (participant birth date; high salience) and episodic 

autobiographical details (a memorized “secret date”; low salience). They argued that a 

“secret date” might have been more salient to participants than they intended (just as it is 

possible that the control instructions were more salience enhancing than anticipated). 

Moreover, in a more recent investigation where the salience of to-be-denied details was 

assessed directly via participant rating scales, Verschuere, Kleinberg and Theocharidou 

(2015) found that highly salient autobiographical details (first and last names) were more 

detectable than autobiographical details of lower saliency (favorite colour and favorite 

food). However, Verschuere et al. (2015) did not replicate results in a second study, 

which they attributed to a change in experimental design necessary to conduct the study 

online. Specifically, due to participant hesitance to provide first and last names online, 

highly salient details in the second study consisted of participants’ birthdays and 

countries of origin, low salient details consisted of participants’ favorite alcoholic drink 

and favorite ice cream. Notably, participant ratings of the high and low salient details 

were not as extreme in the second study (potentially contributing to the lack of significant 

results). In a later online study, Kleinberg and Verschuere (2015) also found that highly 

salient details were easier to detect than low salience details, though low salience details 
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were still detectable under certain conditions. Taken together, these results suggest that 

the failure of the current study to find significant saliency effects may be due to design 

issues, and that increasingly effective saliency manipulations may still hold promise for 

increasing the classification accuracy of the RT-CIT. 

A notable difference between the current study and the two studies exploring the 

impact of deception instructions RT-CIT performance (Rosenfeld et al., 2012; 

Verschuere, Rosenfeld et al., 2009) is that the current study used a mock crime and prior 

studies used autobiographical details. Specifically, Verschuere, Rosenfeld et al. (2009) 

used participants’ names as to-be-denied details, while Rosenfeld et al. (2012) used 

participants’ home towns. Recent research examining detail salience has also used 

autobiographical details (Ganis & Shendan, 2013; Verschuere et al., 2015). Thus, it is 

possible that the effects of deception instructions are most powerful among 

autobiographical stimuli that have higher personal relevance, and likely capture attention 

more effectively than mock crime details.  Thus, deception instructions may still hold 

promise to increase detection of real life crime details, as crime details would likely be 

more personally relevant and salient to an examinee than mock crime details.  

Another potential explanation with respect to why the saliency manipulation did 

not work out as hypothesized lies in the instructions themselves. Although the wording 

stemmed directly from the original instructions used by Verschuere, Rosenfeld et al. 

(2009), one might argue that the phrase about being “randomly assigned” to their 

condition may have lessened the salience-increasing impact of the instructions. As the 

effect of instructions has been somewhat small in the literature, it may be important to 
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prevent any misconceptions about not being responsible for one’s conduct (i.e., due to 

random assignment). 

Finally, the difference between the deception and control RT-CIT instructions is 

analogous to the difference between the polygraph-CIT and polygraph-GAT. It is notable 

that while some research has found the GAT successfully lowers false positive rates on 

the polygraph (Bradley et al., 1996), not all studies have found success using this method 

(Gamer, 2010; Gamer et al., 2008; Gamer et al., 2010). This suggests that subtle changes 

in CIT wording may not be sufficient to result in reliable changes in examinee 

performance.  Moreover, results of the current study indicate that the fact that informed-

innocent examinees recognize crime details to some degree is sufficient to raise false 

alarm rates above rates for innocents not exposed to crime information.  

7.2 Are Individual Differences in Anxiety Associated with RT-CIT Performance? 

The RT-CIT has demonstrated relatively good classification rates so far 

(Arsenault & Bradley, 2013) but like its polygraph predecessor, the RT-CIT still is not 

perfectly sensitive in detecting guilty examinees. In fact, the analysis in the current study 

misclassified three guilty examinees as innocent (and misclassified half of all informed-

innocents as guilty). Prior research has attempted to ameliorate RT-CIT detection rates by 

attempting to predict performance based on individual differences in cognitive and 

emotional variables. One early study by Visu-Petra et al. (2012) found a relationship 

between RT-CIT performance and individual differences in anxiety, among other factors. 

In particular, individual differences in trait anxiety (specifically, elevated anxiety in 

social situations and ambiguous situations) was found to be associated with increased 

response errors to crime details among guilty examinees.  
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It is notable that the anxiety measure used in the Visu-Petra et al. (2012) study 

measured cognitive anxiety only at the state level. Given that cognitive mechanisms are 

likely the cause of response differences in the RT-CIT, it appeared worthwhile to re-

examine the role of cognitive anxiety using a measure that touched on the trait level as 

well.  Thus, in order to take a more in-depth look at the role of cognitive anxiety in the 

RT-CIT, I administered measures of cognitive anxiety at both state and trait levels. 

Further, building upon the Visu-Petra et al. (2012) results surrounding the predictive 

utility of anxiety around ambiguous situations, the current project also included a 

measure assessing intolerance of uncertainty (IUS; Buhr & Dugas, 2002). The IUS 

uncertainty paralysis subscale (identified by Birrell et al., 2011) was of special interest. 

This is because the RT-CIT is, in essence, a task that requires fast, accurate responses 

(i.e., the opposite of paralysis) in what could be argued to be an uncertain situation, 

especially for informed-innocent examinees (and particularly when administered 

deception instructions).  Thus, it seemed logical that one could improve the accuracy of 

the RT-CIT by factoring in the variance of anxiety related to behavioral inhibition when 

faced with ambiguity. 

  7.2.1 How do individual difference results line up with predictions? 

Hypotheses were based on anxiety’s well-known role in performance (Yerkes & 

Dodson, 1908), and tendency to result in attentional narrowing under conditions of high 

arousal (Easterbrook, 1959). Specifically, I predicted that higher levels of cognitive 

anxiety and/or uncertainty paralysis would be associated with increasing levels of 

“guilty” outcomes, especially among guilty and informed-innocent examinees (especially 
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when given deception instructions), compared to uninformed-innocent examinees 

(administered either instruction type).  

The initial steps in the incremental validity analysis of the anxiety measures 

revealed a high degree of overlap (multicollinearity) among anxiety measures, so I 

focused the analysis on the dimension of anxiety that held the most promise for 

predicting RT-CIT results. I selected the ideal candidate based on the pattern of 

correlations that emerged between the predictor and outcome variables. Specifically, 

among guilty participants only, there were significant correlations between state 

cognitive anxiety and various accuracy outcomes, consistent with the prediction that 

impaired performance would be most strongly associated with anxiety among 

knowledgeable examinees (though this was not the case for RT). Also consistent with 

predictions, there were no systematic relationships between anxiety and performance 

among innocent groups. Intolerance of uncertainty did not show the same systematic 

relationships with performance. Thus, the regressions focused on the predictive utility of 

state cognitive anxiety only. Generally, I also expected higher scores on these scales 

would be associated with slower RTs and/or less accurate responses, regardless of 

experimental condition. 

In line with hypotheses, state cognitive anxiety emerged as a significant predictor 

of the accuracy concealed information effect (as measured by the detection score).  There 

was a trend (albeit non-significant) towards state cognitive anxiety scores predicting the 

RT concealed information effect (with increasing anxiety predicting larger concealed 

information effects across both analyses). Contrary to predictions, state cognitive anxiety 

was not a significant predictor of the RT or accuracy sensitivity indexes. State cognitive 
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anxiety also did not add to the prediction of guilt (from uninformed-innocent, informed-

innocent, or both combined) beyond the results of the CCP itself. On a broader level, 

increased cognitive anxiety was also directly associated with less correct responses 

overall, more “too slow” responses to crime details, and less correct responses to crime 

details. I did not analyze differences across instruction types because omnibus results 

were not significant. 

7.2.2 Implications for anxiety as a predictor within the RT-CIT: theory and 

practice. 

Though not all predicted anxiety effects occurred in the current investigation, 

effects that did occur were in the predicted direction. Specifically, guilty examinees that 

had higher levels of cognitive anxiety (e.g., intrusive thoughts, memory and 

concentration issues, catastrophizing etc.) made more errors in their responses to crime 

details, compared to their responses to irrelevant details. This appears consistent with the 

cue utilization hypothesis in that higher levels of anxiety meant that guilty examinees 

fixated on details relevant to the source of their anxiety (crime details). While state 

cognitive anxiety did account for significant variability in the accuracy concealed 

information effect, the amount of variability accounted for (10.1%) was low, suggesting 

that its predictive usefulness is somewhat limited.  

Contrary to predictions, state cognitive anxiety did not predict the response 

accuracy sensitivity index (d' rate) among guilty examinees, nor did the RT effects turn 

out as hypothesized. Specifically, cognitive anxiety was not a significant predictor of the 

RT concealed information effect, the RT sensitivity index, nor did it add to the prediction 

of guilt beyond the results of the CCP. However, given the high degree of accuracy and 
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thus low variability in the CCP results (at least, for guilty and uninformed-innocents), it is 

not surprising that cognitive anxiety could not add predictive power. As noted, RT tends 

to be the stronger index of concealed information when compared to accuracy (Arsenault 

& Bradley, 2013; Noordraven & Verschuere, 2013; Seymour & Fraynt, 2009), so it is not 

surprising that cognitive anxiety could not add to predictions based on RT. Another 

possible explanation for why anxiety appeared to be a generally poor predictor of RT-

CIT performance is that I used self-report measures of anxiety in the current study. 

Mischel (1968, 1972) argued that in general, indirect measures (i.e., self-report) are 

useful in some regards but do not preclude the need for more direct means of assessment 

(e.g., behavioral observations, physiological data), depending on the phenomenon one is 

trying to measure. As Mischel (1972) also argued, self-report measures in particular “will 

always be constrained by the limits of [the participant’s] own awareness” (p. 323). Given 

the complex nature of anxiety, is possible that self-report may not be the most accurate 

measure of true anxiety levels.  

 Taken together, results offer some support for the consideration of anxiety in 

predicting performance on the RT-CIT, especially if response accuracy is included in the 

analysis. It is notable though that while observed results reached statistical significance, 

more research will be required in order to find measures that have practical usefulness. 

Direct measures of anxiety may prove useful in this regard. 

7.3 Limitations and Future Directions 

7.3.1 Design limitations. 

The limitations of the current study extend beyond those discussed above (e.g., 

deception instructions might not have resulted in increased crime detail salience). One 
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major limitation of the design of the current project is that a mock crime was used, which 

limits the generalizability of the results to real-world applications. However, I used a 

mock crime as a means to maintain a high degree of experimental control given the 

relative infancy of RT-CIT research. As noted, a major concern in polygraph research is 

the degree to which laboratory studies generalize to real-world applications. Farwell and 

Donchin (1991) conducted one study that speaks to the possible external validity of the 

RT-CIT. Specifically, the P300-CIT successfully identified perpetrators of real crimes, 

even after a delay (though this was based on a small sample, n = 4, and crimes were 

minor; Farwell & Donchin, 1991). Unfortunately, Farwell and Donchin (1991) did not 

report RT results. Further research into the performance of the RT-CIT in the field may 

speak to its efficacy. 

Another limitation of the current investigation is that state cognitive anxiety did 

not increase over the course of the study (i.e., after the guilt induction) as expected. 

Based on the results of the Visu-Petra et al. (2012) study, I predicted that state anxiety 

would increase in general, but especially among guilty examinees. However, results in 

the current study showed a significant decline in cognitive anxiety across groups (though 

somatic anxiety did increase as expected). This suggests that the mock crime procedure 

was not as anxiety provoking as intended and so caution is necessary in generalizing 

results of the current study to real-world scenarios.  

Further, as argued by Visu-Petra et al., (2012) and Varga, Visu-Petra, Miclea and 

Visu-Petra (2015, discussed later), the majority of the sample in the current study was not 

experiencing elevated levels of anxiety and that using a non-clinical sample may have 

reduced variability in anxiety that may predict RT-CIT performance. According to the 
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Van Dam, Gros, Earleywine, and Antony (2013) criteria, only 23.3% scored above the 

probable clinical anxiety disorder cut-off of 43 on the STICSA-T (i.e., overall trait 

anxiety), and 33.3% scored above the possible anxiety disorders cut-off of 40. While the 

state dimension was of interest in the current study, scores across the state and trait 

dimensions were similar. It also possible that the individual difference measures included 

in the current project are not sufficiently sensitive to detect differences in anxiety 

predictive of RT-CIT performance. 

It is also notable that memory for crime details was not perfect among guilty 

examinees in the current study (i.e., by the end of the study, guilty examinees recognized 

5.9 out of 6 crime details). While one would not anticipate that in real-life situations, 

perpetrators of crime would remember all crime details, forgetting might possibly 

decrease detection of crime details to some degree (Seymour & Fraynt, 2009). It has also 

been argued by others (e.g., Meijer, Verschuere, & Ben-Shakhar, 2011; Osugi, 2011) that 

further research and field applications should focus on the types of details that 

perpetrators find most memorable. This is because particularly memorable crime details 

form the basis of RT-CIT exams that hold the most power to detect concealed knowledge 

among guilty examinees (and to rule out knowledge among innocents). Results of the 

current investigation support this recommendation. 

Another common limitation among RT-CIT investigations (though not as much of 

a problem in the current investigation, n = 120), is small sample sizes. Specifically, an 

unpublished meta-analysis of 24 studies on memory detection found an average sample 

size of n = 24 (Suchotzki, Verschuere, Van Bockstaele, Ben-Shakhar, & Crombez, 2014, 

as cited in Kleinberg & Verschuere, 2015). One promising study conducted to address 
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this problem involved administering RT-CITs over the internet (discussed earlier in 

section 7.1.2). This did not require individuals to come in to the lab and resulted in much 

higher sample sizes (n = 255, n = 262; Kleinberg & Verschuere, 2015). One could argue 

that this method holds promise in terms of allowing researchers to conduct better-

powered studies on the RT-CIT (though it would still be necessary to conduct field 

studies). 

Interestingly, the memory analysis suggested that completing the RT-CIT 

improved memory for mock crime details. I did not predict this effect per se, it not 

surprising given the design of the study; recall tests (i.e., free, cued) were administered 

before and after the RT-CIT.  Essentially, I postulate that prior to the RT-CIT examinees 

may have forgotten crime details to the extent to which they were unable to recall details 

without context, but still able to recognize them as crime details when presented again. 

This is because, as argued, determining whether details are simply “familiar” is a 

relatively easy and automatic process, compared to actively recalling information; 

Mandler, 1980; Rajaram, 1993; Tulving, 1985).  Thus, it is possible that once participants 

saw crime details again in the RT-CIT, their overall memory for these details was 

improved and that is the reason they had better recall memory scores when assessed later.  

Another phenomenon that may explain improved recall rates after the RT-CIT is that of 

Pavlovian incubation, in which increasing time delays between Pavlovian condition 

sessions and testing sessions result in increased responding. Murray (2013) provided a 

robust demonstration of Pavlovian incubation among rats (using appetitive conditioning), 

ruling out several potential confounding factors across a series of experiments. Murray 

noted that in humans, time delays might allow memory consolidation (arguably as a side 
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effect of processes occurring during sleep; Marshall & Born, 2007). Overall, while I did 

not observe a significant interaction, I suspect that much of this effect originates from the 

guilty and informed-innocent groups (because only they should have been able to 

recognize crime details among irrelevants). 

Our results also suggested some degree of caution when using RT-CITs in 

languages that are not the examinees’ first language, as this might interfere with guilt 

detection. All three guilty examinees who were not classified correctly in the current 

study indicated that English was not their first language (n = 2 Arabic, n = 1 French). It is 

possible that the task instructions were not clear for these examines, as all three also 

misunderstood the pre-CIT free recall memory test (i.e., they named target details when 

asked to name crime details). However, it is notable that the RT-CIT correctly classified 

other examinees that indicated non-English first languages, and correctly classified other 

participants who initially misunderstood the memory tests. Thus, conducting the RT-CIT 

in an examinee’s first language appears to optimize detection rates, but does not appear 

completely necessary for the detection of guilt in all cases. 

7.3.2 Future directions for information leakage. 

Though information leakage is a serious problem for the CIT, researchers have 

argued that by using preventative measures, one can still obtain valid results.  Osugi 

(2011) noted that in field practice for the polygraph-CIT in Japan, the first consideration 

in constructing a CIT finding details that have not been leaked. Examiners consider a 

variety of means through which information can be leaked to examinees, including 

information provided by interrogators, details examinees may have witnessed, and the 

media and internet are also checked for leaked information. Given new technology and 
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social media allowing individuals to stream live video to the internet, it would appear that 

the potential for information leakage would seem to be increasing, meaning that it is 

increasingly important to understand the effects of leakage and how to work around it. 

For example, Nakayama (2002) argued that it is important for polygraph examiners to be 

very familiar with the crime scene, including reviewing photos of the scene, and if 

possible, visiting the scene of the crime, in order to select details that are both memorable 

for perpetrators. If the CIT is to gain widespread acceptance, it will be important to 

develop similar policies and procedures around the security of crime information, in 

terms of limiting and tracking details shared with media, witnesses, etc.  

Prevention can no longer solve the issue once information leakage has already 

happened. One strategy proposed within polygraph-CIT research to help mitigate the 

effects of information leakage is to review the questions of the CIT with the examinee 

prior to the CIT.  Reviewing the details may allow at least some innocent examinees to 

explain the source of their knowledge (i.e., if examinees can remember how they became 

aware of the information; Seymour & Seifert, 1998). This would also allow examinees 

and examiners the chance to clarify misunderstandings, and identify ideal questions. In 

fact, Verschuere and Crombez (2008) found that previewing details had no impact on the 

validity of the polygraph-CIT, so it is possible that this strategy will also be effective for 

the RT-CIT. Further research using this strategy within the RT-CIT, as well as research 

on the information leakage phenomenon more generally, is necessary to obtain the full 

picture of the impact of information leakage and potential fixes. 
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7.3.3 Future directions for instruction type and salience. 

While I did not observe the hypothesized effects of RT-CIT instructions, it is 

possible that problems with instructional manipulation prevented the intended salience 

difference between conditions (i.e., saliency does still play a role in RT-CIT responding 

but I did a poor job manipulating salience). In support of this hypothesis, recent salience-

focused RT-CIT research has found increased guilt detection scores when using highly 

salient (vs. low salient) details (Kleinberg & Verschuere, 2015; Verschuere et al., 2015; 

see section 7.1.2 for a discussion of these studies). Taking these findings together, it 

would appear the further research is necessary to clarify the role of instructions and detail 

saliency in the RT-CIT.  

As noted in the limitations section, the current study used a mock crime to lend 

significance to to-be-denied details. Given that past research on deception instructions 

has used autobiographical information (Rosenfeld et al., 2012; Verschuere, Rosenfeld et 

al., 2009), it is possible that saliency effects may be limited to details that hold a high 

degree of significance for the examinee. Thus, RT-CITs administered individuals who 

have committed real crimes may show significant saliency effects, given that real crime 

details should likely be very significant to perpetrators (especially when compared to 

research participants who committed mock crimes).  

Finally, it is important to note that none of the innocent groups were negatively 

affected by deception instructions (they were affected by information leakage, but this 

was a separate issue). Across instruction types, the accuracy of the CCP among 

uninformed-innocent examinees was very high (100%). These results provide new 

information to the existing literature because among studies on deception instructions 
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(Rosenfeld et al., 2012; Verschuere, Rosenfeld et al., 2009) and in research manipulating 

detail salience more generally (Kleinberg & Verschuere, 2015; Kubo & Nittono, 2009; 

Meijer et al., 2007; Rosenfeld et al., 2006; Verschuere et al., 2015), no innocent groups 

have been used as controls.  However, given the questionable efficacy of the 

experimental manipulation, it is possible that more powerful salience manipulations will 

have some impact on innocent examinees. Future research in this area including innocent 

examinees would provide clarification in this regard.  

7.3.4 Future directions for individual differences in anxiety. 

 While modest, results of the current study do provide support for further research 

into individual differences in anxiety as they relate to performance on the RT-CIT, as do 

results of another recent study. Specifically, Varga et al. (2015) found that consideration 

of anxiety (among other variables, see below) was particularly useful when assessing the 

impact of social stimuli on performance on the RT-CIT.  Higher levels of state, and to a 

lesser degree trait, anxiety were associated with faster responses to crime details under a 

negative social stimulus condition (but not under neutral or positive conditions). The 

social stimulus consisted of a virtual investigator displaying a happy, angry or neutral 

expression, displayed prior to the presentation of each crime, target, and irrelevant detail. 

Thus, negative social stimuli (angry examiner face), led to lower guilt detection rates, 

particularly among high state, anxious individuals. Varga et al. (2015) also examined 

individual differences in depression, but did not find any significant associations with 

RT-CIT performance. Finally, as argued by Mischel (1968, 1972), individual differences 

in anxiety, as measured by more direct measures (e.g., physiological, observational), may 

prove more useful than self-report in estimating an examinee’s true level of anxiety. 
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Thus, these types of measures may prove more useful in terms of predicting RT-CIT 

performance.  

7.3.5 Future directions for other individual difference predictors, based on 

current literature. 

As noted, anxiety was of particular interest in the current investigation due to its 

well-known relationship to performance (Easterbrook, 1959; Yerkes & Dodson, 1908) 

and potential relationship with deceptive behavior. However, since I completed the 

current project, RT-CIT research has expanded to consider a broader scope of individual 

difference predictors. Given the variety of factors currently under investigation and early 

positive results, the role of individual differences appears to hold promise in terms of 

increasing the accuracy of the RT-CIT. 

7.3.5.1 Executive functioning. 

Several research groups have investigated individual differences in various 

dimensions of executive functioning (EF), as they relate to performance on the RT-CIT. 

For example, Varga et al. (2015) found results that suggested that similar memory 

processes underlie speed in identifying crime details and in identifying target items on n-

back tasks (but only when no distracting information was present). The n-back task is a 

working memory paradigm in which examiners present a series of stimuli, one at a time, 

and ask participants to identify when the current stimulus matches the stimulus presented 

a certain number of trials (i.e., n trials) earlier. The larger the n, the more difficult the task 

becomes. Specifically, Varga et al. (2015) found that memory updating, as measured by 

standard 0-back and 2-back tasks (vs. emotional 0-back and 2-back tasks), was positively 

associated with mean RT to probe items. Varga et al. (2015) did not find significant 
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relationships between RT-CIT performance and n-back task performance when they 

superimposed n-back stimuli (i.e., single letters) on images of happy, angry, and neutral 

faces. Similarly, Varga et al. (2015) found that self-reported executive functioning 

difficulties did not significantly relate the speed of responses to crime details, or with the 

RT difference score.  

Visu-Petra et al. (2012) also investigated the relationship between executive 

functioning and RT-CIT performance. Results provided mixed support for an association 

between EF measures (verbal and spatial working memory [WM], inhibition, set-shifting, 

and memory updating) and RT-CIT performance.  Generally, better EF was associated 

with slower (at at times more accurate) responses, with the exception that better 

inhibitory skills were marginally associated with faster responses to crime details.  

In a follow up to Visu-Petra et al. (2012), Visu-Petra, Miclea, Bus and Visu-Petra 

(2014) expanded upon the relationship between individual differences in EF and RT-CIT 

performance. Among the areas assessed within executive functioning (inhibition, set-

shifting, verbal and spatial WM), only spatial WM and set-shifting were related to the RT 

detection score. However, this relationship was in an unexpected direction: examinees 

with better EF skills (specifically, set-shifting and spatial WM) were more detectable. 

Visu-Petra et al. (2014) argued that this difference stemmed from the difference in stimuli 

used across the two studies, in that the earlier study used pictorial stimuli and the recent 

study used verbal stimuli.  

Lastly, some researchers have argued that the concealed information effect in the 

RT-CIT is due to systematic differences in the demand for response inhibition (Seymour 

& Schumacher, 2009; Suchotzki et al., 2015). It is not surprising then research has begun 
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examining individual variability in response inhibition as they relate to RT-CIT 

performance. Specifically, Suchotzki et al. (2015) attempted to use performance on 

measures of response inhibition to predict performance on an fMRI-CIT (that also 

included RT, accuracy and electrodermal measures) but found no significant associations.  

7.3.5.2 Personality. 

Research has examined several personality measures with respect to their predictive 

utility in RT-CIT performance, with mixed results. For example, in addition to EF 

measures, Visu-Petra et al. (2014) also examined the relationship between extraversion, 

neuroticism, psychoticism, addiction, and criminality personality scales and performance 

on the RT-CIT (though no significant effects were observed). As another example, Leue, 

Lange, and Beauducel (2012), and later by Leue and Beauducel (2015), examined the 

relationship between RT-CIT performance and Sensitivity to Injustice (SI). SI refers to an 

individual’s concern for justice and sensitivity to social and moral norms, typically 

measured from four perspectives: victim, neutral observer, passive beneficiary and active 

perpetrator.  SI-perpetrator was of particular interest in both investigations, given that it 

touches on an individual’s tendency to feel guilty when treating others unjustly (Schmitt, 

Gollwitzer, Maes, & Arbach, 2005, as cited in Lang et al., 2012 and Leue and Beauducel, 

2015).  Results were mixed, as Leue et al. (2012) did not find any relationship between 

RT-CIT performance and SI, but Leue and Beauducel (2015) found a negative 

relationship between SI and RT such that higher SI was related to faster responses for to-

be-denied details (memorized images) and irrelevant details.  Leue et al. (2012) also 

examined the role of behavioral inhibition system, the cognitive-motivational system that 
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detects and resolves response conflicts, in RT-CIT performance, but did not find any 

significant relationships. 

Visu-Petra et al. (2014) attempted to predict RT-CIT performance using individual 

differences in self-deception, impression management, and social desirability.  Higher 

scores on the impression management and social desirability measures predicted lower 

guilt detection scores.  Closer examination of the pattern of correlations revealed that 

examinees with higher levels of social desirability tended to predict faster responses to 

crime details (rather than slower responses to irrelevant details). Further, the addition of 

the impression management scale also accounted for significant variance in the RT 

detection score, beyond the variance accounted for by EF differences (see section 

7.3.5.1). Visu-Petra et al. (2014) argued that individuals who have stronger tendencies 

towards maintaining positive perceptions of themselves among others would be more 

practiced, and thus faster, liars (hence their faster denials towards crime details).  

7.3.5.3 Individual differences in target-irrelevant RT differences. 

Although I did not analyze responses to target details in the current analysis, a 

recent investigation demonstrated promise in using the relationship response differences 

across target and irrelevant details as a means to predict the accuracy of the RT-CIT.  

Specifically, Noordraven and Verschuere (2013) found that target-irrelevant RT 

differences were associated with crime-irrelevant RT differences, in that guilty 

examinees with stronger target-irrelevant differences also showed stronger crime-

irrelevant differences. By screening out examinees who did not show reliable target-

irrelevant differences (as an ex-post indicator of test validity), Noordraven and 

Verschuere increased the overall diagnostic efficiency of the test from 86 to 97%. It is 
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notable though that the RT-CIT used by Noordraven and Verschuere included both 

autobiographical details as well as details learned in a mock crime, and that such results 

should be taken with caution until replicated under more typical conditions.  

7.4 Summary and Conclusions  

Overall, the RT-CIT appeared to be able to differentiate guilty from informed-

innocent from uninformed-innocent examinees using the RT variable. The RT-CIT was 

unable to differentiate guilty from informed-innocent examinees when based on response 

accuracy, consistent with prior research showing poorer performance of this predictor 

(Arsenault & Bradley, 2013; Kleinberg & Vershuere, 2015; Noordraven & Verschuere, 

2013, especially given motivated examinees; Seymour & Fraynt, 2009).  Overall, results 

are strongly indicative that the RT-CIT is vulnerable to information leakage.  

Specifically, informed-innocent examinees appeared guilty on the RT-CIT at rates above 

uninformed-innocent examinees (but below those of guilty examinees, consistent with the 

enactment effect; Cohen, 1989). Thus, caution is strongly warranted in utilizing the RT-

CIT in field investigations when key details have not been kept confidential because 

elevated false positive rates are likely (unless examiners can identify different non-leaked 

crime details). Selecting non-leaked CIT crime details is consistent with 

recommendations based on a recent meta-analysis (on polygraph- and P300-CITs; Meijer 

et al., 2014), a recent review of the CIT (Verschuere & Meijer, 2014), and how 

polygraph-CITs are conducted in field investigations (Nakayama, 2002; Osugi, 2011). 

Results also provide support for the theories advanced to explain the effectiveness 

of the RT-CIT in detecting guilt (i.e., both recognition-based [Mandler, 1980; Rajaram, 

1993; Seymour & Seifert, 1998; Tulving, 1985], and S-R compatibility-based [Ben-
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Shakhar, 2012; Suchotzki, Verschuere, Crombez, & DeHouwer, 2013; Verschuere & De 

Houwer, 2011] theories). To put it plainly, the RT-CIT is a recognition test, so it should 

be no surprise that the group that remembers the crime details the best (guilty examinees; 

according to memory test results) is the group identified as most familiar with these 

details by the test. Furthermore, the group that recalled some, but not all, crime details 

was somewhat detectable but not reliably so (informed-innocents), and the group who 

was unaware of crime details was identified as such (uninformed-innocents).  

Contrary to predictions, the manner in which test instructions were phrased did 

not appear to matter in the detection of guilt, nor did it increase false positive rates among 

innocents. Several reasons were proposed as to why this manipulation did not work out as 

hypothesized (i.e., omission of deception-specific reminders from deception group, using 

a mock crime instead of autobiographical details; Verschuere, Rosenfeld et al., 2009; 

Rosenfeld et al., 2012, the strength of the recognition effect overshadowing deception 

effects; Gamer, 2010; Gamer et al., 2008).  Notably, recent research assessing detail 

saliency more directly has found that highly salient details are more detectable, compared 

to low salient details (using autobiographical information; Kleinberg & Verschuere, 

2015; Verschuere et al., 2015).  My results suggest that within forensic applications, 

instructional manipulations may not be the best means of manipulating crime detail 

salience. The use of highly salient crime details is also in line with two recent reviews of 

CIT literature (Meijer et al., 2014; Verscheure & Meijer, 2014), and in line with how the 

polygraph-CIT is used in practice (Osugi, 2011). 

Past research has found preliminary support for anxiety (and other factors, see 

section 7.3.5 for details) as a predictor of performance on the RT-CIT, and the current 
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investigation sought to expand upon these findings. Partly consistent with predictions, 

state cognitive anxiety was predictive of the accuracy detection score. Contrary to 

expectations, state cognitive anxiety did not predict the RT detection score, RT or 

accuracy d' rates, nor the CCP results (nor were these associated with any other anxiety 

measure). Given that the amount of variance accounted for by state cognitive anxiety was 

small, further research will be necessary to identify predictors that may achieve practical 

significance. 

Taken together, the results of the current study and the state of the literature suggest 

that the RT-CIT has the potential to be an efficient method of knowledge detection. 

However, it does have some of the same constraints (e.g., vulnerability to information 

leakage) as other CITs. Limitations of the current study, together with a general lack of 

research on the RT-CIT (relative to the polygraph-CIT in particular; Ben-Shakhar, 2012), 

mean that there is a lot we do not know about the RT-CIT. As such, the RT-CIT is a 

source of rich research potential. 
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Table 1 

 

RT-CIT Typical Response Characteristics Across Items 

 

 

 

 

Item 

 

 

Description 

(example) 

 

 

Relative 

frequency 

Is examinee 

familiar 

with the 

item? 

“Recognize 

this?” 

required 

response 

 

 

Typical response 

characteristics 

Irrelevant Novel items 

(Brown 

Shoes, Red 

Scarf, etc.) 

 

4/6 I: No 

G: No  

I: No 

G: No  

I: Fast, accurate 

G: Fast, accurate 

Target Memorized 

item (Green 

Hat) 

 

1/6 I: Yes 

G: Yes  

I: Yes 

G: Yes  

I: Fast, accurate 

G: Slow, 

inaccurate 

Crime or 

To-Be-

Denied 

Mock 

Crime 

Detail (Blue 

Coat) 

1/6 I: No 

G: Yes 

I: No 

G: No  

I: Fast, accurate  

G: Slow, 

inaccurate 

 

Note. I = innocent (and uninformed of crime details); G = guilty. 
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Table 2 

 

Employment/Student Status Demographic Characteristics 

 

Category No. participants selecting category 

Employed for wages full time 11 

Employed for wages part time 58 

Volunteering full time 0 

Volunteering part time 26 

Self-employed 0 

Out of work and looking for work 13 

Out of work but not currently looking for work 1 

A homemaker 0 

Full time student 106 

Part time student 13 

Retired 0 

Unable to work 0 

 

Note. Participants were instructed to “select all that apply”. 
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Table 3 

 

Ethnic/Cultural Group Demographic Characteristics 

 

 

Ethnic or cultural group 

No. participants 

selecting category 

Aboriginal/First Nations/Métis/Inuit 1 

American 0 

Canadian 105 

Caribbean or West Indian (e.g., Haitian, Cuban, Dominican) 0 

Central Asian/Middle Eastern (e.g., Palestinian, Iraqi, Iranian) 7 

East Asian (e.g., Chinese, Japanese, Korean) 2 

European (e.g., German, Italian, Ukrainian, Dutch, Polish, 

Portuguese, Spanish, Russian, Scandinavian, Greek, French) 

 

8 

French Canadian (e.g., Quebecois, Franco-Ontarian, Acadian) 5 

North African (e.g., Moroccan, Algerian, Libyan, Egyptian) 2 

South Asian (e.g., East Indian, Sri Lankan, Pakistani) 0 

South or Latin American (e.g., Mexican, Salvadorian, Brazilian) 1 

Southeast Asian (e.g., Vietnamese, Cambodian, Thai) 2 

Sub-Saharan African (e.g., Somali, Sudanese, Ethiopian) 1 

United Kingdom (English, Irish, Scottish, Welsh) 6 

Other (please describe) _____________________________ 2 

I prefer not to answer 2 

 

Note. Participants were instructed to “select all that apply”. 
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Table 4 

 

 Stimuli for the RT-CIT Classification Task  

 

    Crime  Target  Irrelevant 

Blue Coat  Green Hat  Brown Shoes 

    Red Scarf 

    Gray Pants 

    Black Gloves 

Phil Jenks  Tim Howe  Ray Snell 

    Neil Rand 

    Gene Falk 

    Ralph Croft 

Op Cow  Op Pig  Op Horse 

    Op Goat 

    Op Sheep 

    Op Mule 

Rain File  Snow File  Hail File 

    Wind File 

    Sleet File 

    Fog File 

Sub Plans  Ship Plans  Tank Plans 

    Plane Plans 

    Truck Plansa 

    Gun Plans 

Perch Street  Shark Street  Cod Street 

    Carp Street 

    Pike Street 

    Trout Street 

 

Note. CIT = concealed information test. Adapted from scenario 1 of “The Truth Will Out: 

Interrogative Polygraphy (“Lie Detection”) With Event-Related Brain Potentials,” by L. 

A. Farwell and E. Donchin, 1991, Psychophysiology, 28, p. 547. Copyright 1991 by The 

Society for Psychophysiological Research, Inc. 
aIn order to prevent confusion because the mock crime involves a bombing, the original 

detail “Bomb Plans” was changed to “Truck Plans”.  
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Table 5 

 

Descriptive Data for the STICSA Subscales  

 

 STICSA-T  STICSA-S (Time 1)  STICSA-S (Time 2) 

Condition 

& Scale 

Mean 

Score 

 

SD 

 

N 

 Mean 

Score 

 

SD 

 

N 

 Mean 

Score 

 

SD 

 

N 

Guilty 

   Cognitive 

   Somatic 

 

 

21.75 

18.33 

 

6.47 

4.87 

 

40 

40 

  

19.13 

18.30 

 

6.16 

5.37 

 

40 

40 

  

16.85 

20.23 

 

6.03 

6.80 

 

40 

40 

II 

   Cognitive 

   Somatic 

 

 

19.53 

15.42 

 

6.27 

4.75 

 

40 

40 

  

17.33 

15.70 

 

5.67 

3.92 

 

40 

40 

  

16.45 

16.73 

 

5.22 

5.17 

 

40 

40 

UI 

   Cognitive 

   Somatic 

 

 

19.70 

16.35 

 

6.12 

4.81 

 

40 

40 

  

17.08 

16.55 

 

5.37 

4.03 

 

40 

40 

  

16.68 

16.78 

 

6.69 

5.55 

 

40 

40 

Total 

   Cognitive 

   Somatic 

 

20.33 

16.70 

 

6.32 

4.92 

 

120 

120 

  

17.84 

16.85 

 

5.77 

4.58 

 

120 

120 

  

16.66 

17.91 

 

5.96 

6.06 

 

120 

120 

 

Note. STICSA = State Trait Inventory for Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety; STICSA-T = 

State Trait Inventory for Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety – Trait Version; STICSA-S = 

State Trait Inventory for Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety – State Version; II = informed-

innocent; UI = uninformed-innocent. 
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Table 6 

 

Descriptive Data for the IUS Subscales  

 

 Uncertainty paralysis  Desire for predictability 

Condition Mean Score SD N  Mean Score SD N 

Guilty 11.05 4.51 40  20.17 6.27 40 

II 8.70 3.04 40  17.63 4.70 40 

UI 9.45 4.21 40  18.43 6.63 40 

Total 9.73 4.06 120  18.74 5.97 120 

 

Note. IUS = Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale; II = informed-innocent; UI = uninformed-

innocent. 
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Table 7 

 

Descriptive Data for the RT Concealed Information Effect  

 

Guilt condition Instruction condition Mean RT CIE SD N 

Guilty Deceptive 83.36 33.88 20 

 Control 98.90 37.89 20 

 Guilty Total 91.13 36.34 40 

     

II Deceptive 62.47 53.28 20 

 Control 49.70 50.02 20 

 II Total 56.08 51.42 40 

     

UI Deceptive -0.03 16.95 20 

 Control 1.02 14.60 20 

 UI Total 0.50 15.63 40 

     

 Deceptive Total 48.60 51.50 60 

 Informed Total 49.88 54.41 60 

     

Overall Mean  49.24 52.76 120 

 

Note. II = informed-innocent; UI = uninformed-innocent; RT = reaction time; CIE = 

concealed information effect. 
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Table 8 

 

Descriptive Data for the Accuracy Concealed Information Effect 

 

Guilt condition Instruction condition Mean Acc CIE SD N 

Guilty Deceptive 14.79 10.68 20 

 Control 13.68 10.15 20 

 Guilty Total 14.24 10.30 40 

     

II Deceptive 13.75 8.45 20 

 Control 13.51 9.61 20 

 II Total 13.63 8.93 40 

     

UI Deceptive -0.31 2.93 20 

 Control 0.52 4.54 20 

 UI Total 0.10 3.80 40 

     

 Deceptive Total 9.41 10.52 60 

 Informed Total 9.24 10.40 60 

     

Overall Mean  9.32 10.42 120 

 

Note. II = informed-innocent; UI = uninformed-innocent; RT = reaction time; CIE = 

concealed information effect. 
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Table 9 

 

Sensitivity Index (d') Values for the CCP Across Instruction and Guilt Conditions 

 

Comparison Deception instructions  Control instructions Overall 

G vs.  UI 3.242  3.605 3.681 

G vs.  II 1.156  1.771 1.440 

II vs.  UI 2.086  1.834 2.241 

 

Note.  The false alarm rate for the uninformed-innocent group was zero, so the Stanislaw 

and Todorov (1999) correction was used, according to cell sample size (i.e., the overall d' 

value was calculated based on a cell size of 40, the d' values split by instruction condition 

were calculated based on a cell size of 20). G = guilty; UI = uninformed-innocent; II = 

informed innocent. 
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Table 10 

 

Descriptive Data for the RT Sensitivity Index  

 

Guilt condition Instruction condition Mean RT d' SD N 

Guilty Deceptive 1.22 0.49 20 

 Control 1.25 0.36 20 

 Guilty Total 1.24 0.42 40 

     

II Deceptive 0.97 0.48 20 

 Control 0.83 0.45 20 

 II Total 0.90 0.46 40 

     

UI Deceptive 0.41 0.22 20 

 Control 0.47 0.29 20 

 UI Total 0.44 0.26 40 

     

 Deceptive Total 0.86 0.53 60 

 Informed Total 0.85 0.49 60 

     

Overall Mean  0.86 0.51 120 

 

Note. II = informed-innocent; UI = uninformed-innocent; RT = reaction time. 
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Table 11 

 

Descriptive Data for the Accuracy Sensitivity Index  

 

Guilt condition Instruction condition Mean Acc d' SD N 

Guilty Deceptive 1.33 0.57 20 

 Control 1.12 0.53 20 

 Total 1.23 0.56 40 

     

II Deceptive 1.26 0.48 20 

 Control 1.07 0.63 20 

 Total 1.17 0.56 40 

     

UI Deceptive 0.14 0.42 20 

 Control 0.16 0.37 20 

 Total 0.15 0.39 40 

     

 Deceptive Total 0.91 0.73 60 

 Informed Total 0.79 0.68 60 

     

Overall Mean  0.85 0.71 120 

 

Note. II = informed-innocent; UI = uninformed-innocent; RT = reaction time. 
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Table 12 

 

Correlations Among Predictor Variables for Guilty Examinees 

 

Scale 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1. Pr-SSC - .38* .85*** .57*** .43** .55*** .77*** 

2. Pr-SSS .38* - 0.27 .44** 0.21 .32* .34* 

3. STC .85*** 0.27 - .55*** .53*** .64*** .68*** 

4. STS .57*** .44** .55*** - .54*** .50** .41** 

5. IUS DfP .43** 0.21 .53*** .54*** - .78*** .33* 

6. IUS UP .55*** .32* .64*** .50** .78*** - .53*** 

7. Po-SSC .77*** .34* .68*** .41** .33* .53***  - 

8. Po-SSS .49** .75*** .48** .57*** .45** .59*** .52** 

 

Note. Significant correlations shown in boldface. Pr-SSC = State-Trait Inventory for 

Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety (STICSA) – State version, cognitive scale score 

(administered prior to the concealed information test, time 1); Pr-SSS = STICSA – State 

version, somatic scale score (administered prior to the concealed information test, time 

1);  STC = STICSA – Trait version, cognitive scale score; STS = STICSA – Trait 

version, somatic scale score; IUS DfP = Intolerance of Uncertainty (IUS) desire for 

predictability scale score; IUS UP = IUS uncertainty paralysis scale score; Po-SSC = 

STICSA – State version, cognitive scale score (administered post concealed information 

test, time 2); Po-SSS = STICSA – State version, somatic scale score (administered post 

concealed information test, time 2). 

*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001. 
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Table 13 

 

Correlations Among Predictor Variables for Informed-Innocent Examinees 

 

Scale 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1. Pr-SSC - .34* .70*** 0.3 0.26 .54*** .70*** 

2. Pr-SSS .34* - .41** .72*** .47** .48** .54*** 

3. STC .70*** .41** - .60*** .53*** .57*** .59*** 

4. STS 0.3 .72*** .60*** - .62*** .49** .45** 

5. IUS DfP 0.26 .47** .53*** .62*** - .71*** .35* 

6. IUS UP .54*** .48** .57*** .49** .71*** - .56*** 

7. Po-SSC .70*** .54*** .59*** .45** .35* .56***  - 

8. Po-SSS 0.06 .73*** 0.2 .58*** .34* .36* .48** 

 

Note. Significant correlations shown in boldface. Pr-SSC = State-Trait Inventory for 

Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety (STICSA) – State version, cognitive scale score 

(administered prior to the concealed information test, time 1); Pr-SSS = STICSA – State 

version, somatic scale score (administered prior to the concealed information test, time 

1);  STC = STICSA – Trait version, cognitive scale score; STS = STICSA – Trait 

version, somatic scale score; IUS DfP = Intolerance of Uncertainty (IUS) desire for 

predictability scale score; IUS UP = IUS uncertainty paralysis scale score; Po-SSC = 

STICSA – State version, cognitive scale score (administered post concealed information 

test, time 2); Po-SSS = STICSA – State version, somatic scale score (administered post 

concealed information test, time 2). 

*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001. 
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Table 14 

 

Correlations Among Predictor Variables for Uninformed-Innocent Examinees 

 

Scale 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1. Pr-SSC - .65*** .77*** .52** .57*** .45** .83*** 

2. Pr-SSS .65*** - .51** .51** .47** .50** .69*** 

3. STC .77*** .51** - .65*** .55*** .57*** .72*** 

4. STS .52** .51** .65*** - 0.31 .37* .55*** 

5. IUS DfP .57*** .47** .55*** 0.31 - .71*** .58*** 

6. IUS UP .45** .50** .57*** .37* .71*** - .56*** 

7. Po-SSC .83*** .69*** .72*** .55*** .58*** .56*** - 

8. Po-SSS .52** .76*** .45** .62*** .40* .35* .74*** 

 

Note. Significant correlations shown in boldface. Pr-SSC = State-Trait Inventory for 

Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety (STICSA) – State version, cognitive scale score 

(administered prior to the concealed information test, time 1); Pr-SSS = STICSA – State 

version, somatic scale score (administered prior to the concealed information test, time 

1);  STC = STICSA – Trait version, cognitive scale score; STS = STICSA – Trait 

version, somatic scale score; IUS DfP = Intolerance of Uncertainty (IUS) desire for 

predictability scale score; IUS UP = IUS uncertainty paralysis scale score; Po-SSC = 

STICSA – State version, cognitive scale score (administered post concealed information 

test, time 2); Po-SSS = STICSA – State version, somatic scale score (administered post 

concealed information test, time 2). 

*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001. 
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Table 15 

 

Correlations Among Criterion Variables for Guilty Examinees 

 

Measure 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1. RTC - .30 .24 .67* .13 .25 -.06 -.03 

2. AcC .30 - -.16 .05 -.17 .004 .67* -.66* 

3. ORT .24 -.16 - .88* .99* .43 -.20 .04 

4. CRT .67* .05 .88* - .83* .47 -.18 -.01 

5. IRT .13 -.17 .99* .83* - .44 -.19 .02 

6. OTS .25 .004 .43 .47 .44 - -.14 -.24 

7. OInc -.06 .67* -.20 -.18 -.19 -.14 - -.93* 

8. OCo -.03 -.66* .04 -.006 .02 -.24 -.93* - 

9. CTS .43 .12 .41 .53* .38 .66* -.18 -.08 

10. CInc .17 .96* -.23 -.07 -.22 -.08 .76* -.71* 

11. CCor -.30 -.99* .11 -.09 .11 -.11 -.70* .73* 

12. ITS .11 -.08 .37 .36 .40 .88* -.01 -.32 

13. IInc -.24 -.11 .11 -.03 .14 .1 .29 -.32 

14. ICo .05 .12 -.33 -.25 -.36 -.70* -.15 .41 

15. RTd' .82* .40 .20 .56* .12 .09 .03 -.06 

16. Acd' .27 .86* -.24 -.04 -.26 -.26 .41 -.30 

17. CCP .47 .19 .01 .25 -.02 .06 .07 -.09 

 

(continued) 

 

Measure 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1. RTC .43 .17 -.30 .11 -.24 .05 .82* .27 

2. AcC .12 .96* -.99* -.08 -.11 .12 .40 .86* 

3. ORT .41 -.23 .11 .37 .11 -.33 .20 -.24 

4. CRT .53* -.07 -.09 .36 -.03 -.25 .56* -.04 

5. IRT .38 -.22 .11 .40 .14 -.36 .12 -.26 

6. OTS .66* -.08 -.11 .88* .1 -.70* .09 -.26 

7. OInc -.18 .76* -.70* -.01 .29 -.15 .03 .41 

8. OCo -.08 -.71* .73* -.32 -.32 .41 -.06 -.30 

9. CTS - -.13 -.16 .36 .03 -.28 .27 .05 

10. CInc -.13 - -.96* -.06 -.01 .05 .30 .77* 

11. CCor -.16 -.96*  - -.05 .001 .03 -.37 -.78* 

12. ITS .36 -.06 -.05 - .21 -.85* -.06 -.40 

13. IInc .03 -.01 .001 .21 - -.70* -.34 -.43 

14. ICo -.28 .05 .03 -.85* -.70* - .23 .52 

15. RTd' .27 .30 -.37 -.06 -.34 .23 - .42 

16. Acd' .05 .77* -.78* -.40 -.43 .52 .42 - 

17. CCP .12 .17 -.20 .11 .06 -.12 .39 .13 

 

Note. Significant correlations shown in boldface. RTC = reaction time concealed 

information effect; AcC = accuracy concealed information effect; ORT = mean overall 
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reaction time; CRT = mean crime reaction time; IRT = mean irrelevant reaction time; 

OTS = total number of “too slow” responses overall; OInc = total number of incorrect 

responses overall; OCo = total number of correct responses overall; CTS = total number 

of “too slow” responses to crime details; CInc = total number of incorrect responses to 

crime details; CCor = total number of correct responses to crime details; ITS = total 

number of “too slow” responses to irrelevant details; IInc = total number of incorrect 

responses to irrelevant details; ICo = total number of correct responses to irrelevant 

details; RTd' = reaction time d'; Acd' = accuracy d'; CCP = compound classification 

procedure result. 

*p < .001.  
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Table 16 

 

Correlations Among Criterion Variables for Informed-Innocent Examinees 

 

Measure 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1. RTC - .21 .42 .82* .18 .20 -.50 .40 

2. AcC .21 - .22 .24 .16 .46 .38 -.47 

3. ORT .42 .22 - .86* .96* .57* -.36 .17 

4. CRT .82* .24 .86* - .71* .47 -.50 .33 

5. IRT .18 .16 .96* .71* - .56* -.25 .07 

6. OTS .20 .46 .57* .47 .56* - .13 -.40 

7. OInc -.50 .38 -.36 -.50 -.25 .13 - -.96* 

8. OCo .40 -.47 .17 .33 .07 -.40 -.96* - 

9. CTS .40 .50 .55* .57* .49 .72* -.06 -.15 

10. CInc -.06 .90* .01 -.04 .01 .30 .64* -.67* 

11. CCor -.08 -.97* -.20 -.16 -.18 -.51 -.54* .64* 

12. ITS -.19 .06 .16 .001 .24 .50 .28 -.41 

13. IInc -.48 -.12 -.15 -.34 0 .08 .67* -.65* 

14. ICo .47 .08 .08 .30 -.07 -.20 -.66* .68* 

15. RTd' .95* .30 .47 .82* .24 .28 -.42 .30 

16. Acd' .39 .83* .29 .39 .18 .30 -.02 -.06 

17. CCP .85* .17 .41 .73* .22 .06 -.51 .45 

 

(continued) 

 

Measure 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1. RTC .40 -.06 -.08 -.19 -.48 .47 .95* .39 

2. AcC .50 .90* -.97* .06 -.12 .08 .30 .83* 

3. ORT .55* .01 -.20 .16 -.15 .08 .47 .29 

4. CRT .57* -.04 -.16 .001 -.34 .30 .82* .39 

5. IRT .49 .01 -.18 .24 0 -.07 .24 .18 

6. OTS .72* .30 -.51 .50 .08 -.20 .28 .30 

7. OInc -.06 .64* -.54* .28 .67* -.66* -.42 -.02 

8. OCo -.15 -.67* .64* -.41 -.65* .68* .30 -.06 

9. CTS - .16 -.49 .05 -.04 .02 .48 .43 

10. CInc .16 - -.94* .21 .17 -.21 .03 .60* 

11. CCor -.49 -.94* - -.20 -.14 .18 -.19 -.68* 

12. ITS .05 .21 -.20 - .34 -.55* -.23 -.27 

13. IInc -.04 .17 -.14 .34 - -.97* -.42 -.52 

14. ICo .02 -.21 .18 -.55* -.97* - .43 .51 

15. RTd' .48 .03 -.19 -.23 -.42 .43 - .47 

16. Acd' .43 .60* -.68* -.27 -.52 .51 .47  - 

17. CCP .34 -.07 -.05 -.31 -.40 .43 .80* .36 

 

Note. Significant correlations shown in boldface. RTC = reaction time concealed 

information effect; AcC = accuracy concealed information effect; ORT = mean overall 
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reaction time; CRT = mean crime reaction time; IRT = mean irrelevant reaction time; 

OTS = total number of “too slow” responses overall; OInc = total number of incorrect 

responses overall; OCo = total number of correct responses overall; CTS = total number 

of “too slow” responses to crime details; CInc = total number of incorrect responses to 

crime details; CCor = total number of correct responses to crime details; ITS = total 

number of “too slow” responses to irrelevant details; IInc = total number of incorrect 

responses to irrelevant details; ICo = total number of correct responses to irrelevant 

details; RTd' = reaction time d'; Acd' = accuracy d'; CCP = compound classification 

procedure result. 

*p < .001.  
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Table 17 

 

Correlations Among Criterion Variables for Uninformed-Innocent Examinees 

 

Measure 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1. RTC - -.05 -.17 .09 -.22 -.11 -.21 .2 

2. AcC -.05 - -.33 -.35 -.33 .12 .45 -.40 

3. ORT -.17 -.33 - .96* .99* -.05 -.34 .29 

4. CRT .09 -.35 .96* - .95* -.07 -.39 .33 

5. IRT -.22 -.33 .99* .95* - -.03 -.32 .27 

6. OTS -.11 .12 -.05 -.07 -.03 - .47 -.70* 

7. OInc -.21 .45 -.34 -.39 -.32 .47 - -.96* 

8. OCo .2 -.40 .29 .33 .27 -.70* -.96* - 

9. CTS -.09 .58* -.15 -.17 -.14 .60* .55* -.63* 

10. CInc -.12 .86* -.28 -.31 -.27 .30 .74* -.69* 

11. CCor .13 -.87* .27 .30 .26 -.42 -.76* .75* 

12. ITS -.10 -.001 -.003 -.01 .02 .84* .46 -.65* 

13. IInc -.17 -.20 .11 .08 .13 .33 .64* -.62* 

14. ICo .16 .14 -.07 -.05 -.10 -.62* -.67* .74* 

15. RTd' .41 .38 -.23 -.13 -.26 -.09 .11 -.06 

16. Acd' .03 .83* -.19 -.2 -.21 -.17 .05 .01 

17. CCPa - - - - - - - - 

 

(continued) 

 

Measure 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1. RTC -.09 -.12 .13 -.10 -.17 .16 .41 .03 

2. AcC .58* .86* -.87* -.001 -.20 .14 .38 .83* 

3. ORT -.15 -.28 .27 -.003 .11 -.07 -.23 -.19 

4. CRT -.17 -.31 .30 -.01 .08 -.05 -.13 -.2 

5. IRT -.14 -.27 .26 .02 .13 -.10 -.26 -.21 

6. OTS .60* .30 -.42 .84* .33 -.62* -.09 -.17 

7. OInc .55* .74* -.76* .46 .64* -.67* .11 .05 

8. OCo -.63* -.69* .75* -.65* -.62* .74* -.06 .01 

9. CTS - .52 -.73* .52 .20 -.37 .11 .34 

10. CInc .52 - -.97* .28 .25 -.32 .30 .51 

11. CCor -.73* -.97* - -.39 -.26 .37 -.28 -.52 

12. ITS .52 .28 -.39 - .44 -.77* -.15 -.30 

13. IInc .20 .25 -.26 .44 - -.91* -.14 -.54* 

14. ICo -.37 -.32 .37 -.77* -.91* - .16 .52 

15. RTd' .11 .30 -.28 -.15 -.14 .16 - .30 

16. Acd' .34 .51 -.52 -.30 -.54* .52 .30 - 

17. CCPa - - - - - - - - 

 

Note. Significant correlations shown in boldface. RTC = reaction time concealed 

information effect; AcC = accuracy concealed information effect; ORT = mean overall 
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reaction time; CRT = mean crime reaction time; IRT = mean irrelevant reaction time; 

OTS = total number of “too slow” responses overall; OInc = total number of incorrect 

responses overall; OCo = total number of correct responses overall; CTS = total number 

of “too slow” responses to crime details; CInc = total number of incorrect responses to 

crime details; CCor = total number of correct responses to crime details; ITS = total 

number of “too slow” responses to irrelevant details; IInc = total number of incorrect 

responses to irrelevant details; ICo = total number of correct responses to irrelevant 

details; RTd' = reaction time d'; Acd' = accuracy d'; CCP = compound classification 

procedure result. 
aCCP correlations were not obtained, as there the CCP results were constant within the 

uninformed-innocent group (all were found innocent). 

*p < .001.
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Table 18 

 

Correlations Between Predictor and Criterion Variables for Guilty Examinees 

 

Measure Pr-SSC Pr-SSS STC STS IUS DfP IUS UP Po-SSC Po-SSS 

RTC .13 .13 .08 .19 .03 .08 .30 .21 

AcC .19 -.03 .09 .05 -.19 -.12 .32* .03 

ORT .02 -.23 .09 -.15 .06 -.10 .08 -.26 

CRT .07 -.11 .11 -.02 .06 -.04 .20 -.10 

IRT .00 -.25 .08 -.17 .06 -.11 .04 -.29 

OTS .03 .003 -.04 .12 .21 -.06 .17 -.03 

OInc .26 -.04 .09 .06 -.33* -.14 .29 -.08 

OCo -.27 .03 -.08 -.10 .24 .16 -.35* .08 

CTS .10 .03 .12 .14 .18 .09 .34* .18 

CInc .17 -.05 .04 .01 -.25 -.17 .24 -.03 

CCor -.20 .04 -.08 -.05 .19 .15 -.33* -.02 

ITS .08 .03 -.01 .16 .15 -.09 .17 -.004 

IInc -.05 -.20 -.13 -.17 -.26 -.21 -.07 -.20 

ICo -.03 .09 .08 -.03 .03 .18 -.09 .11 

RTd' .03 -.01 .08 .11 .08 .06 .18 .06 

Acd' .19 .03 .15 .07 -.07 .01 .23 .14 

CCP .12 -.07 .17 .04 -.12 .003 .22 .08 

 

Note. Significant correlations shown in boldface. RTC = reaction time concealed 

information effect; AcC = accuracy concealed information effect; ORT = mean overall 

reaction time; CRT = mean crime reaction time; IRT = mean irrelevant reaction time; 

OTS = total number of “too slow” responses overall; OInc = total number of incorrect 

responses overall; OCo = total number of correct responses overall; CTS = total number 

of “too slow” responses to crime details; CInc = total number of incorrect responses to 

crime details; CCor = total number of correct responses to crime details; ITS = total 

number of “too slow” responses to irrelevant details; IInc = total number of incorrect 

responses to irrelevant details; ICo = total number of correct responses to irrelevant 

details; RTd' = reaction time d'; Acd' = accuracy d'; CCP = compound classification 

procedure result; Pr-SSC = State-Trait Inventory for Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety 

(STICSA) – State version, cognitive scale score (administered prior to the concealed 

information test, time 1); Pr-SSS = STICSA – State version, somatic scale score 

(administered prior to the concealed information test, time 1);  STC = STICSA – Trait 

version, cognitive scale score; STS = STICSA – Trait version, somatic scale score; IUS 

DfP = Intolerance of Uncertainty (IUS) desire for predictability scale score; IUS UP = 

IUS uncertainty paralysis scale score; Po-SSC = STICSA – State version, cognitive scale 

score (administered post concealed information test, time 2); Po-SSS = STICSA – State 

version, somatic scale score (administered post concealed information test, time 2). 

*p < .05.  
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Table 19 

 

Correlations Between Predictor and Criterion Variables for Informed-Innocent 

Examinees 

 

Measure Pr-SSC Pr-SSS STC STS IUS DfP IUS UP Po-SSC Po-SSS 

RTC -.12 .27 -.02 .19 .08 -.15 -.20 .04 

AcC -.05 .05 -.16 .02 -.23 -.18 -.11 .02 

ORT -.16 -.08 -.27 -.05 -.08 -.14 -.19 -.11 

CRT -.17 .10 -.17 .08 -.01 -.17 -.23 -.05 

IRT -.14 -.16 -.27 -.09 -.11 -.10 -.15 -.13 

OTS -.07 -.16 -.24 -.15 -.30 -.30 -.17 -.12 

OInc -.04 -.21 -.08 -.21 -.19 -.20 -.03 -.09 

OCo .06 .24 .15 .23 .26 .27 .08 .12 

CTS -.23 -.02 -.38* -.04 -.31 -.22 -.23 -.001 

CInc .00 -.01 -.07 -.02 -.17 -.17 -.07 .002 

CCor .077 .02 .19 .03 .25 .22 .14 -.001 

ITS -.06 -.22 .01 -.09 -.02 -.18 -.08 .004 

IInc -.13 -.26 -.13 -.21 -.13 -.17 -.10 -.08 

ICo .12 .28 .12 .20 .12 .19 .11 .07 

RTd' -.08 .28 -.08 .14 .03 -.14 -.21 .01 

Acd' .03 .21 -.08 .10 -.06 .01 -.02 .05 

CCP .04 .26 .09 .22 .10 .03 -.11 -.06 

 

Note. Significant correlations shown in boldface. RTC = reaction time concealed 

information effect; AcC = accuracy concealed information effect; ORT = mean overall 

reaction time; CRT = mean crime reaction time; IRT = mean irrelevant reaction time; 

OTS = total number of “too slow” responses overall; OInc = total number of incorrect 

responses overall; OCo = total number of correct responses overall; CTS = total number 

of “too slow” responses to crime details; CInc = total number of incorrect responses to 

crime details; CCor = total number of correct responses to crime details; ITS = total 

number of “too slow” responses to irrelevant details; IInc = total number of incorrect 

responses to irrelevant details; ICo = total number of correct responses to irrelevant 

details; RTd' = reaction time d'; Acd' = accuracy d'; CCP = compound classification 

procedure result; Pr-SSC = State-Trait Inventory for Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety 

(STICSA) – State version, cognitive scale score (administered prior to the concealed 

information test, time 1); Pr-SSS = STICSA – State version, somatic scale score 

(administered prior to the concealed information test, time 1);  STC = STICSA – Trait 

version, cognitive scale score; STS = STICSA – Trait version, somatic scale score; IUS 

DfP = Intolerance of Uncertainty (IUS) desire for predictability scale score; IUS UP = 

IUS uncertainty paralysis scale score; Po-SSC = STICSA – State version, cognitive scale 

score (administered post concealed information test, time 2); Po-SSS = STICSA – State 

version, somatic scale score (administered post concealed information test, time 2). 

*p < .05.  
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Table 20 

 

Correlations Between Predictor and Criterion Variables for Uninformed-Innocent 

Examinees 

 

Measure Pr-SSC Pr-SSS STC STS IUS DfP IUS UP Po-SSC Po-SSS 

RTC -.19 -.21 -.22 -.27 -.11 -.15 -.11 -.17 

AcC -.006 -.05 -.03 .09 -.09 -.02 -.18 -.21 

ORT .19 .07 .09 .03 .06 .15 .24 .16 

CRT .14 -.006 .02 -.06 .04 .12 .21 .10 

IRT .19 .06 .09 .03 .07 .16 .24 .15 

OTS .09 .006 .11 .30 .05 -.14 -.17 -.09 

OInc -.07 .07 -.18 .10 -.16 -.15 -.28 -.08 

OCo .03 -.05 .12 -.17 .11 .17 .28 .10 

CTS .16 .06 .08 .27 .11 -.04 -.15 -.12 

CInc -.02 -.05 -.06 .07 -.08 -.04 -.20 -.17 

CCor -.04 .02 .02 -.14 .03 .05 .21 .17 

ITS .11 -.08 .18 .32* .09 -.07 -.07 -.04 

IInc .05 .15 -.09 -.04 .11 -.01 -.04 .10 

ICo -.08 -.06 -.01 -.11 -.10 .05 .07 -.04 

RTd' -.22 -.14 -.30 -.17 -.17 -.24 -.22 -.11 

Acd' -.13 -.17 -.06 .004 -.18 -.02 -.20 -.28 

CCPa - - - - - - - - 

 

Note. Significant correlations shown in boldface. RTC = reaction time concealed 

information effect; AcC = accuracy concealed information effect; ORT = mean overall 

reaction time; CRT = mean crime reaction time; IRT = mean irrelevant reaction time; 

OTS = total number of “too slow” responses overall; OInc = total number of incorrect 

responses overall; OCo = total number of correct responses overall; CTS = total number 

of “too slow” responses to crime details; CInc = total number of incorrect responses to 

crime details; CCor = total number of correct responses to crime details; ITS = total 

number of “too slow” responses to irrelevant details; IInc = total number of incorrect 

responses to irrelevant details; ICo = total number of correct responses to irrelevant 

details; RTd' = reaction time d'; Acd' = accuracy d'; CCP = compound classification 

procedure result; Pr-SSC = State-Trait Inventory for Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety 

(STICSA) – State version, cognitive scale score (administered prior to the concealed 

information test, time 1); Pr-SSS = STICSA – State version, somatic scale score 

(administered prior to the concealed information test, time 1);  STC = STICSA – Trait 

version, cognitive scale score; STS = STICSA – Trait version, somatic scale score; IUS 

DfP = Intolerance of Uncertainty (IUS) desire for predictability scale score; IUS UP = 

IUS uncertainty paralysis scale score; Po-SSC = STICSA – State version, cognitive scale 

score (administered post concealed information test, time 2); Po-SSS = STICSA – State 

version, somatic scale score (administered post concealed information test, time 2). 
aCCP correlations were not obtained, as there the CCP results were constant within the 

uninformed-innocent group (all were found innocent). 

*p < .05.  
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Table 21 

 

Linear Regression Results for the RT Concealed Information Effect 

 

      95% CI 

Model B SE β t Sig. LB UB 

(Constant) 61.097 16.695  3.660 .001 27.300 94.894 

Po-SSC 1.782 .934 .296 1.908 .064 -.109 3.674 

 

Note. Po-SSC = State-Trait Inventory for Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety – State version, 

cognitive scale score (administered post concealed information test); CI = confidence 

interval; LB = lower bound; UB = upper bound. 
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Table 22 

 

Linear Regression Results for the Accuracy Concealed Information Effect 

 

      95% CI 

Model B SE   β t Sig. LB UB 

(Constant) 5.071 4.697  1.080 .287 -4.437 14.578 

Po-SSC .544 .263 .318 2.070 .045 .012 1.076 

 

Note. Po-SSC = State-Trait Inventory for Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety – State version, 

cognitive scale score (administered post concealed information test); CI = confidence 

interval; LB = lower bound; UB = upper bound. 
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Table 23 

 

Linear Regression Results for the RT Sensitivity Index (d') 

 

      95% CI 

Model B SE β t Sig. LB UB 

(Constant) .862 .260  3.318 .002 .336 1.388 

Po-SSC .022 .015 .234 1.486 .146 -.008 .051 

 

Note. Po-SSC = State-Trait Inventory for Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety – State version, 

cognitive scale score (administered post concealed information test); CI = confidence 

interval; LB = lower bound; UB = upper bound. 
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Table 24 

 

Linear Regression Results for the Accuracy Sensitivity Index (d') 

 

      95% CI 

Model B SE β t Sig. LB UB 

(Constant) 1.025 .201  5.108 .000 .619 1.431 

Po-SSC .013 .011 .178 1.115 .272 -.010 .035 

 

Note. Po-SSC = State-Trait Inventory for Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety – State version, 

cognitive scale score (administered post concealed information test); CI = confidence 

interval; LB = lower bound; UB = upper bound. 
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Table 25 

 

Hierarchical Logistic Regression Results (Guilty vs. Informed-Innocent Groups) 

 

       95% CI eB 

Model B SE Wald df Sig. eB LB UB 

S0         

   Const .000 .224 .000 1 1.000 1.000   

         

         

         

S1         

   CCP -2.512 .678 13.710 1 .000 .081 .021 .307 

   Const .615 .278 4.913 1 .027 1.850   

         

   χ2 B 19.221***        

   χ2 M 19.221***        

   % CC 71.3        

         

         

         

S2         

   CCP -2.510 .679 13.682 1 .000 .081 .021 .307 

   SSC .010 .045 .049 1 .825 1.010 .924 1.104 

   Const .447 .805 .309 1 .578 1.564   

         

   χ2 B .049        

   χ 2 M 19.270***        

   % CC 71.3        

 

Note. S0 = step 0; const = constant; S1 = step 1; CCP = compound classification 

procedure result; B = block; M = model; CC = correctly classified; S2 = step 2; SSC = 

State-Trait Inventory for Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety – State version, cognitive scale 

score (administered post concealed information test); CI = confidence interval; LB = 

lower bound; UB = upper bound. 

***p < .001.   
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 Table 26 

 

Hierarchical Logistic Regression Results (Guilty vs. Uninformed-Innocent Groups) 

 

       95% CI eB 

Model B SE Wald df Sig. eB LB UB 

S0         

   Const .000 .224 .000 1 1.000 1.000   

         

         

         

S1         

   CCP -23.793 6607.684 .000 1 .997 .000 .000 . 

   Const 21.203 6607.684 .000 1 .997 16154748

86.717 

  

   χ2 B 89.142***        

   χ2 M 89.142***        

   % CC 96.3        

         

         

         

S2         

   CCP -25.344 5989.753 .000 1 .997 .000 .000 . 

   SSC -.209 .200 1.091 1 .296 .812 .548 1.201 

   Const 25.663 5989.755 .000 1 .997 13971492

0530.175 

  

   χ2 B 1.877        

   χ 2 M 91.019***        

   % CC 96.3        

 

Note. S0 = step 0; const = constant; S1 = step 1; CCP = compound classification 

procedure result; B = block; M = model; CC = correctly classified; S2 = step 2; SSC = 

State-Trait Inventory for Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety – State version, cognitive scale 

score (administered post concealed information test); CI = confidence interval; LB = 

lower bound; UB = upper bound. 

***p < .001.   
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Table 27 

 

Hierarchical Logistic Regression Results (Guilty vs. All Innocents Participants) 

 

       95% CI eB 

Model B SE Wald df Sig. eB LB UB 

S0         

   Const -.693 .194 12.812 1 .000 .500   

         

         

         

S1         

   CCP -3.611 .653 30.534 1 .000 .027 .008 . 

   Const .615 .278 4.913 1 .027 1.850   

         

   χ2 B 54.771***        

   χ2 M 54.771***        

   % CC 80.8        

         

         

         

S2         

   CCP -3.611 .654 30.523 1 .000 .027 .008 .097 

   SSC .008 .044 .036 1 .849 1.008 .926 1.098 

   Const .476 .778 .375 1 .540 1.610   

         

   χ2 B .036        

   χ 2 M 54.807***        

   % CC 80.8        

 

Note. S0 = step 0; const = constant; S1 = step 1; CCP = compound classification 

procedure result; B = block; M = model; CC = correctly classified; S2 = step 2; SSC = 

State-Trait Inventory for Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety – State version, cognitive scale 

score (administered post concealed information test); CI = confidence interval; LB = 

lower bound; UB = upper bound. 

***p < .001. 
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Figure 1. Reaction time effect sizes by sample size. Adapted from “Examination of effect 

sizes of reaction time-based concealed knowledge tests,” by A. M. Arsenault and M. T. 

Bradley, 2013, June, Poster session presented at the 74th Annual Canadian Psychological 

Association Convention, Quebec, QC.  
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Figure 2. Response accuracy effect sizes by sample size. Adapted from “Examination of 

effect sizes of reaction time-based concealed knowledge tests,” by A. M. Arsenault and 

M. T. Bradley, 2013, June, Poster session presented at the 74th Annual Canadian 

Psychological Association Convention, Quebec, QC. 
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Figure 3. Schematic of the Reaction Time Concealed Information Test. The task begins 

with an untimed reminder of the meaning of the buttons and the required responses. 

Participants hit the spacebar and trials begin. Each trial consists of the word “Ready?” 

displayed for 500 ms, followed by a fixation cross for 500, 800 or 1100 ms, followed by 

the presentation of a two-word phrase (target, crime, or irrelevant) for 1000 ms or until a 

response is provided. If no responses is provided within 1000 ms, an “ERROR: TOO 

SLOW” message appears for 1000 ms, otherwise, no feedback is given. Three trials are 

depicted. Not depicted are the instructions that will be shown above each two-word 

phrase (which will differ depending on whether the examinee has been assigned to the 

deception or control instructional condition), as well as the button reminders below each 

two word phrase (which will be counterbalanced across participants).  
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Appendix A 

 

Recruitment Poster 

You are invited to participate in a study on lie detection! 

What’s the point of the study? 

The purpose of this research project is to develop a computer-based lie detector that will 

be more sensitive to deception. 

That sounds neat! What would I be asked to do? 

You will be asked to read a set of directions and you might have to commit a crime-

related activity. This activity may or may not be crime-related. You will then be 

questioned about what you have done with the aid of a computer-based lie detector. You 

may be asked to lie about the events if you have completed the crime-related activity. The 

experiment should take about 1.5 hours and more detailed instructions will be provided to 

you once the study has begun. 

That doesn’t sound too bad…What would I get for participating? 

If you can convince the test that you are innocent, your name will be entered into a draw 

to win one of two $50 Walmart gift cards (approximate chance of winning: 1/60). You 

will also receive 2 bonus points toward your final grade in your Introduction to 

Psychology course! 

Ok, this sounds like something I’d like to do! Am I eligible to participate? 

Remember, volunteers may be asked to lie, so only sign up if that’s something you’re 

willing to do! Volunteers will also need to have normal vision (or corrected-to-normal 

vision with glasses, contact lenses etc.) and need to be able to understand oral (spoken) 

and written English. 

How do I sign up? 

Sign in to SONA (https://unb-ss.sona-systems.com) to sign up for free time slots. Or grab 

a tab and email the principal investigator (r05xm@unb.ca) to set up an appointment time. 

You can also scan the codes below to open SONA or an email to the principal 

investigator! 

 

 

 

https://unb-ss.sona-systems.com/
mailto:r05xm@unb.ca
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SCAN THIS 

CODE TO EMAIL 

TO THE 

PRINCIPAL 

INVESTIGATOR 

SCAN THIS 

CODE WITH 

YOUR 

SMARTPHONE 

TO OPEN 

SONA AND 

SIGN UP FOR 

AN 

APPOINTMENT 

 

mailto:r05xm@unb.ca
mailto:r05xm@unb.ca
mailto:r05xm@unb.ca
mailto:r05xm@unb.ca
mailto:r05xm@unb.ca
mailto:r05xm@unb.ca
mailto:r05xm@unb.ca
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Appendix B 

 

English Reading Comprehension Test-Revised (ERCT-R) 

 

ERCT-R 

 

Please read the following paragraph carefully and indicate if the ten statements 

listed below are True or False. 
 

 It feels great to ride a bicycle on a sunny Saturday morning.  Dressed in a light 

track suit with his backpack on, John gets on his bicycle.  Destination: the Rideau canal.  

He can already feel that this ride will help him to relax, and to admire the beautiful 

scenery.  But the city is not the same as the countryside; the intolerable noise of 

motorcycles, the piercing sound of sirens, noisy pedestrians, dogs running and barking, 

taxis honking their horns, carbon monoxide escaping from passing automobiles.  Alas! 

The canal!  The lush green, elderly people chatting in the shade of a maple tree, a young 

couple embracing and lying on the grass, a boat filled with tourists passing by.  How 

enchanting!  No, garbage and dead fish float on the surface of the water.  It’s polluted. 

 

 Water pollution, air pollution, noise pollution. 

 

 

  

TRUE (T)  OR  FALSE (F)               
 

           1.  John rides his bicycle every day. 

 

           2.  The city is the perfect place for a bike ride. 

 

           3.  Dogs rarely bark. 

 

           4.  John prefers the Rideau canal. 

 

           5.  Chatting means: talking without saying anything of importance. 

 

           6.  Pollution has ruined this once enchanting place. 

 

           7.  Nowadays, motorcycles make very little noise. 

 

           8.  A pedestrian is someone who is walking. 

 

           9.  Pollution affects the canal. 

 

           10.  The green refers to the grass. 

 

© E. DiTommaso, Ph.D.  
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Appendix C 

 

ERCT-R Scoring Key 

 

     F      1.  John rides his bicycle every day. 

     F     2.  The city is the perfect place for a bike ride. 

     F     3.  Dogs rarely bark. 

     F      4.  John prefers the Rideau canal. 

     T      5.  Chatting means: talking without saying anything of importance. 

     T      6.  Pollution has ruined this once enchanting place. 

     F      7.  Nowadays, motorcycles make very little noise. 

     T     8.  A pedestrian is someone who is walking. 

     T     9.  Pollution affects the canal. 

     T    10.  The green refers to the grass. 
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Appendix D 

 

State-Trait Inventory for Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety (STICSA; State Version) 

 

STICSA-S 

Below is a list of statements which can be used to describe how people feel.  Beside each 

statement are four numbers which indicate how often each statement is true of you (e.g., 

1 = not at all, 4 = very much so).  Please read each statement carefully and circle the 

number which best indicates how you feel right now, at this very moment, even if 

this is not how you usually feel. 

        Not at all      A little      Moderately     Very much so 

1.  My heart beats fast.............................. 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

2.  My muscles are tense.......................... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

3.  I feel agonized over my problems....... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

4.  I think that others 

won’t approve of me................................ 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

5.  I feel like I’m missing out on things  

because I can’t make up my mind soon .. 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

6.  I feel dizzy........................................... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

7.  My muscles feel weak......................... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

8.  I feel trembly and shaky...................... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

9.  I picture some future misfortune......... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

10.  I can’t get some  

thought out of my mind............................ 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

11.  I have trouble remembering things... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

12.  My face feels hot............................... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 .........  
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        Not at all       A little       Moderately      Very much so 

13.  I think that the worst will happen..... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

14.  My arms and legs feel stiff................ 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

15.  My throat feels dry............................ 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

16.  I keep busy to avoid  

uncomfortable thoughts........................... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

17.  I cannot concentrate without  

irrelevant thoughts intruding.................... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

18.  My breathing is fast and shallow...... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

19.  I worry that I cannot control  

my thoughts as well as I would like to..... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

20.  I have butterflies in the stomach....... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

21.  My palms feel clammy...................... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 
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Appendix E 

State-Trait Inventory for Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety (STICSA; Trait Version) 

STICSA-T 

Below is a list of statements which can be used to describe how people feel.  Beside each 

statement are four numbers which indicate how often each statement is true of you (e.g., 

1 = not at all, 4 = very much so).  Please read each statement carefully and circle the 

number which best indicates how often, in general, the statement is true of you. 

        Not at all      A little      Moderately     Very much so 

1.  My heart beats fast.............................. 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

2.  My muscles are tense.......................... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

3.  I feel agonized over my problems....... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

4.  I think that others 

won’t approve of me................................ 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

5.  I feel like I’m missing out on things  

because I can’t make up my mind soon .. 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

6.  I feel dizzy........................................... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

7.  My muscles feel weak......................... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

8.  I feel trembly and shaky...................... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

9.  I picture some future misfortune......... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

10.  I can’t get some  

thought out of my mind............................ 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

11.  I have trouble remembering things... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

12.  My face feels hot............................... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

13.  I think that the worst will happen..... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 .........  
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        Not at all       A little       Moderately      Very much so 

14.  My arms and legs feel stiff................ 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

15.  My throat feels dry............................ 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

16.  I keep busy to avoid  

uncomfortable thoughts........................... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

17.  I cannot concentrate without  

irrelevant thoughts intruding.................... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

18.  My breathing is fast and shallow...... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

19.  I worry that I cannot control  

my thoughts as well as I would like to..... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

20.  I have butterflies in the stomach....... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 

21.  My palms feel clammy...................... 1 ............... 2 ................ 3 ...................... 4 ......... 
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Appendix F 

Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale (IUS) 

IUS 

You will find below a series of statements which describe how people may react to the 

uncertainties of life. Please use the scale below to describe to what extent each item is 

characteristic of you. Please circle a number (1 to 5) that describes you best. 

 

        Not at all                 Somewhat                      Entirely 

       characteristic              characteristic           characteristic 

          of me                    of me                     of me 

 

1. Uncertainty stops me from  

having a firm opinion ........................... 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

 

2. Being uncertain means that a  

person is disorganized........................... 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

 

3. Uncertainty makes life  

intolerable............................................. 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

 

4. It's unfair not having any  

guarantees in life................................... 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

 

5. My mind can't be relaxed if I 

don't know what will happen  

tomorrow............................................... 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

 

6. Uncertainty makes me uneasy,  

anxious, or stressed............................... 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

 

7. Unforeseen events upset me  

greatly................................................... 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

 

8. It frustrates me not having all  

the information I need........................... 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

 

9. Uncertainty keeps me from  

living a full life...................................... 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

 

10. One should always look ahead 

so as to avoid surprises......................... 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 
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        Not at all                 Somewhat                      Entirely 

       characteristic              characteristic           characteristic 

          of me                    of me                     of me 

 

11. A small unforeseen event can  

spoil everything, even with the  

best of planning..................................... 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

 

12. When it's time to act,  

uncertainty paralyses me....................... 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

 

13. Being uncertain means that I am  

not first rate........................................... 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

 

14. When I am uncertain, I can't go 

forward.................................................. 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

 

15. When I am uncertain I can't  

function very well................................. 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

 

16. Unlike me, others always seem  

to know where they are going  

with their lives....................................... 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

 

17. Uncertainty makes me  

vulnerable, unhappy, or sad.................. 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

 

18. I always want to know what the 

future has in store for me...................... 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

 

19. I can't stand being taken by  

surprise.................................................. 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

 

20. The smallest doubt can stop me 

from acting............................................ 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

 

21. I should be able to organize  

everything in advance........................... 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

 

22. Being uncertain means that I  

lack confidence..................................... 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

  

23. I think it's unfair that other  

people seem sure about their  

future..................................................... 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 
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        Not at all                 Somewhat                      Entirely 

       characteristic              characteristic           characteristic 

          of me                    of me                     of me 

 

24. Uncertainty keeps me from  

sleeping soundly.................................... 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

 

25. I must get away from all  

uncertain situations............................... 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

 

26. The ambiguities in life stress me.... 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 

  

27. I can't stand being undecided  

about my future..................................... 1 .............. 2 .............. 3 .............. 4 .............. 5 ..... 
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Appendix G  

 

General Experiment Instructions 

 

General Experiment 

Instructions 

 For ALL Folders 

o Complete all pages IN ORDER  

 

o DO NOT SKIP to the next page 

until you have completed the 

current page, or unless 

directed to do so 

 

o DO NOT LOOK BACK (unless 

pages are stapled together) 

 

o Please place all papers BACK 

IN THE FOLDER when you 

have completed them, unless 

directed not to 
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Please turn your cell phone to silent, 
if you have one 
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Appendix H 

 

Informed Consent Form 

 

INFORMED CONSENT FORM: The RT-based three-item CIT: Situational, 

cognitive and emotional variables. 

 

Primary Investigator: Drea Arsenault, Ph.D. Student, UNB    

e-mail: Drea.Arsenault@unb.ca 

 

Faculty Supervisor: Dr. Michael Bradley, Professor, UNB      

e-mail: Bradley@unbsj.ca   telephone: 506-648-5658 

 

You are invited to participate in a study on lie detection. The purpose of the research is to 

develop a computer-based lie detector that will be more sensitive to deception. In it, you 

will be asked to read a set of directions and carry out the activity described. This activity 

may or may not be crime-related. You will then be questioned about what you have done 

with the aid of a computer-based lie detector. You may be asked to lie about the events if 

you have completed the crime-related activity. If you are successfully deceptive, your 

name will be entered into a draw to win one of two $50 Walmart gift cards (approximate 

chance of winning: 1/60). Therefore do not volunteer if you do not wish to attempt to lie 

on the computer-based test. You will also be asked to fill out several questionnaires 

related to emotional and cognitive variables. You are allowed to decline to answer 

specific question on any of these questionnaires. The experiment should take about 1.5 

hours and more detailed instructions will be provided to you once the study has begun. 

Participation in this study is entirely voluntary. You may withdraw your participation and 

data without penalty at anytime. If you withdraw after the testing has begun, and you will 

still receive your bonus points. You will be asked to provide basic information about 

yourself (e.g., age, gender, handedness). No one other than the researchers in this study 

will have access to your information, data will be password protected and stored in a 

locked room in the psychology department and destroyed after the study has concluded. 

This project is on file with the university Research Ethics Board (XX-XX). If you have 

any questions or concerns about this study, or are interested in obtaining the final results 

of the experiment please contact one of the following researchers at the University of 

New Brunswick: Dr. M.T. Bradley (Bradley@unbsj.ca; office phone: 506-648-5658) or 

Drea Arsenault (Drea.Arsenault@unb.ca).  If you wish to contact someone who is not 

directly involved in the research, please contact Dr. Lisa Best, Chair, Research Ethics 

Board, UNBSJ at (lbest@unb.ca; office phone: 506- 648-5562). A summary of research 

results will also be posted on the Psychology Bulletin Board after all data has been 

analyzed. 

  

mailto:Drea.Arsenault@unb.ca
mailto:Bradley@unbsj.ca
mailto:Drea.Arsenault@unb.ca
mailto:lbest@unb.ca
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 I agree to participate My signature indicates that I, (print full name) 

____________________________________________ am confirming I have read and 

understand the above information and wish to voluntarily participate. I am also satisfied 

that the researchers have answered my questions.  

 

Signature: ______________________________________ Date: __________________ 

Email: ___________________________________________  

 Please check this box if you would like to receive a summary of the study results 

via email. (Note: you will not receive a summary if email is not printed clearly) 

 

I decline My signature here indicates that I do not wish to participate at this time.   

Signature: _______________________________________  Date: ____________ 
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Appendix I 

 

Demographic Information Questionnaire 

 

Please tell us a little about yourself: 

 

1. What is your age (in years)? _______ 

2. What is your gender? 

 Male 

 Female 

 Transgender Male 

 Transgender Female 

 Other (please describe) _________________ 

 I prefer not to answer 

3. Which is your dominant hand? 

 Right 

 Left 

 Ambidextrous 

4. What is your first language 

 English 

 French 

 Other (please describe) ____________________ 

5. If English is not your first language, would you describe yourself as being fluent 

in spoken English? (If English is your first language, skip to question 7) 

 Yes 

 No 

 Somewhat 

6. If English is not your first language, would you describe yourself as being fluent 

in written English? 

 Yes 

 No 

 Somewhat 

7. Employment Status: please select all that apply to you currently.  

 Employed for wages full time 

 Employed for wages part time 

 Volunteering full time 

 Volunteering part time 

 Self-employed 

 Out of work and looking for work 

 Out of work but not currently looking for work 

 A homemaker 

 Full time student 

 Part time student 

 Retired 
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 Unable to work 

8. To which ethnic or cultural group(s), if any, do you belong? (please select all that 

apply) 

 Aboriginal/First Nations/Métis/Inuit 

 American 

 Canadian 

 Caribbean or West Indian (e.g., Haitian, Cuban, Dominican) 

 Central Asian/Middle Eastern (e.g., Palestinian, Iraqi, Iranian) 

 East Asian (e.g., Chinese, Japanese, Korean) 

 European (e.g., German, Italian, Ukrainian, Dutch, Polish, Portuguese, 

 Spanish, Russian, Scandinavian, Greek, French) 

 French Canadian (e.g., Quebecois, Franco-Ontarian, Acadian) 

 North African (e.g., Moroccan, Algerian, Libyan, Egyptian) 

 South Asian (e.g., East Indian, Sri Lankan, Pakistani) 

 South or Latin American (e.g., Mexican, Salvadorian, Brazilian) 

 Southeast Asian (e.g., Vietnamese, Cambodian, Thai) 

 Sub-Saharan African (e.g., Somali, Sudanese, Ethiopian) 

 United Kingdom (English, Irish, Scottish, Welsh) 

 Other (please describe) _____________________________ 

 I prefer not to answer 

9. What is the highest degree or level of school you have completed? If currently 

enrolled, mark the previous grade or highest degree received. 

 No schooling completed 

 Nursery school to 8th grade 

 9th, 10th or 11th grade 

 12th grade, no diploma 

 High school graduate - high school diploma or the equivalent (for 

example: GED) 

 Some college credit, but less than 1 year 

 1 or more years of college, no diploma 

 Other trade/technical/vocational training 

 Associate degree (for example: AA, AS) 

 Bachelor's degree (for example: BA, AB, BSc) 

 Master's degree (for example: MA, MSc, MEng, MEd, MSW, MBA) 

 Professional degree (for example: MD, DDS, DVM, LLB, JD) 

 Doctorate degree (for example: PhD, EdD) 

10. If you are currently enrolled in university 

 What type of degree are you studying for (e.g., Undergraduate, Graduate 

etc.) ____________________________ 

 What is your program/major? (e.g., Psychology, Nursing etc.) 

____________________________ 
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Appendix J 

 

Guilt Manipulation Instructions (Guilty) 

 

Please read these instructions over carefully twice. You are going to be a secret agent in a 

terrorist organization that is plotting an operation (OP COW) to plant and detonate a 

bomb at a well-known tourist attraction in Canada. The organization has set you and 

other agents up with false identities as students and professors at local universities as to 

not arouse police suspicion. Headquarters has informed you that your job for today is to 

hand off the schematics to build a highly efficient bomb (the SUB PLANS in the RAIN 

FILE) to a fellow secret agent who will then make the drop off (on PERCH STREET) to 

the bomb-maker (PHIL JENKS) who will be easy to spot because he’s wearing a BLUE 

COAT. To accomplish this job, you need to give the white envelope marked “RAIN 

FILE” to the person in office #4 in the Psychology Department in Hazen Hall. You 

will call this agent “Dr. Smith”. (To do this, you will need to stand up from the 

chair, turn left, and begin walking. Office #4 is the first door on your left.) Enter the 

office, give “Dr. Smith” the envelope, and say: 

“Hello Dr. Smith, I’m here as part of OP COW. I have been asked to give you the RAIN 

FILE with the SUB PLANS inside. Headquarters says you are to meet a man in a BLUE 

COAT named PHIL JENKS tonight on PERCH STREET to give him the file. Good 

day.”  

It is very important that you tell him the right keywords (in bold italics) so he knows you 

are an agent and what headquarters wants him to do (the rest of the script is not as 

important to get right but make sure you say at least the key words). Otherwise, he will 

think that you are an undercover police officer and call off the plot, ruining months of 

planning and angering your superiors to the point where they may want you “taken out” 

because agents who fail missions do not last long in your organization.  To make sure 

you pass on the message correctly take a few minutes to review the keywords and 

rehearse the statement above. You will need to pass on the message without looking at 

these instructions so be sure to memorize the details. If you do forget or mistake a detail, 

he will say “failure 1” and you may exit his office, review the details and try again (you 

have up to five attempts). If you are correct, he will say “mission accomplished”. 

After you have read and carried out your instructions, return to the lab “Exam Room”. 

Unfortunately, you were seen in the area of Dr. Smith’s office earlier and aroused 

suspicion by a fellow student. As such, the RCMP suspects you are involved in the 

terrorist plot and while you deny involvement, you have no alibi to verify your story and 

the interrogator does not believe your lies. You are guilty but have learned that you are 

only one of several suspects. Before the investigation goes any further, you and they are 

all going to be examined on a newly-developed computer-based lie detector. The 

interrogator has no idea who is innocent or guilty. So just like everyone else, claim you 
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are innocent. Cooperate with the interrogator so that she will not be suspicious and if you 

can lie effectively to the computer about the crime, you may get away with it. Do NOT 

admit your guilt (including any awareness of the key words or envelope) in any way. If 

you are successful and judged innocent by the interrogator, your name will be entered 

into a draw to win one of two $50 Walmart gift cards (approximate chance of winning: 

1/60).   
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Appendix K 

 

Guilt Manipulation Instructions (Informed-Innocent) 

 

Please read these instructions over carefully twice. You are a suspect in a terrorist plot to 

bomb a major Canadian tourist attraction. You did not do it and you are not even capable 

of doing it. Here’s what really happened. You had heard on the evening news a few days 

ago that the RCMP were attempting to track down secret agents in a terrorist organization 

who sources say was plotting an operation to plant and detonate a bomb at a tourist 

attraction in Canada. The news correspondent also told you that in order to avoid police 

suspicion, the organization had set agents up with false identities as students and 

professors at local universities. 

You happened to be walking down the hallway in the psychology department in order to 

drop off a late paper to one of your professors and you heard a strange interaction going 

on between a student and a professor through an open door. Knowing about this terrorist 

plot, you slowly and quietly approached the open door, pretending to look at a poster on 

the wall. What you heard disturbed you. The student said that he was there as part of OP 

COW and that he had been asked to give the professor the RAIN FILE with the SUB 

PLANS. He also tells the professor that headquarters has sent the message that the 

professor is to meet a man in a BLUE COAT named PHIL JENKS on PERCH STREET 

and give him the file. Then you hear the student’s footsteps as he starts to leave the office 

and you quickly make your way to the professor’s office that you had intended to go to in 

the first place and drop off your paper. After which, you walk to class wondering it all 

meant – does OP COW refer to the terrorist plot? Could the SUB PLANS in the RAIN 

FILE be plans for a bomb? Could PHIL JENKS be the bomb-maker? Should you call the 

RCMP and tell them to be on the lookout for a man in a BLUE COAT on PERCH 

STREET tonight? 

Later that same day, you are approached by a member of the RCMP who tells you that 

you were seen in the area of suspected terrorist activity earlier and as such, you are a 

suspect in a terrorist plot. You are taken in for questioning and tell your story about 

overhearing the interaction between the student and professor but the investigator isn’t 

buying it and tells you that you can’t prove you’re not involved, even though you know 

you are innocent. There is, however, one positive event coming up before this whole 

thing goes any further. You are going to be given a newly-developed lie detection test. 

Since you are only one of several suspects, one of whom is actually guilty, you have a 

good chance of being proved generally truthful and innocent. The interrogator has no idea 

who is innocent or guilty and will not believe you if you tell your story about witnessing 

the interaction and may even think you are trying too hard to look innocent. Cooperate 

with the interrogator so that she will not think you are guilty and if you are successfully 

judged innocent by the interrogator, your name will be entered into a draw to win one of 
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two $50 Walmart gift cards (approximate chance of winning: 1/60). You must now 

stand up from the chair, turn left, and walk to the end of the hallway. Below the 

window, you will find a chair to sit in and a clock to monitor the time. Wait in the 

chair for 5 minutes. Then return to the lab “Exam Room” and the examination will 

begin.   
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Appendix L 

 

Guilt Manipulation Instructions (Uninformed-Innocent) 

 

The RCMP have identified you as a suspect in a terrorist plot to bomb a well-known 

tourist attraction in Canada because you were seen in the area of suspected terrorist 

activity yesterday. You are innocent but your account of what you did at the time of the 

suspected terrorist activity sounded odd to the police investigator. There are no witnesses 

to back up your story and you know the investigator does not believe you. For these 

reasons you are relieved to find out that you will have the opportunity to take a newly-

developed computer-based lie detector test and clear the whole thing up. You are quite 

willing to take the test because you are only one of several suspects, one of whom is 

really guilty, and you will have a good chance of being found truthful and innocent. If 

you are found innocent as you truthfully are, your name will be entered into a draw to 

win one of two $50 Walmart gift cards (approximate chance of winning: 1/60). You 

must now stand up from the chair, turn left, and walk to the end of the hallway. 

Below the window, you will find a chair to sit in and a clock to monitor the time. 

Wait in the chair for 5 minutes. Then return to the lab “Exam Room” and the 

examination will begin. 
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Appendix M 

 

Target Study Task Paradigm Instructions 

 

Attempt 1: 

 

Take a few minutes to memorize the following "TARGET" details. Press ENTER when 

you have memorized all six details. Take as much time as you need. You will be tested! 

Be ready to list them in order. On the next screen, hit ENTER when you have finished 

typing. 

 

First detail: Green Hat 

Second detail: Tim Howe 

Third detail: Op Pig 

Fourth detail: Snow File 

Fifth detail: Ship Plans 

Sixth detail: Shark Street 

 

Attempt 2: 

 

Let's try again! Take a few minutes to memorize the following "TARGET" details. Press 

ENTER when you have memorized all six details. Take as much time as you need. You 

will be tested! Be ready to list them in order. 

 

First detail: Green Hat 

Second detail: Tim Howe 

Third detail: Op Pig 

Fourth detail: Snow File 

Fifth detail: Ship Plans 

Sixth detail: Shark Street 

 

Attempt 3: 

 

Last chance! You'll need to remember 5/6 details correctly on this run to advance to the 

next phase of the experiment. Take a few minutes to memorize the following "TARGET" 

details. Press ENTER when you have memorized all six details. Take as much time as 

you need.  

 

First detail: Green Hat 

Second detail: Tim Howe 
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Third detail: Op Pig 

Fourth detail: Snow File 

Fifth detail: Ship Plans 

Sixth detail: Shark Street 
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Appendix N 

 

Recall Memory Test (Pre-CIT) 

Please name the six details the secret agent told the other agent in the mock crime (these 

details are NOT the TARGET details you memorized when you returned to the lab). If 

you are uncertain, just guess as best you can:  

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 
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Appendix O 

 

Cued Recall Memory Test (Pre-CIT) 

Please answer the following questions about the mock crime (the details one secret agent 

told the other). These details are NOT the TARGET details you memorized when you 

returned to the lab. If you don’t remember, just guess the best you can.  

 

What was the name of the OP? ____________________________________ 

What was the name of the File? ____________________________________ 

What type of Plans were they? ____________________________________ 

What was the color and type of clothing? ____________________________________ 

What was the man’s name? ____________________________________ 

What was the street name? ____________________________________ 
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Appendix P 

 

Lie-detection Questionnaire 

 

LDQ 

Below is a list of statements that can be used to describe how people feel about taking a 

lie-detector test. Beside each statement are five numbers which indicate how much each 

statement is true of you. Please read each statement carefully and circle the number 

which best indicates how you feel right now.  

1. How motivated are you to appear innocent on this test?  

 

1                       2                       3                       4                       5 

Not at all         A little            Somewhat         Motivated        Very  

Motivated       Motivated   Motivated      Motivated 

 

 

2. How much effort will you give to try to appear innocent? 

 

1                       2                       3                       4                       5 

No Effort   A little      Some   Moderate         A lot of 

at all       Effort      Effort     Effort          Effort 

 

 

3. If you are guilty, how confident are you in your ability to beat the test? Likewise, 

if you are innocent, how confident that the test will show that you are innocent?  

 

1                       2                       3                       4                       5 

Not at all        A little            Somewhat          Confident         Very            

Confident      Confident          Confident                                  Confident 
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Appendix Q 

Deceptive Condition Instructions 

Please read these instructions twice. You have been randomly assigned to the deceptive 

condition. If you are guilty, you have to try to conceal recognition of meaningful 

information, in this case, information related to the crime. You have to pretend that 

there’s nothing special about the crime details. You will execute a task in which you will 

see a series of words on the computer screen. Some of the words will be “target” details 

(the details you studied when you returned to the lab: Green Hat, Tim Howe, OP Pig, 

Snow File, Ship Plans and Shark Street). Whenever you recognize a target detail you 

press the right [left] button as fast and as accurately as possible. Pressing this button 

means YES. I recognize this detail. For all other details (the details not on the list you 

studied), you press the left [right] button as fast and as accurately as possible. Pressing 

this button means NO, I don't recognize this detail. You can press YES only to the 

target details. That means that you are obliged to press NO to all other details including 

details related to the crime. If you do recognize the crime-related details then this 

response is clearly a lie since you press a button that says “No, I don’t recognize this 

detail” when in fact, you do. You will need to respond quickly. If you respond too slowly, 

an “ERROR: TOO SLOW” message will appear. It is also important that you respond 

accurately to all items. If you make too many errors with the buttons or if you receive too 

many “ERROR: TOO SLOW” messages, the examiner will think you are guilty. You 

will receive periodic feedback about how many “ERROR: TOO SLOW” messages 

appear and how accurate you are with the buttons. 
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Appendix R 

Control Condition Instructions 

Please read these instructions twice. You have been randomly assigned to this condition. 

You will execute a task in which you will see a series of words on the computer screen. 

Some of the words will be “target” details (the details you studied when you returned to 

the lab: Green Hat, Tim Howe, OP Pig, Snow File, Ship Plans, Shark Street). Whenever 

you recognize a target detail you press the right [left] button as fast and as accurately as 

possible. Pressing this button means YES, I recognize this as a target detail. For all 

other details (the details not on the list you studied when you returned to the lab), you 

will press the left [right] button as fast and as accurately as possible. Pressing this button 

means NO. I don’t recognize this as a target detail. You can press YES only to the 

target details. We are including the details related to a recently committed crime (which 

you may or may not recognize), so you will also see those details occasionally. However, 

since they are not the target details, you would press NO in response to them along with 

the other non-target details. You will need to respond quickly. If you respond too slowly, 

an “ERROR: TOO SLOW” message will appear. It is also important that you respond 

accurately to all items. If you make too many errors with the buttons or if you receive too 

many “ERROR: TOO SLOW” messages, the examiner will think you are guilty. You 

will receive periodic feedback about how many “ERROR: TOO SLOW” messages 

appear and how accurate you are with the buttons. 
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Appendix S 

 

Deceptive Condition Paradigm Reminder 

 

REMEMBER: 

 

Press the YES button, meaning “YES I recognize this detail” in response to TARGET 

items (Green Hat, Tim Howe, Op Pig, Snow File, Ship Plans and Shark Street)  

 

Press the NO button, meaning “NO I don’t recognize this detail” in response to all other 

items. If you are familiar with crime-related details, this means you are clearly lying in 

response to those items. 

 

Respond as quickly and accurately as you can. Avoid “ERROR: TOO SLOW” messages 

but make sure you respond correctly. You will get feedback every few minutes with the 

number of these messages and how accurate you are with the buttons. 

 

If you wish to stop at any time, please inform the experimenter. 

 

Press OK to begin a practice run.  
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Appendix T 

 

Control Condition Paradigm Reminder 

 

REMEMBER: 

 

Press the YES button, meaning “YES I recognize this as a target detail” in response to 

TARGET items (Green Hat, Tim Howe, Op Pig, Snow File, Ship Plans and Shark Street)  

 

Press the NO button, meaning “NO I don’t recognize this as a target detail” in response to 

all other items. You may notice crime-related items presented, but since they are not 

target details make sure to also respond "NO". 

 

Respond as quickly and accurately as you can. Avoid “ERROR: TOO SLOW” messages 

but make sure you respond correctly. You will get feedback every few minutes with the 

number of these messages and how accurate you are with the buttons. 

 

If you wish to stop at any time, please inform the experimenter. 

 

Press OK to begin a practice run.  
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Appendix U 

 

Recall Memory Test (Post-CIT) 

Please name the six details the secret agent told the other agent in the mock crime (these 

details are NOT the TARGET details you memorized when you returned to the lab). If 

you are uncertain, just guess as best you can:  

 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 
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Appendix V 

 

Cued Recall Memory Test (Post-CIT) 

Please answer the following questions about the mock crime (the details one secret agent 

told the other). These details are NOT the TARGET details you memorized when you 

returned to the lab. If you don’t remember, just guess the best you can.  

 

What was the name of the OP? ____________________________________ 

What was the name of the File? ____________________________________ 

What type of Plans were they? ____________________________________ 

What was the color and type of clothing? ____________________________________ 

What was the man’s name? ____________________________________ 

What was the street name? ____________________________________ 
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Appendix W 

 

Recognition Memory Test (Post-CIT) 

Please circle the detail involved in the mock crime (the details one secret agent told the 

other). These are NOT the TARGET details you memorized when you returned to the 

lab. If you don’t remember, just guess the best you can.  

 

1. Clothing type: 

a. Brown Shoes 

b. Red Scarf 

c. Green Hat 

d. Grey Pants 

e. Blue Coat 

f. Black Gloves 

 

2. Man’s name: 

a. Tim Howe 

b. Ray Snell 

c. Phil Jenks 

d. Neil Rand 

e. Gene Falk 

f. Ralph Croft 

 

3. Op name: 

a. Op Cow 

b. Op Horse 

c. Op Goat 

d. Op Sheep 

e. Op Mule 

f. Op Pig 

 

4. File name: 

a. Hail File 

b. Snow File 

c. Rain File 

d. Wind File 

e. Sleet File 

f. Fog File  

 

5. Plan type: 

a. Ship Plans 

b. Tank Plans 

c. Fog Plans 

d. Truck Plans 

e. Sub Plans 

f. Tank Plans 

 

6. Street name: 

a. Cod Street 

b. Carp Street 

c. Pike Street 

d. Trout Street 

e. Shark Street 

f. Perch Street 
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Appendix X 

 

Debriefing Form 

 

YOU CAN TAKE THIS PAGE WITH YOU! 

 

DEBRIEFING FORM: The RT-based three-item CIT: Situational, cognitive and 

emotional variables. 

 

Primary Investigator:    Drea Arsenault, Ph.D. Candidate, UNB 

Faculty Supervisor:    Dr. Michael Bradley, Professor, UNBSJ 

Your participation in the lie detection study was greatly appreciated. The three-item 

Concealed Information Test (CIT) is a computerized method to detect if individuals are 

trying to hide awareness of crimes. In it, a series of items (words or images) are presented 

and examinees are asked to classify each one as quickly as possible via pressing keys. 

Items are either totally novel (irrelevants), familiar due to memorization prior to the test 

(targets) or familiar due to having participated in a mock crime (probes). Those who are 

familiar with crime-relevant items tend to respond less accurately and more slowly to 

those items relative to the novel items. This is tied to two key processes in recognition: 

know judgments (is the information present/absent in memory – rapid, automatic) and 

remember judgments (what is the source of the information – slow, effortful). Innocent 

individuals (unaware of crime details) recognize two types of items: the familiar target 

items and unfamiliar irrelevant items (the probe items appear to be irrelevant because 

they hold no special meaning). Thus, they make only know judgments in order to respond 

correctly. In contrast, guilty examinees also recognize probe items so they must make a 

know judgment to determine whether they recognize the item, then if they recognize the 

item they must make a second remember judgment. Due to the assumption that the crime-

relevant information is known only to investigators and perpetrators, those who appear 

familiar are judged to be “guilty”. However, it is possible that innocent individuals may 

learn crime details from other sources (e.g., media, interrogations, witnessing the event 

etc.) and may appear guilty on this test. Additionally, prior research has suggested that 

when task instructions stress “deceptive” responses to probe items (vs. “control/non-

deceptive”) responses to probe items, individuals tend to take longer to respond because 

the crime-related items tend to be more salient. 

The aim of this research was to test the classification accuracy of the three-item CIT with 

two different instruction types, across individuals who were guilty, innocent-informed or 

innocent. We were especially interested in the informed-innocent group, hypothesizing 

that those who received the “deceptive” instructions would have a higher chance of being 

mistakenly found guilty than those not lying about knowledge (those in the “control” 

condition). It is important to note that in order for the experiment to remain as realistic as 
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possible, it is important that all participants come into the experiment with the same 

knowledge. Please do not discuss any aspects of the study or the classification test 

with other students. If you wish, we will email you a summary of the study results upon 

completion of the study. 

If you have any questions or concerns, or if you would like a summary of the completed 

project please contact either researcher (Dr. Bradley: Bradley@unbsj.ca; office phone: 

506-648-5658 or Drea Arsenault: Drea.Arsenault@unb.ca). If you wish to contact 

someone who is not directly involved in the research, please contact Dr. Lisa Best, Chair, 

Research Ethics Board, UNBSJ (email: lbest@unb.ca; office phone: 506- 648-5562). If 

you feel upset due to your participation in this study and would like to speak to someone, 

please contact UNBSJ Counseling Services (506)648-2309 or 

www.unb.ca/saintjohn/studentservices/health/counselling/index.html. For further reading 

on the topic of the three-item CIT, information leakage, and the role of deception in 

detection please consider the following sources: 

Rosenfeld, J. P., Hu, X., Pederson, K. (2012). Deception awareness improves P300-based 

deception detection in concealed information tests. International Journal of 

Psychophysiology, 86, 114-121. doi: 10.1016/j.ijpsycho.2012.06.007  

 

Seymour, T. L., Seifert, C. M., Shafto, M. G., Mosmann, A. L. (2000). Using response 

time measures to assess ‘‘guilty knowledge’’. Journal of Applied Psychology, 85, 

30–37. doi: 10.1037//002I-9010.85.130 

Thank-you for your participation! 
  

mailto:Bradley@unbsj.ca
mailto:Drea.Arsenault@unb.ca
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